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C H A P T E R I 

INTRODUCTION 

Thia chapter diacuasea in some detail, the usefullness 

of knowledge about technological relationships, in the form of 

~ production function, in management processes associated with 

pigmeat production in New Zealand. 

1.1 The Management Process 

In 1939 T.w. Schultz wrote a fundamental article(l) 

pointing out that the £arm tirm exists in a dynamic economy 

where production may be adjusted and co-ordinated in response 

to changing conditions. The motivation tor change at the farm 

level is generally the expectation of progress in the attainment 

of a set of objectives held by the entrepreneur. The whole 

process of making adjustments and changes within the framework 

or the tirm has become known as the "Management Process". 

In the article reterr9d to, Schultz pointed to the two 

main intereate ot Farm Management workers and Agricultural 
":~·· ~ . . 

Economiat~, ~~~el7: . . , · 
J ~;! '·l.' ~ \; , !•,' .. ,:,; .. 

(l) : a c:leaire to provide; a b1.aia tor guiding entrepreneurial 
~ , • ~~; . i ., 

deciaiona under dynamic conditions; or, 1n more up-to-date 
I ' I 

terminolo17, to aaaiet. tu~•ra .. in carrying out tho management 
-----· - ~ . , · .. r-::" ... ..,.t;•j.... . .. • ,: 

(l) "Theory ot the Pini and rar11 Management Research", 
T.W. Schult■, J.rarra Icon., Vol.21, 1939, p.570. 

' 1,, ,·· . . 
' . 



process with the ai~ or maximising their objective functions, 

and 

( 2) to provide results or use to policy makers in understand in;~ 

the relationship between micro and macro adjustments in 

agriculture. 

Schultz felt that Farm Management research was failing to 

further both or these interests and pointed to the reason as a 

lack or understanding or the dynamic nature or the managerial 

process employed by farmers. He therefore reviewed analytical 

tools suitable tor understanding a,tions or the firm. 

In a reply (2) J.D. Black noted that current research a t 

that time w&s aimed at exploring the general shape of response 

surfaces or intez:-est, and that Guch technological information 

would surely help tarmera in carrying out their managerial 

processes. 

Careful consideration of the views expressed in these 

two papers is useful. Schultz says that Farm Management r esea r c 

with the aim ot helping !armers attain their objectives, cannot 

be tully directed towards this aim until the management process 

is understood. The full understanding or micro Rnd macro 

adjustments in agriculture, ot use to policy makers~ is also 

dependent on knowledge ot the management process. 

Black, on the other hand, pointed out that it knowledge 

on technological relationahipe is necessary for the efficient 

functioning or the management process, then it is worthwhile 

doing r~eearch on thie aapect of. the process, even though full 

underatandinc ot oth'er• tactora necea1ar7 in the process ia not 
• I t" ' ' ,\ r' 

I • I ~ 

available. ·, ~ 

(2) •Dr. Schult• on ran Management ReeearcbL" 
John D. Black, ,1. Farm Econ., Vol.22, 19 O, p.570. 
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Both authors recognise the dyn&mic nature of the 

information required to assist !armers in the management process . 

The process itself is dynamic in nature, and its character will 

change with type of production, farmer education, time, etc. 

The viewpoints or Schultz and Black are complementary, and expla ! 

the development of research into the management process on one 

hand, and research into facets of agricultural production aimed 

directly at improving efficiency of the management process, on 

the other. Many examples of the complementary nature of these 

fields of knowledge exist. Exper-ments run by Heady, Catron, 

e~ al• on pork production()) have explored the marginal rate of 

substitution between carbohydrates and protein with and without 

the use of antibiotics. Resulting knowledge of the pork 

p~oduction function has allowed production economics principles 

to be applied to the problem of computing least-cost protein

carbohydrate rations for pigs, 2s well as mak ing a choice betwaen 

different marketing weights under differing price situations for 

feeds and product. 

These recomaendationa maximise revenue from a given litter 

ot piga, through the well known principle or equating marginal 

product ~•lue with marginal input coat~ A consideration of 

pork production, howeYer, leads to th• conclusion that where 

piga are produced on a continuou~ haaia certain "length-of-run 

problems" arise. Where profit ia the objective 1n the 

()) •New Procedures in Estimating Feed Substitution Rates 
and in Determining Economic Efficiency in Pork Production ''i 
by E.O. Heady D.V. Catron, D.E. MclCee, a.c. Ashton,· and 
V.C. Speer, Research Bulletin 462, Nov. 1958, 
Iowa State College • . 



management process, the aim will be to maximise profit over time 

rather than maximise profit per litter of pigs. In general 

these aims will not lead to tho same production plans.(4) 

Thus, as new aspects or the management process become 

clear, research can be carried out to provide relevant information, 

and hypotheses can be formulated and testedJ5) 

The development or Farm Management (of which the 

Managemen·t Process is the essential feature) as a discipline 

has been reviewod by Glenn L. Johneon.( 6) 

Early in the history or Farm 1:Snagement it was felt that 

Agricultural Economics had a considerable contribution to make 

to Farm Management, which until then placed e~phasis mainly on 

technical agricultural sciences. Other disciplines from both 

the sciences and the humanities are makir,g much needed and 

important contributions to Farm Management. These include 

statistics, logic, sociology, hom~ economics, psychology, 

philosophic value th~ory, as well as the p~ysical and biological 

scienc•s• 

(4) "Re~ults from Production Economic Analysis", 
Glenn L. Johnson, J. Farm Econ., Vol.J7, 1955,p.206. 

(S) A not~ble example ot a major research project which made 
contribution~ both to the theory or management and empi
rical testing in agriculture ia the Interstate Managerial 
Survey. The results and description of this research 
haYe been reported in various articles in the J. Farm Econ. 
1.e, "Progress and Problema in Decision Making Studies", 
Vol.37, 19SS, p.1097, H~a. Jensen, C.B. Haver, et al., 
and in bulletins ot the aeyen experimental stations 
inYolYed;i.e., "Information Reeds 1n Fara Management", 
D.W. Thou• and a.J •. Aaick, Purdue UniYeraity Research 
Bulletin 10.70,,1960. ·A.book baa been written snmmar.iaing 
the aethodology and major findings - "A Study or 
Managerial Proc••••• ol JU.dwestern. Farmer•"• O.L. Johnson, 
et al. (Ida), Iowa.Stat• UDiY. Preas, Am••• Iowa, 1961. 

(6) "Agricultural Bconollics, Production Economics and the Field 
ot ,~rm Management", 
Olenn L. Johnson, J. Farm Been., Vol.39:- 1957, p •. 441. 
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The conclusion reached after study of the literature 

pertaining to the field ot management proces~, is that before 

doing research aimed at helping farmers attain their objectives, 

some knowledge or the relevant management process is necessary. 

As mor8 is learnt about management processes used in the field 

of interest, research can be directed ~o areas of need. The 

relationship is dyna~ic and will continue to be so while we are 

faced with a dynamic economy. 

With this brief background it is proposed to consider 

Farm Management research into pig-me&t production in New Zealand , 

where the aim or such research is to assist tanners maximise 

their objectiYe functions. The characteristics or pig-meat 

production in Hew Zealand are discussed and this leads to the 

broad description or features of likely management processes 

that exist in the iaduatry. Avenues of Fdrm Management research 

will then be discussed with respect to these f eatures. 

1.2 Characteristics or Pigmeat Production in New Zealand 

Pigmeat production in New Zealand ~8 carried out under 

widely differing conditions, with a variety of breeds in use(?) 

and with different marketing opportunities - both during the 

season and between districts. The conditions ot pigmeat 

production in lew Zealand differ trom those in other parts of the 

world becauae ot the- bulky nature-or the main foodstuffs - skim 

milk (9,S D.M.), whey (6.5~ D.M.). The supply or these foods 

varies from almost sero in the winter months, to a peak in 

November and then tall• again as the dairying season advances. , . -----(?) "Pig Production in New Zealand: History and Breeds", 
I.H. Owtram, ■ .Z.Jnl.ot • Agriculture, Vol.106,No.4, 
1 r; /\ '"' r 1 1 1 qb 1 . P • ? q l • 



The productive performance or the pig can be closely 

controlled (if desired) by the pig producer. The farrowing 

dates ot sows can be controlled by hand mating. The subse

quent litter may be weaned at 7-10 days with appropriate 

managementi 8) or at any time subsequent to this, commonly six or 

eight weeks. By mating directly after weaning sows may be 

farrowed twice yearly. The growth rate or a litter after weaning 

is determined to a large extent by both the rate of feeding and 

nature of the foodstuff (disease factors, breeding, housing, etc., 

will also play a part in growth rat~ of course). Pigs may be 

sold at almo~t any weight subsequent to weaning (where weaning 

occurs at )5-40 lb live weight). Pigs from 60-109 lb carcass 

weight are known aa "Porkers", and from 110-140 lb carcass weight 

as "Baconer•"• Price or pigmeat varies during the year, gener al 

levels falling towards the end or the dairy seaoon when farmers 

are forced to quit stock or over--winter them on supplementary 

foodstutra. Some idea of the present relationship between pork 

and bacon prices are given in the following table(9):-

(8) 

( 9) 

Fat Pigs 

Porkers (60-109 lb) 

Baconer• (110-140 lb) 

Av. 17d. per lb. 

Av. lS;d. per lb. 

.Baconer• Special Orading Scheme 

Prime lo~l 20id.per lb. 

18\d.per lb. 

16id.per lb. 

Priae lo.2 

0rade 2 

"Early Weaning or Piga,• 
D.M. Smith, N.Z.J.Ag., 91,No.6 19SS,p.594-599. 

Massey 0n1Teraity College or Manawatu; Farm Management 
- Guide to 1962/6) Rural Costs Bnd Prices; p.9. 



Supplementary foodstuffs are most usually thought of as 

substitutes for liquid dairy by-products in times of milk scarc ity . 

Whey, however, is low in protein and is most commonly supplemented 

with barley or meat meal to provide a more balanced diet. A 

variety of foodstuffs present themselves aa supplements to liquid 

dairy by-prouucts: okim milk powder and butt~rmilk powder, meat 

meal and barley-meal, leafy clover paature, 6ugar Leet and fodd er 

beet and carrots are, perhaps, used most commonly. 

The pigmeat producer in New Zealand thus has a high degr ee 1 

of flexibility aYailable in deciding on rations for pigs, feed in6 , 

and hence subsequent fattening rates, and selling weights. As 

mentioned above, reasonable control can also be exercised over 

farrowing dates, and hence pig numbers during the season. 

The remaining general aspect to consider in pigmeat 

production ia that or uncertaint~(lO) At the start of the dairy 

season pig producers will h~ve information on present levels of 

pigmeat prices and expectations as to the 111ovement of these 

prices during the year. Given an "average", "poor", or "g ood" 

dairy season, the majority of producers could make reasonable 
. 

estimates, from past experi•nce, as to the quantity or whey 

(or skim milk) they would be likely to have available in any 

(10) Distinction between risk and uncertainty situations is 
made by· 1.0. He2d in chapter lS or his book: 
"lcononlica or A cultural Production and Resource Use " , 
Prentice-Hall, c., I.J. 19S2:- "Riek refers to 
Yar1ab111t1 or outcome• which are measurable in an 
empirical or quantitatiTe manner,i.e. the atatistical 
probab111t1 or.a particular outcome ia known with certain
ty. In contrast. ·to pure l'iak, the probability or an 
outcome cannot .' be eatabliahed in an empirical or quant1-
·tat1Ye aen1e ·tor uncertainty•. Alt):lough eome of the 
thing■ reterrect to .·1n, thia aection as uncertaint.iea 
could be reduced to riaka with adequate records, the t e r m 
uncertaint1 w111·. be u1ed to refer to po■itiona where 
lack' ot certaiDtJ about outcome• 1• likely to ar.re~t t he 
man,,.gement proce••• · 



month. Whether a "rood", "bad" or "average" season is in store , 

however, will be uncertain. Uncerta!nty is ~resent in the 

prediction or the n\unber or piglets that w.1.11 be farrowed 

(we might expect 7 or 8), or aa to the number in a litter that 

will survive to weaning. Farme~a are commonly uncertain as to 

the number and weights or pigs that will be on hand at some 

future date in time; naturally enough, this uncertainty will 

increase as the point of interest in the future is extended. 

Expect,ed growth rates from a given feeding schedule may not be 

achieved. 

Pigmeat production 1n New Zealand could therefore be said 

to be characterised by a high degree of flexibility in production 

possibilities. This degree or flexibility is complementary to 

uncertainty, also a characteristic of pigmeat production in 

New Z~aland. 

Thie then ia a broad description of the general si~uation 

under which management processes concerned Aith pigmeat product ion 

are carried out in Bew -Zealand. The objective now is to have :-1 

closer look at these management processes. 

A pig production (or management) system on a farm is the 

result ot ·a management process or proce~sea, controlled by the 

farmer (the degree ot control will var7 from person to person). 
r 

The endpoiDt of a ·p11 production ayatam 1a the ·sale or a number 

or piga, ~t ·1~~~-w~ighta,.'· ~.,e~ ·~ period ot tiae. Thia end-
111:.• •, i,, 11 • ! • • ' ; 

point · i• th• ·~ea~t ot .deciaiona involving combinations or 

pr~duction ·tactor• aucb as fattening and tarrowing tacilitiea, 

farrowing and fattening schedules, number of sows, labour supply, 

feed supplies, etc. Decision making is the focal point of the 

ma na gement process. The •1• ot Farm Managemen~ research that 



concerns us - to as~iet farmers in the management process -

implies helping farmers make the right decisions in tbe context 

of maximising objective functions. 

It may be possible to categorise decisions made in a 

particular production process. As we will see, this knowledge 

of deci~ion categories is helpful in directing research and 

deriving possible management systems. 

Decisions are based on expectations about technological 

production relationships. Thus we may be interested in elucid-

ation of technological relationshipb already in use, and new 

technolog~.3s that might widen the field of production 

possibilities. 

Producers may wish to compare alternative management 

systems 1n terms ot economice and feasibility, as an aid to 

decision making. 

Once tho releTant decisior.s have been made (sometimes 

without reterence to production relationstips) and the manage

ment system haa been adopted, we are interested in the success 

or failure or the system to fulfil the expected change in the 

producer'• objective function. 

Important avenues or Farm Management research, in line 

with thia diecuaaion, are then: 

(1) Understanding .and knowledge or the categories or 
d~cieion making exiating in the production process. 

(2) 
I" 

' ' 

. . 

Bluo1dation ot new and existing technical production ·_,. . ·r· . , . 
relationehipa • . 

()) Dnelopment and exaapl•• ot methoda tor ~conomic 
. . 

compariaon ot ·man•1•••t •r•tema. 



(4) Studies of success and failure will add to knowledge 

on technical production relationships, and give 

actual measures or success or management systems. 

(5) A profit objective function may be assumed and a 

"beet" management system calculated using results 

from the tields or research listed above. Ir the 

resulting system is not practiced, reasons should be 

ascertained, with a view to detectinb voids and short

comings in the knowledge associated with (1), (2) and 

()). Ir the feasibility or such a system is simply 

not well known, extension methods may well result in 

the stimulation or management processes leading to 

adoption or such a system. 

The widely diftering conditions of pigmeat, production, 

and the flexibilities and uncertainties facing the f,roducer, 

suggest that the second and third ~venues of Farm Management 

research, in conjunction with the first field, offer the 

greatest possibilities in assisting decision making in pig 

production in lew Zealand. These aspects are discussed a t 

greater length in the remainder or this chapter. Difficulties 

associated with the derivation of a "best" managament system 

are also diacuaaed. 

The tourth aYenue ot research listed applies only to 

management ayateu at present in ua• within the industry. 

Reither till• nor tiDance waa aYailabl• tor a study or this 

braadth. ,", 
,. ' 
fl',~ •• ' . . ' . .. , . 

l.J Deo11iog Making In Th9 ·Proc••· ·o, Pigmeat Production . 
Dec1e1on makinc ~ the proceaa ot pigmeat production is 

' t ' 
. . ' 'i:,-~ ,.,':~ 



di scussed under the following three categories:

(a) Short term decisions. 

(b) Int~rmediate term decisions. 

(c) Long term decisions. 

(a) Short term decisions: The existence of this category 

might be expected because of the degree of flexibility and 

uncertainty, already described, facing the pigmeat producer. 

These decisions will most likely relate to feeding and selling 

policies to be adopted for pigs on hand at the present time. 

These policies will be influenced by the number of pigs on hand, 

th~ir weights, food sup~lies, prices of supplementary feeds, 

prices for various classes and grades of pigs, and expectations 

about these variables in the foreseeable future (i.e., might 

be one or two months). 

(b) Intepediatf t~rm decisions: Relating to farrowing dates, 

fattening policie1, proYision of supplementary foodstuffs grown 

on the tarm euch aa todder beet, barley, etc. The contracting 

for future supplies ot tood, i.e., whey. It is possible for 

these decisions to be made on the basis of short term considera

tions, but it intermediate term planning is done then these are 

the likely ti~lds of decision making. 

(c) Long term decisions: Involving the general level and 

intensity ot pig production in relation to labour and capital 
C 

supply,•~•• ot tana, dairy cow numbers and possibility for 

expanding ailk production; 1.e., the place or the piggery in 

the general tar■ organisation. 
-, 

The diYiaion ot decision making as related to pigmeat 

production into three categories was entirely arbitrary, 

though not necessarily unrealiatic. The existence ot a greator 



number of levels wJ.11 not affect the result of the following 

discussion. 

Each of the levels or categories of decision making wil l 

be inter-related. Thus the feeding schedules and aelling 

programme that maximises net revenue in the next month depends 

on the number and weigh~s of pigs on hand at the beginning of 

the month, together with expected supplies of foodstuffs and 

increases in pig numbers in this period. The number and wei i hts 

of pigs on hand will depend on !arrowing dates and feeding 

schedules in the past. Food supply may be an uncontrolled 

var:i.able, i.e., supply or whey or skim milk, or controlled in 

the case or barley meal that can be purchased in any quantity 

at any time of the year at a given price. In turn, the number 

of sows farrowed and the dates of farrowing will depend on 

farrowing facilities and date when last fa ~rowed. 

1.4 Provision ot Technological Informati2n_ 

Technological information is always necessary in a dec isior 

making process. Information on the technical process of produc-

tion is summarised in the form or a Production Function, which 

aims to predict the level or output, for a given number and 

levels ot inputs on which output 1a depend~nt. Commonly the 

Production lunction ia apec1t1ed in mathematical torm: 

1 • t(x1, x2, •••• xk) 

where we say the output (pigmeat production) Y, 1a a function 

or various inputs (meal, whey, d1se&se factors, breeding, ~tc.) 

x1, x2, •••• xki wher• the level or output depends on the 

l evel ot the various inputs. There are problems associated 

with the deriYation and mathematical specification of product ion 



f unctions, that will be dealt with later. 

1.5 Comparison or Alternatives 

Alternative plans or courses of action may be compared, 

both economically and for feasibility, by methodological 

techniques that commonly use the technological information 

discussed in section 1.4 as part or their input. Methods for 

comparing production alternatives that suggest themselves in 

this case are -

(a) Partial budgeting, 

(b) Linear programming,(11) 

(c) Dynamic programrning,( 12 ) 

(d) Simulation techniques.(lJ) 

Partial budgeting and a linear programme have much in 

common. A aeries or partial budg~ts compare the profitability 

of altern&tiT• processes. Linear prograrrming is a mathematical 

tool that enables the moat profitable process, or combina tion 

of processes to be selected from a large number of alterna tives . 

The concepts behind dynamic programming and simulation wi ll 

become clear from the following discu5sion. 

Having mentioned briefly the analytical techniques t hRt 

we wish to uae to assist in decision making, we now discuss 

their uae with respect to the levels or decision hypothesized 

to ex1at in ttie Pie pro~~ction process. 
~~ ~ i 

(11) •Linear Progr~iDg Methods" Karl O. Heady and Wilfred 
Candler Iowa State Un1Yeraity Press,Amea,Iowa, 1958. 

~~l • _., • , • 

• '".;!1·1-:t"' . .. . ·,, 
( 12 f . "DJDiaiO Prograni1ng" & • Bellman, Princeton Uni vers it Y 

Pr•••• Princeton, I.J. 1957. 
(1)) "Sc1ent1t1c Programming in Business and Industrr", 

A. Vasaon7i, J. Wiler and Sona, N_.Y., 1958, Ch • .,,.J. 



l . 6 Short Term Deci~i.2.ns - Economic Analy3i§. 

The short term po~iticn cf the 

characterised by his resource situation, and pricea in the 

i mmediate future for pigs and foodstuffs, and the fact that 

reasonable know·ledge existe about these variables. Under these 

conditions we can expect decisions to be made. For example: 

towards the end of the dairy season a pig producer will have a 

certain number of pigs or given weights on hand, feed supplies 

from dairy by-products will be declining, as will be the price 

for pigmeat. The decisions to be made will generally revolve 

around the question: what is the most profitable course of act ion 

to follow with the pigs on hand? Should some pigs be sacrificed 

at pork weights so th~t sufficient feed will be available to take 

the remaining stock to bacon weights? What are the economics 

of wintering pigs on supplementary foodstuffs? Perhaps it woul d 

pay to mate some pigs as gilts to be sold in-pig during winter? 

The right answers to th••• questions (and others) will depend on 

the rssource restrictions mentioned and the technological 

production relationahips that exist. It might be sufficient 

to provide a farmer with knowledge as to the growth rate tha t 

can be expected when pigs or various weights are fed different 

amounts ot toodatutt per week, to enable .b.!9l to calculate .hll 

most profitable (or desirable} aho~~ run policy. In this 
, 

situation partial budgets or linear programming may be used to 

assiat 1D comparing alternatives. Both theee analytical methods 

\Jill mak•uae ot th8 , technological production relationships given 
~ , ~ J • , I 1 • t ._ • .., ' •• • , 

by the piglleat production function •. At other times of the year 

the abort run decision process may inYolve greater or less 

opportunity tor alternative couraea ot action. 



It is known that some pig producers in the Manawatu are 

a v present successfully exploiting the flexibilities that exist 

in pigmeat productio~ by making mainly short term decisions, and 

roug~ly letting farrowing dates, etc. work themselves out, the 

pigs boing dealt with in a manner appropriate to the particular 

occasion. A study or pig producers using thiR approach may 

indicate special features which are necessary for the succes s of 

this management system. However, without doing such a s tudy it 

is possible to imagine one such feature of this management s yst em . 

The provision of cheap sources of su~plementary foodstuff, notably 

,fodder beet where labour ia plentiful, could result in pig 

production being leas dependent on a variable supply of liquid 

dary by-product such as whey. The removal of the necessity to 

ensure that pig numbers and appetite are fitted to available 

feed supplies over the year is probably an essential prerequisite 
I 
to the success of the management :;ystem described. Rather then, 

feed supply is adjusted, via the use of re:atively cheap and 

storable supplements, to pig supplies. A series of successful 

decisions can thus be made in the short run. 

Ot course, abort run decisions will be made under other 

circumstances, the important thing to note is that short run 

decisions are made, that technological relationships are usually 

an essential input to the decision making process and that partia l 

budgeting and linear programing could assist in comparing 

alternatiYea - both in tenu ot economics and physical feasibili ty . 

1,7 Intermediate Term Deciaiona - Economic Analysis 

Consider brietly the charact~riatics ot·short term 

decisions. In the short run, the right decisions will depend 



on the current resourco situation, prices and expectations 

about future variables; the level or some being controlled by 

present decisions. 

or past d~cisions. 

The present resource eituation is a result 

Past decisions therefora affect the profit 

it is possible to make in the immediate future; or, our range 

of present decisions is affected in part by past decisions. 

~n the case where this situation exists (as it does in pigmeat 

production), the advantages that might exist in intermediate 

term (say 12 months) planning are obvious. This sort of 

economic reasoning forms the background for the analytical 

method of Dynamic Programming. The method applies to the 

production process where, what has been done in the past affects 

what can be don• at present.(l4 ) This is obviously the case in 

pigmeat production where past feeding rates will have affected 

the present weight or the pig, and the present weight together 

with feed supplies will determine the weight that can be 

attained at the end or the current period. 

The general ide~ in dynamic programming is to select a 

period of time over which it is desired to maximise profit 

(or minimise cost, etc.). This period is divided up into a 

number or sub-periods, which might correspond to our short term 

decision periods. It 1• then possible to consider systemati-

cally the ettect ot making deciaiona 1.n any following period. 

The deciaiona •d• 1n the last sub-period will not arrect those 

made _in prior sub-perioda,w• mar therefore safely maximise 

pr~fit tor the laa·t sub-period, subject or course to resource 

(14) As well as referring to sequential decisions in time 
drnamic programming mar refer to sequential decisions 
in apace, or 1n genera, to any n-dimensional problem 
that can be apl1t into n one-dimenaional problems. 
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1~vels at the bAginning of the sub-period. These resource 

levels depend on decisions made the sub-period before (if they 

do not we have not got a "dynamic" situation), hence it is 

possible to make our decisions to ma~imise profit r~om both 

~ub-periods. The process 18 continued backwards to the first 

sub-period and results in a plan that maximises profit for the 

whole production period. Suitable as dynamic programming 

sounds in theory for the planning of pig production over a period 

of say 12 months, severe limitations arise in practice. ~hen 

there 1a more than one decision varidble to consider in each 

of the sub-periods the size of the problem beco~es rapidly 

unmanageable.(lS) 

As we have already discussed, pig production in New 

Zealand is characterised by some degree of uncertainty and a 

high degree or flexibility manifested in many alternative 

production possibilities. Where dairy by-products provide a 

major portion ot pig food• intermediate term planning is 

necessary to organise pig numbers and a ppetite in such a way 

as to maximise profit from the variable feed supply. One a im, 

according to our definition or desirable Farm Management 

research, ia to evolT• methods or deriving plaJ1s that will 

(lS) Where th• .!.l!!l parameter• carry over trom period to 
period, Cucllir baa shown that th• problem can be 
aolTed once and for nll u•ing Parametric Linear 
Programmings •aetlectiona on Dynamic Programmiug 
Model••• w.v. Candler, J.rarm Econ.Vol.42 pp.920-926, 
loT. 1900. HoweYer ~h• author knows or no explicit 
diacusaion that reduces or simplifies the computational 
burden ot dynalllic programming where more than one 
deciaion Tariabl• 1• inTOlYed in each sub-period and 
where ditterent deciaion T&riables may exist in 
different sub-periods • . 



m;i xLnise profit (or ao.ue other criterion) -in any given 

res0urce/price situation. The theoretical poseibility and 

~ractical problems associated with dynamic programming as such 

.. ir.0 t:1od, have been discussed. 

Linear Programming waa described previously as a mothod 

of comparing tho economics of alternative production processas 

wi th the aim of selecting the moat profitable combln&tioni and 

mi~ht therefore appear to be a suitable aid to intermediate 

term decision making (planning). However, the large number 

of production alternatives and restrictions that are, as we 

have notod, characteristic of pigmeat production, mean that the 

size of a linear programme to tackle this sort of planning 

becomos prohibitivo. For example, consider the production 

situation where whey 1a the main source of pig food during the 

year. Let ua divide the 12 month production µeriod into 

26 two-week periods; we may then estimate the expected quartity 

of wney availabl• in-each of these periods. Let ue consider 

the unrealistic assumption that we will onlt produce pi gs to 

pork weights, and that we wish to consider only three alter

native rations that will enable us to do this. Sows may be 

f arrowed, theoretically, in any or the 26 two-week periods 

during the year, thua each pork production ration results in 

26 pork producing act1Yitiea (or proc•asea). Barley meal may 

be purchased 1n anr period to supplement whey supply, and let 

us consider the case where w• vary parametrically the total 

'~uantity ot meal purchased from aero to some upper limit. 

~ithout adding any further restrictions such a3 fattening 

fac111tiee, labour supply, etc., we n•v• 27 restrictions, and 

4 x 26 • 104 activitiea, (3 x 26 • 7S pork producing activities, 



~ud 26 buying meal activities). This gives an initial matrix 

of 27 x 105 • 2835 elemente. Although a very conaiderable 

number of these elements will be zero in the initial tableau, 

ihey may not be after several iterations. A linear programme 

of this size is too big tor convenient analysis by electronic 

computers in common use in lew Zealand, such as the IBM 650 

which has 2000 memory cells on drum storag~. (Magnetic tape 

storage could be used but would be time consuming.) 

Even if this problem could be Bolved on a larger coffi~uter, 

it can readily be appreciated that the formulation of production 

alternativas was unsatisfactory, and a solution would be of 

relatively little use in planning pigmeat production. The size 

of the problem aould be reduced by either considering a shorter 

production period, or by dividing the 12-month period into 

fewer sub-periods, i.e., months. However, the introduction of 

further production alternatives and resource restrictions to 

s ive a more realistic description of the problem again result 

in the capacity ot computers such as the IBM 650 being exceeded. 

It appeara, therefore, that the size of the problem 

prchibitB the ua• ot linear programming for intermediate term 

planning ot pig production in Jew Zealand, at least in the 

caue where a variable supply ot dairy by-product provides the 
I • • • 

main source ot toodatutt. · It line&r programming could be . . 
~ . 

used, i.e. electronic computer• wit~ sufficient tast access 
' . 

storage apace were, aYailable, an illportant aepect would be the 
. I . 

~4 J 

specification ot alternatiYe ration• tor pig production tn 

various weight■ • Thia 1.ntorution 1• derived from th• pigmeat 

production tunction. 
A third and leaa widely understood class or analytical 



methods could possibly be used for intermediate term planning 

for pigmeat production, where deciaion making roay best be 

described a~ ~ultistage. These are known as Simulation 

Tochnigue;,. Where distribution functions can be specified for 

the random variables that occur in the production process; 

i.e., the number of pigs per litter, the whey supply in a given 

month, the probability of get.ting a sow .ln pig ,:.. t the first, or 

second or third heat after weaning, etc., we t av~ the r o~sibility 

of simulating the production process. Physical production 

relationships will be given by the pigmeat production function. 

A pig production model for some period (i.e., 1~ months) is set 

up with restriction~ on labour oupply during the yeur, fattening 

and farrowing facilities, number of sowe, etc. Pigmeat prices 

at any time may be also specified in term!3 of a µrobnbility 

distribution. 

The reaultis ot a simulatiou of the 1,roduction pr ::>cess 

revolve around the answers to va riou~ •-iues -.., ions thAt c1re -..: s i<. ed 

during the run. The simulation ma/ thcreroro ,~rocced Ly 

asking how many sowa are available for lllating and how rr.a n)' 0f 

these ahould we mate at this time. The answers to these 

questions will then giYe subsequent farrowing dates and the 

numbers ot piglets obtained and weaned will depend on two more 
' 

queation■ ·and anawera~ A selected ration will result in 

predicted liYeweight gaina or the animals. Whether food 

supply ia tro■ whey or supplementary feed, or ~ome combination , 

will depend on the expected quantity of whey ava ilable, and the 

competition troa other animals _tor foodstuff, at that time; 

thia intonnation also being the result of Guestion& and answers. 

S 1m1larly with qu·•ationa 00 selling weights - the answers to 
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which may well be determined by expected future whey supply and 

prices. The method or "obtaining the answ6rs" is given by 

r andom sampling techniques; resulting in the name of Monte-C arlo 

f or this type or simulation. Thus the value of a particular 

Vdria ble is obtained by random sampling the relevant proba bility 

density function. A large number of simulations (carr ied out 

on an el~ctronic computer) results in a large number of 

production plans. Some results occur more frequently a nd wi t h 

higher profits than others. We thus obtain a large number of 

plans and some idea of their pr obability of occurring, and the 

expected profit from each can be ca lcul a ted. 

Whether or not ~u!'ficient information exists for the 

s pecification or the distribution functions of some of the 

important variables mentioned above is not known. The 

possibility or using eimulation techniques for an analysis of 

the profitability or alternative cethods of pi gmea t pr oduct ion 

could be the subjoct matter of another stut: y.( 16 ) This met.hod 

would, however, appear to "ffer definite ;,o;;si bili ties a s a 

method of attack in intermediate term pl anning of pi gmeat 

production. Once again, it would be essential to be a ble t o 

predict live-weight gains from various reeding rations as an 

integral part ot the simulation technique. 

We conclude, theretore, that the nature of the problem 

and the metboda ot analysis available make intermediate term 

(16) For an introductory paper on the use or simulation as 
a research technique in agriculture see: "An Introduction 
To The Dae or Simulation-In The Study Of Grazing 
Management Problems" P.L. Arcus. Proc.N.Z. Soc. of An. 
Prodn. Vol.2) pp. 159 - 68, 1963, 
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pl ,rnning a relatively uncertain proposition. If suita ble 

methods of analysis and adequate computing facilities were 

JV,J il.'.lble, technological information from the pigmeP-t producti on 

function would be an essential part or such an analysis. 

1. ~ Long Term Decisions - Economic Analysis 

Long term decisions will be conctrned with the gtn er a l 

l e ve l of pig production that is most r rofitable, or meets so;ri e 

other requirements. Pigmeat production competes with milk 

production for labour, capital, and in some cases (where 

supplementary crops are grown) for l,nd. In making long term 

decisions as to the desirable level of pig production, Budgeting 

and Linear Programming are analytical methods that allow the 

relative profitability of various l~vels of pigmeat and milk 

production to be compared. However, the apparent profitabilit y 

of any level or pigmeat production will depend on how well short 

and intermediate term decisions h1ve been ma de. 

1.9 Summary 

We have discussed pigmeat production with the a i ru of 

doing Farm Munagement research to assist pig producers in 

maximising their objective functions. We realise that a 

production process ie the result or decisions made by the 

farmer. The uncertainty and flexibilities associated with 

Pigmeat production ha•• been atreeae~. Three levm of 

deciaioD making in pigmeat . production were postulated, and 

Farm Management research was discussed in relation to each of 

these levels. 
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1.10 Conclusions 

The inter-relation between levels or decision making is 

evident, and it is realistic to assume that thia inter-relation 

a~d the relativ~ importanc~ or these levels will vary between 

farms. However, the existence or this situation should not 

deter us from doing Farm Management research into problems 

associated with these levels of decision making. 

It would appear likely in this situation that elucidation 

of the technological relationships that exist in pigmeat 

production (the pigmeat production fw1ction) would be of value 

in making decisions, especially in the short term. 

A study ot methods of economic analysis, concentrating 

either on some form of Dynamic Programming, or Simulation 

Techniques, would be of greatest value for intermediate term 

planning. However, the pigmeat production function is also 

essential to economic analysis (crade though it may be) for 

intermediate term planning. 

Successful long term decisions can best be made when based 

on optimum short and intermediate term planning of the piggery.(lr) 

Two main fields of Farm Management research are thus seen 

to be: 

(1) Elucidation ot new or existing technical 

production relationships. 

(2) Development and experience of methods of economic 

analyaie. 

(17) Long term planning will often be done when these 
conditions are not tultilled. Thia, however, could well 
result in lea• than optiaWI long term planning as the 
present protitabilitJ ot pig production .ia sub-optimum 
with rP.snect to resources in U8e. 
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In helping to decide in any particular instance which of 

these fields moat warrant• research, we should try to focus 

attention on the decision variables considered by farmers, and 

where the lack of knowledge exiata that presumably hampers 

decisions. Time has not allowed an actual survey or case f ar m 

studies or farmers to determine these variables and knowledge 

voids with respect to pig production. However, it is felt that 

general knowledge and discussion with a few people in touch 

with pig production problems has been sufficient to describe 

fairly accurately the problem setting. 

This discussion has lead to the conclusion ·that the correct 

estimation or the production function should be a primary 

consideration in research aimed at helping farmers make the 

right decisions in pigmeat production in New Zealand. The 

remainder of this thesis ia therefore direrted towards this aim. 



C H A P T E R I I 

NATURE OF THE PRODUCTION r'UNCTION 

The preceding chapter discussed the usefulness and place 

of technological knowledge, commonly expressed in mathematical 

form as a production function, in management processes associated 

with pigmeat production. This chapter considers in some detail 

what are desirable characteristics of a pigmeat production model. 

For the moment then we hypothesize that the production 

function we are interested in can bP- conveniently expressed as 

a mathematical model, where the expected value of one vari able 

(the yield) is de£1ned as a function of the observed values of 
. 

other variables (the inputs). In common notation we write: 

J • r(x1, x2, ••• , xk) (2. lJ 

where y ia the predicted value or the yield, given the levels of 

the input yaria~l•~-·:~_ ~l• .. ~2, ••• , xk. Regression analysis may 

be defined, (l) •• ·:~he~e;t1m&t1on or prediction or the value of 
. ~ l I -I "\. :· ·, 

one variable trom the values ot other given variables; and is . 
therefore suited to the expression or production functions. 

In carJTing out a regression analysis there are three 

aspects to cone1dera 

(1) Tbe partlcular yariabl91 among which the 

relationship 1• hJpothesi1ed to exist. 

(l) "legreaeion Analyais•, I.J. Williama, 
J. Wiley and Sons Inc.,N.Y., 1959. 



(2) The mathemrttical form of the model. 

(3) The estimating procedure to be used. 

These aspects should be considered with the aim of obtaining 

thP most accurate description possible of the production process 

of interest. More specifically, this aim is usually interpreted 

as obtaining unbiased and minimum variance estimates of y. 
The estimating procedure of Least Squares fulfils these require

ments under certain assumptions and will be considered at a 

later ~tage. 

The particular variables and the mathematical model used 

in the production £unction depends partly on our knowledge and 

understanding or the nature of the production process. 

Production economics principles may provide some basis for the 

selection of a suitable mathematical form. 

Statistical teats may be used to check the effectiveness 

of different variables and mathematical models in describing 

the production process. 

A combination ot logic and statistical testing is 

therefore used in deciding upon variables and the mathematical 

form tor the production function. The remainder of this chapter 

is concerned with the selection of these two characteristics 

for a pismeat production function baaed on present knowledge of 

nutritional relationships in the nature of the production process. 

2.1 Tyo Classes ot Animal Producta 

Anillal products can be diYided into two broad classes on 

the basis ot the biological proceasea involYed: those that 

result from the growth ot the animal, and those that are 
~ 

"manufactured" by the animal. Meats are the principle elements 
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of the first class, and milk and eggs are examples of the 

sec c,nd. We are interested in this thesis in the first type of 

biologi~al process - pigmeat production. 

2 .2 The Pigmeat Production Function 

We will be concerned with the problem of estimating live-

weight gain for pigs over the liveweight range: 

bacon weights. 

weaning to 

Keat production ia unlike other types of production 

wherein a single level and combinat~on offuctors is used in t he 

expectation of obtaining a single output. Instead, a series of 

factor combinations is employed over time as the animal is t aken 

from the initial to the final weight. 

The nutritional relationships that exist when feeding pi~s 

from weaning to higher weights, with skim milk as the main 

feedaturr, have been explored by D.M. Smith, at Ruakura Anima l 

Research Station.< 2) 

Fattening requirements for pigs are a function of efficien 

cy or liveweight gain at different rates of feeding and at 

different liveweighta. By efficiency of liveweight gain we 

mean: the rate at which th• particular feed of interest is 

converted into liY·eweight gain; and is alternatively referred 

to as "teed conversion efficiency•. The relationship between 

(2) "~actora A£tecting the Bfticiency of Food Conversion 
by Pigs," D.M. Saith, Proc.N.Z. Soc.An.Prodn., Vol.11, 
1951 p.69. "Feed Value or Meal When Used aa a Supplemen t 
to skim-milk tor Pig reeding", D.M. Smith1 1.z.J.Sc.Tech ., 
Vol.34, Sec.A, 1953 p.544. "Bf'tect ot ~evel of 
Feeding Upon the Btliciency ot _Utilisation ot Separated 
Milk by Piga", -D.M. Saith, I.Z. J. Sc. Tech., Vol.)8, 
Sec.A, 19S6,· p.217, .. _ , .. 

;', •• \ ' • , ., , 1 .. 
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liveweight gain frcm weaning (y) and feed consumption (x) is 

illustrated fur a aingle pig in fig.l. 

be expressed eithor as: 

This relationship may 

1 • f(x). or x • r(y). 

The derivative I evaluated at any point along the feed 

axis gives the efficiency' of feed conversion at that point in 

terms or: liveweight gain per unit of reed consumed. The 
dx 

derivatiYe Ty evaluated at any point on the weight gain axis 

is also a measure of efficiency of feed conversion, but in terms 

or: teed consumed per unit or livewcight gain. 

We can easily prove that fattening requirements for pigs 

are a function of efficiency of liveweight ~ain. Thls may be 

done by writing the feed required (x') for any given liveweight 

gain (y') as follows: 

Y' 

x• • J (~).dy (2. 2 , 

y - 0 

This amount ot teed required for the given liveweight [;ain can 

be a function or nothing else but the efficiency of liveweip,ht 

gain measured by ~- · 
dy 

Similarly, we note that liveweight gain achieved from a 

given quantity ot teed depend• implicitly on efficiency of 
' . 

liveweight gain thual 

1'. /x;¥x)•dx (2.J) 

X • 0 

Thia latter relationship g1Ye8 ws an exact production model for 

liveweight gain (r•) rro■ a g1Yen amount or teed consumed (x'). 
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Similarly it Call be eeen that weight gain can be expressed 

exactly for a given time period by the function: 

T' 

Y' • f !flrl .dT (2.4) 

T • 0 

~ where the derivative ~f is commonly referred to as "rate of 

growth". 

The production relationships given by equations (2.3) 

and (2.4) are exact in the aanae that, given "efficiency of 

liveweight gain" for a quantity or ie'!d, or "rate of growth'' 

over a period or time, a definite value for weight gain, y, 

1 
from this quantity or teed or in this period is implied. Where, 

! 

however, "rate of growth" or "efficiency of liveweight gain" 

cannot be meaeured or estimated without error, weight gain, y, 

as given by (2.)) and (2.4) will be stochas tic. 

For a single pig the productlon process is summarized by 
't ·· 

the "overall" functions: 

y • r(x) ••••• {fig.l) 

and x • r(T)(J) ••••• {fig.2) 

Rate or growth :f is given at time T1 by calculating ~i x :, 

lwhere ~ is evaluated at T', and g is ~valuated at x' given 

by x• • f(T•'J''). 

We now ahow that in the more genera_l case of more t han one 

animal £ed on th• aam• ration, difticu1t1es can arise if we 

attempt to describe the production process by the overall 

()) In this context it ahould be noted that x • r(T) 
refers to a single pig ted a apecifitd ration,x, 
at a apec1.t1ed rate through time. In the case or 
restricted feeding through tille thia relationship 
can be apecitied exactly, i.e. it 1a non stochastic. 
Por ad lib. feeding the relationship would be stochastic. 
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relationships sufficient for an individual animal. In this 

more general context it is found ueeful to consider factors 

affecting efficiency of feed conYeraion, measured by .g. If 

a general relationship affecting ff could be found we should 

be able to (theoretically at least) evaluate the integral: 

x' 

Y' • f Ill .dx 

X • 0 

over the range x • 0 --+ x • x' of intereet. 

2.3 Two Pigs fed on the same Ration 

( 2. 5 j 

Fig.) illustrates the simplest case of this more general 

context referred to, where two pigs have con3umed exactly the 

~same quantities or ration but different weight gains have 

r resulted. Unless we are willing to assume that the differences 
I • 

1 
in ~eight gain are due to the inherent variaoility in feed 

I 

conv~rsion efficiency ~•tween pigs, it is meaningless to attempt 

!to relate liveweight gain to feed consumed by the single relation-
1 

ship: 
y • f(x) 

where y is the expected total weight gain for a.~y given 

~quantity ot teed consumed, x. These ditterences in total 

weight gain between piga haYe arisen due to differences 

(including tho•• due to inherent variability) in teed conversion 
, . . . .,. ~ . , 

., , ,. , . ' ,,; .. ·' ' 

efficiency., fi• I~,. ~e•.cz:-t~~ . the production process, as we 

wish to do, it ia meaningful theretore to look for factors that 

affect feed conversion efficiency. 

The nutrition studies carried out by Smith have confirmed 

that under New Zealand reeding conditions •fficiency or live

we1 ,...ht e:ain, ~. , ie Affected by rel:it1 on~h1 n~ hAtwP.en r ·• t.P nf 
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fe eding and liveweight or the anima1.(4)Animal nutrition 

s pecialists have divided total feed input into a maintenance 

and a produ~tion portion. The importance of time to the 

feed-output relationship can be seen because variations in tiroe 

involve va~iations in total quantity of feed used for maintenance 

purposes. The more time, the more feed that must be used for 

maintenance. In fig.), we noted that both pigs though consuming 

the same quantity or feed, reached different liveweighte. · If 

,we relate total quantity of feed consumed to time, for these 
I 

I 

two pigs, the relationships shown in fig.4 may be found to exis t. 

One of the reasons for the lower conversion rates realized by 

the second pig could well have been the higher total maintenance 

requirement due to the longer period of feeding. The nature of 

maintenance requirements suggests that they are related to 

nimal liveweight in some way. 

The situation as envisaged is represented in fig.5. 

At any liveweight we can assume a given maintenance requirem~nt. 

The particular liveweight will also affect potentia l feed 

conversion efficiency and maximum rate of feeding that is 

ossible. The actual rate or r~eding, combined with maintenanc e 

equirementa and 11Yeweight thus affects the feed conversion 
' efficiency achieYed. Thia situation may be written in conceptual 

terms: 
"· f la t(l1Yeweight1 ff> 

•• 'I".·' I ' 

(2.6} 
. 
• ,"' I • 

which may . be etateds· 
:: ··• : ...... ,, ... 

I I ~ t • • ' 

·•, ,1 t 

gain) 

teed intake". 

(4) D.M. Smith; ~9s1 ·, op.cit., and 1956, op.git. 
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Until now these relationships have oeen expressed in terms 

of first differentials, thus giving instantaneous rates of 

~rowth, feed conversion, and teoding ratas. When estimating 

these relationships it ia impossible to measure instantaneous 

r ates and incr~mental rates must therefore be used, thus: 

ff ia the incremental rate or feeding, where AX is 

t.ie small increment or feed intake and AT is the sruall increment 

of time in which llx was consumed. We therefore write: 

~ • f ( liveweight, ~f ) . 
The term -l;,. estimates incremental feed conversion 

efficiency and will be a random variable, i.e. equation (2.7) 

represents a stochastic relationship. This relationship is 

( 2 . 7 ) 

now defined tor aome time period AT, and it is assumed that 

the effect or liYeweigbt and Ax on the ratio~ is unchanged 
6X 

over this period. Because we do not know a f:'ri ori t he mean 

liveweight in this period, liveweight at the beeinning of the 

period could be used. The degree to which the a bove as sumpt i on 

is violated due to the convention or using liveweight at the 

beginning or the period ia moat likely to depend on the value 

of llT that ia chosen, and AY that occurs in this period. 

Thia consideration might lead us to choose as small a 

value for AT aa possible. Two factors may offset to some 

degree the desire to make AT amall. These are: 

(l) Errors ot measurement. Where these are independent to 

some degree ot aay ll1, ll,x, etc., larger values or AT 

will result in amallor percentage errors or measurement 

or {lY and (lx. 
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( 2 ) There is likely to be some lag effect of rate of feeding 

in the last increment~! period on the rate of erowth 1n 

the next period. 

flt larger. 

This effect would be reduced by making 

It should be possible to test statistically the effect of 

changing the increment~l period ~T ov~r which the relationship 

is assumed to hold.(S) 

For the above relationship, ( 2. 7) , {lY is tho inc re men t 

in growth occurring at a given liveweight when (lx is consumed. 

Both [ly and ~x refer to the time p~riod 6.T. 

situatioa we have the relationship: 

(U • ~ • 4ll 
t:,.x "!if ~-

In this 

~Now equation (2.7) gives teed conversion efficiency: 

~ • f(livewelght, ~T) 
and for given t.x and AT we may ~-rite: 

iJ • i • I • ~ . f(liveweight, ~) 

r or i, • t(livew~ight, ~), 

where we note that t(liYeweight, ~)is~ used to represent 

any particular functional rorm. 

(2. $ ) 

(2 . 9 ) 

Thia situation 1• intuitively· obvious, but the position 

may be further illustrated graphic&lly, as in fig.6. F1g.6(B) 

shows the relationahip between teed· conversion efficiency and 

rate ot feeding at a giYC:111Yeweight. It this relationship is 
. \,. .. · 

kr.own (we are hypotheaising that. lt exiet1 in some form) then we 

can calculate exactlr how rate ot growth changes with reeding 

(5) · Thia aspect 1• considered further in 
eectton 5.10. 
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r ate at th• same liveweight. At any feeding rate~~• we can 

r ead of! a corresponding value for feed conversion efficiency 

rx:, and aleo e~leulate rate of growth~• from the identity (2.8) 

The resulting relationship drawn in f1g.6(A) thus depends exact ly 

on the relationship illustrated in f1g.6(B). Changes in live-

weight will result in different feed conversion efftciency curv~s 

(according to nutrition theory) and hence we will get correspond

ingly different rate of growth curves. With the exact 

relationship existing between if,, f, and f there is no 

reason why •• should not estimate rate or growth~¥ directly 

from the factors attecting reed conversion efficiency, thus: 

2t • f(liveweight, 21) 
We now discuss a major advantage of estimatlng the 

relationships involTed in pigmeat production in this form. 

2.4 More Than One Ration 

A serious ditticulty occurs when we wish to comp2re fe ed 

conversion efficiencies hetween rations. The ability to be able 

to do this necessitates generalising the relationship: 

if • t(liveweight, ~T) 
to include more than one ration, as is the case illustrated in 

fig.7. The ratio .. raters to the teed conversion efficiency 
j-

1n teru or- lba. 11Tfteight gain per unit or ration xj. · 

Thia leads to the ditticulty that there is no obvious 

way or defining a "unit or ration xj~. We might att~mpt to 

defi_ne a unit technicallf aa: "a unit of ration xj, is th8 

amount needed to aupplf a unit or T.D.I." But we could equa lly 

define a unit or ration x as supplying a unit or S.E., or P. E. ~ 
1 



1r of a given weight. Thus we see there ct re alterna tive 

~ i nitions of a unit of ration xj, and it follows that using 

3 ny of these definitions, the relative "feed conversion 

efficiency" or the rations will depend, inter alia upon the 

definition used: an obTioual7 unsatisfactory situation. 

Equally the measure /lJ¼.fu> is unsatisfactory since this 

again involves the definition of t::,.c and AP which will .~,ut t hem 

on a comprable basis, ( where !le, llp refer to increments of corn 
. 

and soybean meal respectively that make up the increment in 

r ation ~j) • 

£1cj t1Pj 
On the other hand 'A are clearly defined, wher e 

t:,c M' /lT uT 
~ (~) reters to the amount of corn (soybean meal) fed, using 
~T llT 
the jth ration, in the time interva]A'l' •. 

Thus, in the more general cas e where it is desired to 

represent the production process for more than one ration we 

may estimate: 

or -
where Ay1 • increase in liveweight in the 1th incrementa l 

period (i.e., may be week) and lu>i and 6_ci are the amounts 

of corn and soybean Hal respectively consumed i n this period. 

Furthermore, where .th••• ·.Taluea, A71 , are estimated !or n 
. . ' ~ . 

conaecutiTe increMDtal 'perioda~ we uy estimate total liveweight 
I 

gain, i 

711 • OYer thia peri~. tro■.i . . 
.. - .x.t '•' ' D 

.. , • • r- ' .tiJ :.,,.t ..... ' • 

. . . ~:' .... : ,; ; ... . ~167 i 

We have considered ■odela baaed on nutritional rela tionshi ;-3 

that will allow a meaningtul description of the product1.on 



. 1ro c e s:J under threa !!1 tuations: 

(1) A aingle pig fed on one ration, 

(2) A number or pigs, with different reeding rate 

curves, fed on the same ration, 

(J) A number ot p1ga, ted on different rations, where 

each ration may be ted at different rates. 

With the aid ot tig.7 we now distinguish between two 

types of rations and two methods of feeding. In fig.? each 

of the ration lines x1- x2, x3 is made up of a constant proportion 

of the two feeds, while for xi, x~, xj the proportion of the two 

feeds changes continuously. Where it is suspected that type of 

ration (in the sense Juat described) affects the nature of the 

~roduction proc•aa we should be aware that knowing the results 

of using rations ot the "constant proportion" type may tell us 

little about results~• could expect from rations of the 
•. 'f ',; 

"continuously Yf:lrJing proportion" type. The type ot ration line 
. ~ 

we are interested 1n depends to a large extent on convenience of 

feeding practices. It may be most convenient to mix up lurge 

quantities or corn and soybean meal in a given proportion. In 

the case or barl•ymeal and whey it may be convenient to feed 

a constant amount ot m~•l per week, but an incr-,asing auant.ity 

2,5 

line or the type x'. 

to allow tor 

least 

We now 

reeding. 

ration in excess of 



_, r f ,.--rc d an amount less than appetite are said to be fed a 

re~;t ricted diet. In America at least it , appears that ad lib. 

f eeding is a common practice in meat production. Production 

functions bas-ed on ad lib. feeding studies at Iowa State 

University for pigs, broilers, turkeys and beef cattle have 

been reviewed by Heady and Dillon.( 6) More detailed information 

on the derivation or pig production functions from experimental 

work at Iowa State University is contained in two research 

bulletins.(?) The essential features of the experiments used 

to generate the production data in tLese latter studies are: 

(1) A number or rations with given percentages of corn and 

soybean meal were decided upon (cf. ration lines x1 , x2 , 

X) in fig.7) • 

(2) Groups ot pigs were fed on each of these rations on an 

__ ad ___ l __ i_h. basis. 

(3) Pigs were weighed regularly and quantities of ration 

consumed noted. 

Thus pigs fed ad lib. on ration x2 in fig.? consume 

!progressively the quantities of corn and soybean meal traced 

out by this ration line. The important aspect of ad lib. 

feeding is that the total quantity of feed (x) consumed after 

total time (T) baa elapsed depends implicitly on the pig concerned. 

Th• a1tuat1on tor auch a group of pigs may be represented 

by figa. 8 and 9, where all pigs are of the same initial 

(6) •hricultural Production Functions", E.O. Heady and 
J.t. Dillon, Iowa State UniYeraity Presa, Ames, Iowa, 
1961.Cha.8 and 9,10,11,Ut : 

(7) "lew Proc~durea in latillating Feed Substitution Rates " 
and in Deteraining Bconoaic Bf'ficiency in Pork Proddction, 
Past I, bJ I.O. ReadJ, a. ·Woodworth D.V. Catron.an 
a •• labton, Iowa Agr.lx~t.Sta.Rea.6ulli40~,i954a C Ash
Part II, by 1.0~ Beady, D~V. ~•tro~, DR. • Bcl~el62 i95~-
ton and V.C. SpC'er, 'Iowa AP'!",li,xot.vt:1. e9. u • • 



llveweight and age. Differences in time taken to consume a 

0 iven quantity or teed will be due to differences in ad lib. 

feeding rates, as will be differences in feed consumed in a 

given time period. Variation in ad lib. feeding rates between 

pigs on the same ration is a result of the inherent variability 

of the animals involved and therefore considered as uncontrollable 

Depending on which of the variables is held at fixed levels 

while wo observe values of the other variable, we may estimate: 

x • f(T) or f • f(x)(d) 

where xis quantity or ration and Tis consumption time. In 

the simple case or one ration the relationship estimated will 

depend on . problem context,1.e.,whether we are interested in 

predicting reed consumption in a given time period, or vice versa . 

Where we wish to generalise between rations, i.e., in the corn: 

soybean meal plane as in fig.?, we may write 

~ - f(r.,p) 

or (8,p) • f(T). 

The second function must be estimated either in the form 

or 

c • f(T,p) 

p • f(T,c) 

a~d as there ·ia no a priori reason for estimating either one of 

the varia~l•• (c ar_p) alone aa an expected value and not the 

other(9) ~ ~- ~t eee-. l~gtcai··~.\~ ••.t~t• neither, but to use instead 
ii' "'/·' , ...... ".,'"' •• ,~' •• ,,. ... :.~\~·~· • ' 

f, t ' 1' "' ,' 1
• ""> I ,i, ~ - "f ~ff• . 11 • t~\ 'l \·'W- +,.. the t•-ct1·on· · • ·'.i'f:·:: ~ .. ':,\'tfr.' .:•,t.·~,fi-r-'· •· ,::- .. · "'· 

- . ,,_,., ~~...'..;1~.:. ·:~~;;\ .. \:.,, · .•. ,;?: o. .... •,, ;,c·~c··· p) 

(8) 

(9) 

• •!' • ·,; • • '·, • , '! • ·~ :'. 'I' ~ • 

We note that there,ia no real causal direction 
implied in either or these two !unctions, i.e. we 
aay estimate either: •quantity or feed that"will 
be consumed in a given time period"t x, or time 

· taken to consume a given quantity or feed",T. 

ror footnote (9) sP-e page 44. 
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We may "explaln" some of the variation in ad lib. feeding 

r , : tes in terms of different genetic potential for growth or feed 

conversion efficiency between pigs. Thus, pigs having initially 

the same feeding rate may make different weight gains. Heavier 

animals may well have the capacity to consume gre~ter quantities 

of feed, thus resulting in variation in feeding rates between 

pig~. Ir rate of feeding then affects rate of weight gain, 

these differences may well become accentuated under ad lib. 

feeding. However, although perhaps explainable to some degree, 

this variation under sd lib. reeding is uncontrollable. 

Variations 1n liveweight gain made by pigs fed the same 

quantity ot ration, fig.9, will be due to variations in feed 

conversion efficiency. Under ad lib. feeding it may reasonably 

be assumed that these variations (through the relationship: rate 

of feeding~ teed conversion _efficiency) are uncontrollable 

and either of the two functions: 

y • f (x); x • f(y) 

estimated. Where we wish to generalise the rela ti:)nship between 

rations ot the same type, the function: 

1 • f(c,p) 

has the same advantages aa in es.timating 
A 

T • t(c,p). 

Eatiaation ot .. th••• two £unctions (aa in the Iowa studies) allows 
. ~ . ' 

ua to pl.Qt. in. ·two dimensions, tig.10, liveweight gain and time 
... ,.' : ,, .. , . . 

-~,~9~)--H-oweTer, in an article •ntitled: "A Method tor Dealing 
with Till• in Determining Optimum Factor Inputs", J.Farm 
lcon.,Vol.40,lo.3,19SS,p.6o6, Brown and Aracott state: 
"Tb• rate ot input ot one factor should be expressed in 
teraa ot the input ot the ot~er factor and time, as in 

·the tollowin11 ~1• c1T + c2T • c3~, where _x1 and x2 
~r• total teed ·inputa.•. · 
This articl~ does ·not' ~iscuss the reasons fgr n~t 

1 
0 ~ t.1 m:=, t.1 n,.,. th~ f 1 m ~ t 1 rm g : ~ ~ = f ( T , Y , ) (') r T "" f ( ·•: , • v 
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: >nt ours, for combinations of foodstuffs fed ad lib. Each cor n 

1 nd s oybean meal combination within the region explored, gives 

us expected total weight gain 1!!!,g expected time to con!wne this 

f eed combination. The Tarlance of these estimates depends on 

t he inherent variation in ad lib. consumption rates and feed 

conversion rates between pigs. 

Because of the relationships outlined above, including t he 

~robable effect of liveweight en ad lib. feeding rates, we mi ~ht 

expect estimates uf weight gain and feed consumption time, to 

have increasing Tariances with incr~asing quantities of feed 

consumed. If this is the case then it is a characteristic of 

ad lib. feeding and under these conditions is uncontrolla t le -

even if it ia •explainable". Where this situation of 
' 

heterostedasticity exists, statistical methods may be used to 

place greater weight on the portion of the relationship that 

has lower Tarianc•~ . Estimation techniques which assume 

homoskedaatieity are obviously suspect, and ~ive "undue wei~ht '' 

to the portions o! the production function with inherently 

large Tariec••• 

Therefore under conditions of ad lib. feeding, the 

estimation ot the two tunctiona: 

y • f(p,c) 

t • t(p,c) 

would appear to prOTid• a reasonable description of the 

product1ca proceaa. 

2.6 Productiog J!od•l• tor aeatricted Rates of Feeding 

_The 1.aportant difference between restricted and ad lib. 

reeding ia that pigs, indiTidually red on the same ration, 



, J be f ed at exactly the same rate with restricted feeding. 

Th e s ame ration may also be fed at different controlled rates. 

~e have already discussed one production model for different 

1·ations, each or which may be fed at different rates. 

The situation for a single ration fed at different rates 

is illustrated in figs. J and 4. Referring to fig.) we note 

t hat a given quantity of feed has been consumed in different 

time periods by the two pigs, and that weight gains have resulted 

according to the relationships shown in fig.4. A naive 

production model that suggests itself under these conditions is 

then: 
y • f(x,T) 

where y is total weight gain over the period of time T and 

I where xis the quantity of feed consumed in this period. 

Where rations are made up say of corn and soybean meal, this 

model may be generalised by writing: 

y • f(p,c,T). 

At a particular feed:time combination however, pa s t 

feeding history of the animal is recorded inadequately in terns 

of total quantities of corn and soybean meal fed and the time 

over which this has occurred. Thia inadequacy is illustrated 

with the aid ot tig.11 • . Three pigs of the same initial live-
. . 

weight would moat likel1 make di1'terent liveweight gains as a 
I ,,,,._ " 'I 6 ,•,,'}, 1 • I' t .I ;: ,.'t;'~·• . .4 ; ••";;,, •""' • • , , • :1 ' 

">f I 
t f •· ' ·}. ,,_~v J. " 1 l\-J... Ii~(::•;,,"" • . , f;.,. • 

result or .r.~~1: p'~~~i/~,;1;!~, _
1
the .;.~~•e teeding lines shown. 

,1,,-~ ;. 1~,.. ,'.J(it_..,.'I< ,1,. ,! ·•· ,i ,., t,ifft,. .t_f. ,},!. l°I'• ;, .,. • , 
. , _ ;~ 1 ' , •• i' .. ·• 'f ,·1 ' • ';;. ;~•;• .i .,, , ••. ' I·" . . 

According <to .nutritional 'relationahipa already described, these 

differences would be •xpected .to occur from the way in which 
! 

feed conyeraion etticiency 1• affected by liveweight and rate 

of feeding. However, the relationship: 

91 • t(x•x1, T•T1 ) 



·~i ves only one expected value for y
1

, thus ignoring the possible 

effect of rates or feeding over this period. 

Further, the point (x1 , T1) in fig.11 allows us to 
Xl 

calculate only the average rate of feeding: r,~ Over a reasonably 
1 

long production period (say 10-15 weeks) differences in live-

weight, occurring as a result of the way in which a given 

quantity or reed ia consumed, might be considerable. Where 

we wish to describe the nature or the production process under 

feeding conditions where given feed:time combinations may be 

achieved by different rates of feedi~g within this time interval, 

the above function can have only limited meaning and should be 

replaced by the function: 

~Yi• f(liveweight, ~~) 

as derived earlier. 

Where giTen teed:time combinations are achieved from only 

one feeding line (i.e., no feeding lines intersect) the function: 

y • r(x,T) 

may be estimated. The u~efulness of this function will rtepend 

on our ability to decide on a valid feeding line that will resul t 

in the predicted liveweight gain from a given feed:time 

combination. A baais that might prove reasonable for i11aking 

such a decision would be to derive the hypothetical feeding 

line troa 'some constant .relationship between reeding lines from 

which the function was eatimated. How reasonable this 
.. • i • \ • 

as~umption might . be. ·couli only be determined by testing the 

hypothee11ed ration and ~••ding rates. 

Preaent. knowleg~ ·ot the nature ot pigmeat production 

therefore taToura the ~1tiution .ot the relationships involved 



rl t~e f c)rm: 

AY1 • f { 11 vewei r;ht, Axi) ) 
) ( 2 . 10) 

and 
n ) 

y • L 6Y1 ) n 
1•1 

r ather than: y • f(x,T), 

where we are interested in a number of rations, each of which 

ma y be fed at different rates. 

We note that the estimation of pigmeat production 

relationships as given by (2.10) overcorues the " problem" of 

past rates o! feeding by assuming that response tc feed in a 

e iven subperiod depends on tota l liveweie ht at the beginning 

of this period, regardless of how this was attained. However, 

because of the undoubted importance of carryover effects from 

one rate of reeding to the next, this model may be very 

unsatisfactory if the 6' e refer to very s l.ort time periods. 

Also, estimating the relationships in the form g iven by ( 2 .10 ) 

a llows for: 

even though 

'I * ,. y , 
n n 

n 
L6.X ' 
i•l i 

Statistical and production economics principles and 

estimational procedures may modity these conclusions based on 

present knowledge ot nutritional r•lationahips. Discussion has 

also been limited to the representation or reed variables as 

affecting meat production. 

2.7 Other Factors Att,cting the Pigmeat Production Process 

Other tactora attecting total weight gain may include: 

disease, breeding, environmental temperature, palatability of 



It is often pos3ible to make allowance 

f ) I' !~ he effect of these factors on the ::,• roduction process in 

r ~eressional analysis. However, where we cannot measure the 

l evel of occurrence of these factors, they often cannot be 

s ,i t isfactorily allowed for in regrossion analysis, and are 

th~ refors commonly considered as random effects that contribute 

to otrr inability to completely describe the production process. 

Thus, we may diagnose the presence of a particular disease, but 

t o measure "how much" disease is present is usually out of the 

.. uention. One symptom of nutri tiona ·~ upset in pigs is the 

occurrence of scouring. We may record for example t.he rinumber 

of days per week on which scouring occurred" for each pig, but 

the inadequacy of such measurements in reflecting digestive 

disorders are many. What is meant by "scouring" is hard to 

define in precise terms, the measure is subjective and may not 

therefore be repeatable. On the ~ther hand, scouring may be 

closely associated with aay efficiency of f~ed conversion, to 

t 11 e extent that even a cruce measurement as s ur,:ge :; ted provi des 

siGnificant adjustment to production ga ins when used in re r, re ssion 

analysis. 

2.8 Characteristics ot a Variable to be Mea~ured 

Iner••••• in .anillal production may be measured on a 
' 

liveweight ' or a carcase weight baaie. Financial returns are 

most commonly baaed on carcass weight, hence in economic analysis 

it ld b "efficiency or gain" or "rate wou _ e advantageo~• to expr••• 

of gain" on~ carcase weight basia. In order to describe the 

production proceea, howeyer, it ia necessary to obtain these 

maasurea at regular intervals over the weight range or interest. 



Unde r these conditions the expense of obtaining carcass weights 

becomes prohibitive. An equntion expressing carcass weight as 

a function or liveweight has been derived from Ruakura slaughter 

data.(lO)In an economi~ analysis, therefore, relationships 

expressed in terms or liveweight could easily be converted to 

a carcass weight basis. Alternatively the function could be 

used to express financial returns on a liveweight basis. 

Commonly "type of feeds" used are considered as input 

variables, i.e., corn and soybean meal, barley meal and whey. 

When these combinations are common practice in feeding, the use 

of these as variables in the production function are justified. 

Where a greater degree of flexibility exists in choosing among 

feedstuffs to make up the ration, it might be better to use 

basic foodstuff constituents such as protein and carbohydrate 

as input variables in the production function. The production 

function so der~.Yed may then be used to calculate teed 

requirements tor aay a giYen liveweight gain, and linear 

programming used in turn to obtain a least cost feed mix thut 

fulfils thee• requirements. The advantages of this a pproa ch a nd 

an example pertaining to broiler production are given in an 

article by Brown and Aracott.(ll) 

Where whey is uaed aa a toodstutr for pigmeat production 

in Rew Zealand, it 1• co~only eupplemented with barley meal, and 
' }'' • ''1 i • • 

' • ' ... ·f ·1t··· .. , .,• .. , 

there 1a ·'11ttle ··•cope ·'tor.· the selection or ·1eaat coat feed mixes . 

(10) • •~elatio~ahi~-:~-B~~e~~ i1yeweigbt and Carcass weight 
.... I~crementa of,:;: Piga" l D.N. S■1th1 I.Z.J.Sc.and Tech., 

~ eec~A,Vol.J8,lo.8,Aq.19S7,P•SOJ. 
J l ~ j t" I 

(11) "Animal Production Functions and Optimum Ration 
Specifications", w.o.Brown and O.H. Aracott, J.Farm 
Econ.,Vol.42,No.1,1960,p.69. 



, 1 1ons of whey and pounds or meal are intelligible units of 

·.: c.1 sure ment to farmers, whereas pounds of carbohydrate and 

; ro t e in require greater interpretation before becoming of 

~r actica l use. In using carbohydrate and protein as varia bles 

we are also assuming that these are the properties of the 

fo odstuff concerned that affect production. The seriousness 

of errors introduced in this assumption could be tested in 

pr actice by comparing models with "type of feed" variables on 

one hand, and "carbohydrate/protein" type variables on the other. 

Similar comparison should all~ us to decide whether or 

not increased accuracy or prediction of livewei ght gains is 

obtained through measuring whey consumed in terms of "pounds 

dry matter" or "gallons or liquid". 

Thia discuaaion illustrates that it is by no means obvious 

how we should ■eaaure the amount of whey and meal fed, i.e. 

lallons, or D.N., or T.D.I., or S.F.., or P.E. All these 

measures may be highly correlated, but where there is a lack 

of correlation it aight be 1Jetter to replace a single me .'.1sure 

, of whey by the Yariablea concerned, say: P.E.(whey) and S.E.( whey). 

2.9 Mathematical rona or the Production Function 

The nature of the pigmeat production process has allowed 

us to conceptualise toraa 0 ~ the production function for different 

feeding situation■• The uthematical form of the function should 

allow tor as many•• posaible ot the biological features of 

the process that could exiat. 

An iaportant 'racto~ that might affect the mathematical 

form chosen ia the atag~a of growth we wish to describe. Pork 

production atudiea at Iowa State University(l2)1ndicat• that the 



::: :i·i~ ina l rate or substitution of high protein for high 

cil rbohydrate reeds ia highest when the animal 18 young, and 

,;ecl ines as the growing stage merges into the fattening stage. 

!Jut r ition studies such aa those of Smith at Ruakura show tha t 

teed conversion efficiency usually declines as liveweight 

i ncreases due to maintenance requirements and a direct liveweight 

effect. 

The mathematical form of production models estimating 

total weight gain from weaning (approx. 401b liveweight) a s 2 

function or reed input variables shou:d therefore allow di~ ini sh-

ing marginal productivity. The model should also allow the 

mar ginal rate or substitution between foodstuffs used to change 

\"i th level ot output. 

In estimating the "incremental model", (for ration x 2 

in fig.7): 
llY • r ( li veweigh t, {lx 'r.. ) 

·t1 e are assuming the existence of a family of curves as in fi g . 12 . ( lJ, 

There is no a priori reason for assuming a 1articular f orm of 

t his relationship. Under these circumstances the mathe mc1 t i ca l 

model used should allow us to test whether or not the data 

concerned exhibit• interaction between liveweight and shape of 

the r-sponae curYe. (fig.12 exhibits such interaction.) 

In tig.12 ABC represent• the production function: 

/j.J • r<t.,t2 I liveweight • 150lbs •) 

and where: 

6~ • A la the number or units per week of ration x2 

necessary for maintenance ot • lSOlb. pig; 

(1)) For the productio~ model: l:,,y • f(liveweightf 
/lP, Ac) we asaume th• existence of a r amily 0 

eurfn CfH~. 

I 
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6x2 • C is the maximum amount of rat.ion x
2 

tha t can be 

consumed per week by a 1501b. pig. 
We also note that at D 

and E, ad lib. reeding is hypothesized as resulting in irrational 

production (a greater weight gain could be achieved by a smaller 

input or ration x2 ). 

Actual mathematical forms that fulfil these requirements 

will not be discussed at this stage. The alternative forms 

that suggest themselves and have been used in the derivation of 

Total Product functions are adequately discussed els t where.(l4) 

(14) •Or~aniaation Activities and Criteria in O~taining 
and Pitting Technical Production Functions, E.O. 
Ready, J.Farm _l~on.Vol.39,lo.2, 1957,p.)~O. 

· Chapter J: Foraa· ot Production Functions, in 
Agricultural Production Functions, by E.O. Heady 
and J.L. Dillon, Iowa State Un1Yersity Press, 
Ames,Iowa,1961. 
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C H A P T E R I I I 

PROBLEMS IN THE ESTIMATION OF PRODUCTION 
FUNCTIONS 

The problems of estimating production functions will be 

discussed in the context of a pigm~at production function derived 

:with respect to consumption of meal and whey. 

To be ot use in the management process, the estimated 

igmeat production function should give accurate prediction of 

, iveweight gain trom given feed consumption. Where production 

economics principles are employed to select optimum rations, 

feeding rates, and marketing weights, marginal rates of 

substitution between feedstuffs must be k~own, and this 

.necessitates the estim~tion of structural parameters. 

Concep~ual models based on knowledge of the biological 

nature ot pigmeat production were derived for different feeding 

conditions 1n t~• preceding chapter. We are concerned with 

situatio~s where more than one ration made up or two feedstuffs 

ia employed • . Estimates ot the p~oduction function are based on 

liveweight and teed conaWDJ)tion data trom a number of pigs • 
. •' . . 

Successive observations on each pig are made at regular intervals 

over the weight range ot interest. Thia data allows us to 

specify any ot the single ~quation models developed in the previou: 

chapter. 



) .1 Multiple Rezression 

The discussion in this chapter is concerned with a 

s t atement made by Tintner(l): 

"The method of multiple regression is de 3 igned for the 
purpose ot predicting Y (the dependent variable) from given 
levels of Xi, X2, •••• Xk (the independent variables). It is 
not, in general, appropriate for the estimation of the values 
of the constant b0 and the regression coefficients bi, b

2
, 

••• , bk as they exist in the hypothetical infinite population 
corresponding to the eample." 

In multiple regression we assume an underlying µopulation 

relationship where the expected value of the dependent variable 

is given as a linear function of tl.e fixed independent varia bl es : 

E(Yi) • /Jo + /Jil.11 + /J2X2i + •. • + /Jk1ki ( 3. l) 

The constants /30' 131, .•. ,f3k are the population regression. 

coefficients, sometimes called structural coefficients. 

is the expected value of the depondent variable for the ith. 

set of values of the independent var i ables. The observad value 

Y1 is a random real variable. Because we do not observe E(Yi) 

we say Yi is subject to observational error €i f, iven by: 

ti - E(Y1 ) • E1 
( 

The observed values of the independent variables are not r andom 

variables and therefor• not subject to observational errors. 

We may therefore rewrite ().1) as: 

Yi • /3o + /Jilli + • • • + /3k1k1 + €1 

where €
1 

ie a random real variable, commonly 

term" associated with the ob••"ed value Ii. 

called the 
( J ' 2 ) 

herror 

(1) 

We wish to estimate this relationship from n sets of 

"Econometrica", o. Tintner, J. Wiley and Sons, 
Inc. N.Y. 1952, p.8S. 



,)hserved data, the sample, (where n > k+l) by: 

Yi· bo + b1111 + b2i21 + ••• + bkxki 

There are special situations in which the well known 

method of Least Squares yields best and unbiased prediction of 

E(Y1} and also best unbiased linear estimates or the regression 

coefficients. By unbiased we mean the expected values of the 

estimated coefficients are equal to the population values. By 

best linear estimates we mean those estimates that have the 

smallest variance among all linear unbiased estimates. 

The assumptions on which the algebraic proof of the 

above properties of Least Squares estimates depends are: 

(1) €1 £or every i has zero expected value, E(€i) • 0 

(2) The error associated with any one value of Y is 

independent or that associated with any other value 

or I, B ( ti Ej • O, i r j • 

(J} All independent variables are fixed and are measured 

without error. 
',; == rr L!. . (4) The Tariance of ½ is con3tant for all i, E(Ei~) v 

J.2 Evaluation or Regression Estimated by Least Sguares 

Under the abcwe assumptions, Least Squares residuals, 

Yi - Ii • e1 , proTide unbiased estimates of the error term. 

Having eetiaated a relationship bJ Least -Squares we may therefore 

check that the residual• contora to the assumptions IDElde about 

the error tera. U th••• assumptions do not apply to the 

residuals we cannot aa1 the method or Least Squares has given us 

best linear unbiased estimates. 

The method or Least Squares ensures that the first 

assumption about the error term 1• exhibited by the reaiduals 
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Where assumption (4) doea not hold we do not have best 

estimates, but the property or unbiasedness is not destroyed. 

In order that estimates are unbiased the residual 

associated with any one value or I must be independent of that 

associated with any other value of Y. (Where this assumption 

does not hold true the errors are said to be Autocorrelated.) 

Also the independent variables must be fixed and measured without 

error. 

Thus, where assumptions (1) 1o10 (J) hold least squ_ares 
,.. 

estimates are unbiased, i.e. E(Y1 ) • E(Yi) and E(bj) •fij• 

Where in addition assumption (4) holds the estimates are minimum 

variance estimates. 

Whore the dependent variable is measured with error (u1) 

in the sample, we check our assumptions a5ainst the net error 

It the asaumpt~ons hold true we have best 

linear unbiased estimates still. In thie case the net error 

term is characteristic ot the sample and population that we 

can measure or obsene. 

Under cert,ain assumptions then, the method of Least 

Squares multiple regression applied to a sampl~ of observations 

from the population, g1Tes unbiased estimates or population 

regreaaion coetticienta and in addition these estimates have 

minimum Yariance ot all eatimatea that could be derived from 

the particular aample. Where these properties or the estimates 
'• 

are considered to be a reasonable criterion tor aucceas, and 

where the ••s~ption■ diacuaied bold in the population and in 

the sample, the method ot Least Squares may be described as a 



''reasonable" estimating procedure. Hmi,ever, other criterion 

of success, that may be thought equally reasonable, do exist. 

Thus the criterion that regression coetricienta (b
0

, b
1

, ••• , bk) 

be selected so as to maximise the probability density or the 

particular sample or dependent variables that hae occurred
8 

leads 

to the method of Maximum Likelihood. In this instance the 

"reasonable" estimating procedure is that of Maximum Likelihood.( 2 ) , 

The correct choice or estimating procedure is therefore 

largely dependent on what are considered desirable properties 

of the estimates. 

In addition to knowing that estimates are unbiased, of 

minimum variance, etc., we may wish to obtain a measure of how 

closely the predicted series coincides with the observed values 

of the dependent Tariable. 

The usual measure or "predictive success" is expressed 

as a ratio: 

Variance ot obsened values - Variance of Residuals 
Variance or observed values 

commonly denoted as a2 , the coefficient of multiple determination. 

R2 may also be obtained by calculating the empirical correlation 

between the observed and predicted values of the dependent 

variable. Least S~uar•• lllinimisea the variance of the residuals 

hence max1■1a1n1 a2~ On th••• grounds the .magnitude of R2 is 

often tat~ ·:. u ·illdu ot the predictiTe power or the estimated 
·~ 

relationship. Where data includes replicated observations th$ 

method ot Least Squares should be applied to the means of the 

(2) In the special caae where €1 is N(O,a2) the method 
ot Maximum Likelihood leads to the method or Least 
Square• (Tintner, gp,cit. p.87) • 

• 



.·q Jl i ca ted observations, as these are estimates of E(I
1

). 
2 

cor r espondingly R should be evaluated in thi! case using the se 

means as the "observed" values. 

Implicit in the discussion so far has been the assumption 

l)f perr ect knowledge about the variables among which the 

~opul~tion relationship exists. Where this relationship may 

be represented by a single linear equation {J.l) and where the 

.1s stanptiona given hold true, the method of Least Squares gives 

unbiased and minimum variance estimates of the population 

regres~ion coefficients and expected values of the dependent 

variable. 

In actual practice we usually have incomplete knowledge 

about the variables which exert an influence on the dependent 

variable and the tora which the underlying population relationship 

t akes. Where we wiah to estimate a relationship by Least 

Squares multiple regression we must think therefore about the 

following things: 

(1) What are the variables amongst which we th i nk the 

relationship or interest exists. 

(2) Can the causal relationships be expressed as a single 

equation where the parameters to be estimated enter 

1n a linear taahion. 

()) What utheutical form do•• thia relationship take. 

The dependent Yariabl• mar be expressed in terms of the 

independent variable• in almost an infinite variety or forms: 

i.e. a tirat, second, third, etc. order polynomial, a 

multipli~ative relation that may be estimated linearly in terms 

of loga, a aquare root tunction, etc. 



I ( 4} Are the independent variables observed and measured 

without error. 

If we obtain suitable answers to these questions Least 

3quar@s estimates may be derived. It is then necessary to 

think about the suitability or these estimates: 

(1) Are they unbiased estimates or structural parameters? 

(2} Does the estimated relationship have satisfactory 

predictive power? 

The answers to these two questions will depend on: 

(1) Characteristics of the data rr~m which the relationship 

waa estiDSated. Have we included all the variables 

which exert an influence on the dependent variable. 

And do in tact all the variables included exert an 

influence on the dependent variable. 

( 2) Have w• chosen the correct mathematical form for 

estimating the relationship. 

(3) The characteristics exhibited by the residuals 

from regression. 

Unfortunately there is no real way of knowing whether or 

not all relevant variables have been included or whether the 

mathematical tora doea in tact coincide with the underlying 

"tru,w _relationahip. Howner, aatistical tests of significance 

(based on the aaauaption that ( 1 is N(o,a2} for all ~and 

relative pnd1ct1Te aucceaa 11187 be or use in deciding amongst 

theoretically acceptable variables and mathematical forms. 

).3 Statistical T••t•· ot Signiticance - Variables 

We •••uae tor conTenience that th• relationship we wish 

to estimate may be represented by a polynomial equation. We 
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are uncert51n as to which or p independent variables should be 

included in the estimated relationehip and whether or not a 

polynomial or first or second order adequately represents the 

form or the unknown function. 

Where we have a first order regression equation in p 

variables we may test the significance of individual variables 

in two ways:<)) 

(a) The reduction in Regression Sum of Squares that results 

from dropping the variable Ij from the regre~sion 

equation represents the redu~tion in the sum of square s 

for "deviations from regression" that results when this 

Yariabl• is included in the model. Clearly this sum of 

squares depends on which specific variables remain in 

the model when X.,1• dropped out, i.e. x1 , x2 , ••• , Ij-l• 

Thia aua or squares is often called the sum of squ~res 

The result i ng 

analysis or variance can be tabulat1d ~s follows: 

Sourc9 

Regression on 11 
Additional tor 12 

• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 

Additional tor XP 

DeYiationa 

d,f. 

1 

1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
l 

n-lit!:11 

S.S. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Sp 

(Y-I) 2 

(Y-!)2 

M.S. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
s p 

s2 

Total n-1 
()) "iimpl• and Multiple Regression Analysis", ~.J. Hader 

and A.ff.I. Qrandage, p.109, in "Experiment~ Designs 
in Industry" Ed. by V.Chew. John Wiley and Sons, 
Inc. N.t., 19SS. 



To test the 8ignificance or I adjusted for the other 
p 

variables we use: 

with land n-(p+l) degrees of freedom. 

(b) The significance testing procedure given above is 

limited in its usefulness by the particular way in 

which the variables were ordered in the regression 

estimation. Ir the variables x1 , 12, 1
3

, etc. 

represent successive powers of a single variable X 

(i.e. the model is a polynomial in X), then a natural 

order is available. 

However, the sum of squares for any variable Ij adjusted 
b 2 ( 4) 

fo r all of the others is always available by taking -L. 
Cjj 

On using this relationship to calculate the sums of squares of 

ea ch variable we note that the sum of these dnes not in genera l 

add up to the Regression Sum of Squares. This is because jn 

general non orthogonal data is used, i.e. the independent 

variables are correlated with one another. 

Where these teats indicate that one coefficient is not 

significantly different from zero, it is not legitimate to 

replace the giYen estillate with a sero, for regardless of its 

magnitude, it ia atill the beat estimate of th• unknown 

coefficient. To replace this estimate by a zero would in effect 

(4) "Statistical Methods•, o.w. Snedecor, 2 
Iowa State Coltzfe Press, Ames, ~ 
Iowa. 1956. p. • Note: This formula, c , 
achieves the same as if we successively jj 
put each variable last in the ordering in the 
analysis or Yariance discussed in J.J.(a). 



. P re ~l acing an unbiased estimate by a biased one. However, if 

0 11 the basis of these tests variable~ are dropped from the first 

or J er regression model, then the regression coefficients for the 

remaining variables must be recalculated. 

Williams(S)haa divided independent variables in regression 

~nalysis into "environmental" and "explanatory" variables. An 

explanatory variable is included as an estimator or the dependent 

va riable, while an environmental variable is included as a 

correction to the dependent and other independent variables, 

so strengthening the relationship rourd between thom. The 

present state or theory about the nature of the process we are 

interested in leads to the specification of explanatory variables. 

For these variables we are not so much interested in establishing 

the existence ot the relation between them and the dependent 

variable aa in eatillating the regression coefficients. A 

particular SUlple ot data may exhibit no significant relation 

between one ot these explanatory variables and the dependent 

v-:triable. Thia may be due to the particular sample of data 

r :Jther than an inYalid theory. and where possible the existence 

of the postulated relation would need to be checked further 

before the explanatory yariable was dropped from the regression 

analyaia. 

~ the other band, we are only interested in the effects 

of enviromaental Tariablea •• they apply to th• particular 

sample or data drawn. In this instant. nonsignificant variables 
,, 

wr,uld be dropped troa the analysis. 

( 5) "Regreaalon Analyai•"f B.J. Williama, p.llS. 
John Wiley and Sona, nc. N.Y. 1959. 



l,4 Stati9t1cal Tests of Significance - Algebraic Form of 
the Relation 

The algebraic form of the equation should allow theoret i cc 

characteristics of the function to be exhibited. We may compare 

f orms on the basis or predictive power. Under conditions 

3lready noted the method of Least Squares gives best unbiased 

esti:nates of regression coefficients for a particular linear 

model. However, if the true underlying relation takes another 

form to the one estimated, the estimates will be biased due t o 

an error of specification. We are unable to detect this bias 

however as we haTe no way of knowing the true underlying re l a t i on 

A polynomial equation of first or higher order is the 

most general algebraic equation forQ. ~e can obtain increasinr, 

predictiYe exllctneas, in the sense that the equation can be 

made to coincide with the mean of each value of dependent 

variable, by using polynomials of sequentially higher order. 

A polynomial therefore should only be replaced where a less 

general form, i.e. log model, is thought to possess spec i al 

fl rivantages. The characteristics of diffcrsnt a lgebra ic 

forms used 1n estimating agricultural production functions 

has been adequately reviewed by Heady( 6) and Heady and Dillon.( 7 ) 

Where a polynomial equation is used it may be thought that 

production character1at1c• could beat be represented by a second 

order model. Thu• the titted second order model for two 

independent Yariabl•• would be: 

j • bo +bill+ b2'2 + b11I12 + b2~2
2 

+ b12111 2 

(6) 

( 7) 

1 d Criteria in Obtaining and 
•organisation Activitdeatani n Functions" E.O.Heady,J.F~rm 
P'ittin1 Technical Pro uc o , 
Icon., Vol.)9, lo.2, 1957, p.)60. 

ti n Heady and Dillon, 
"A,,:ricul tural Produet~on Fune ons ' --· T • , r , 



I t is possible howeYer that for a particular sample of data a 

f i r s t order model would be representationally adequa te. The 

test of significance in this instant is giveu in the follow i ng 

analysis of variance: 

Source 

Mean 

First order terms 

Second order terms 

Lack of fit (by subtraction) 

Experimental Error 

Total 

1 

2 

3 

n-k-6 

n 

The experimental error sums of squares is based on k replica ted 

9ointa. Where all experimental points are replicated the 

regression ia titted to the treatment medns, l a ck of fit s ums 

of squares ia the failure of the regre 3s i on to fit the rile ans , 

and error sums ot squares is obt.-? ined by re:na i n der f rorii t ho 

total sums ot squares. 

3,5 Properties ot the Independent Variables 

(1) Xeasurement errors: The most common source of such 

errors ia lack ot boaogeneity in the data. Examples where we 

might expect this problem to occur in apigmeat production model 

were given 1n the previous chapter, i.e. measurement of gallons 

or whey conauaed, when dry matter content cny differ from time 

to ti.me. Th• measurement or liveweight almost certainly inv0l

vea errora. LeYel ot guttill and whether or not an animal 

has r1centl1 excreted will attect the "liveweight" measured at 

any time. 

Sit ti 1 1 t i e Demand and Supply relationships 
ua one a so ex a, • • 
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in Economics, where the independent variables are random 

variables and therefore subject to observational error. 

In these situations Leaet Squares does not rosult in ½est 

linear unbiased estimates or the population regression coeffic-

ients. However, under the assumptions that there are no errors 

in the equation and that the errors associated with the inde pen

dent variables are non-correlated, random and normally 

distributed, the method of weighted regression may be used.( $ ) 

The essential feature of weighted regression technique is tha t 

the variances and covariances of the observational errors ~~e 

used as weights in estimating the regression coefficients. 

The variance and covariance estimates may be difficult to obt~in, 

and the assumption of no errors in the equation is restrictive. 

(11) Autocorrelation in the Variables: Difficulties of 

analysis may arise from the fa ct that individual items of ~ time 

series are not independent - the vAriables concerned are 5r: id 

to be Autocorrelated. Several tests for the dependence between 

consecutive items in a series have been developed and are 

discussed in some detail by Tintner.( 9) 

Iule(lO)has shown that the distribution of the correla tion 

between two autocorrelated aeries tends to be U shaped ~ith a 

majority or the correlations near !,l. Thia situation presents 

real ditticultiea in testing the validity of a relationship 

between two autocorrelated aeries. 

(8) Tintner op.cit. p.121. 

(9) Tintner op.cit.,p. 240. 

(10) "Why do we Sometimes get . Nonsense Correlations between 
Time-series?". G.U. Yule, Journal of the Roy4l Statis
tical Society, Vol. 89, 1926, p.1. 



I...,, •' 

It 18 evident, however that an autocor·relAted ser:i.es of a 

~i ven length corresponds roughly to a pure random series of a 

shorter length. On the basi.s of an e labornte 3o.rcpling stud~,, 
(11) 

Orcutt and James have devieed a method for testing the 

correlation between two autocorrelated serie3. The variance 

of the empirical correlation coefficient, V, i~ estimated, and 

where V < 0.25 the effective number of observations ,n', is 

estimated from the formula: V • 1 
' l 

. 
n -

The number of 

effective observations n' is then used for cntoring the t ables 

for te~ts of significance of the sir,1pla correlation coefficit;nt 

for unrelated serieB. 

(iii) Multicollinearity: B'": sicall;r the r; roblem is t b.:.i t 

so-called "independent" variablc8 h~ve moved together, so tha t 

it is impossible to tell which has been e:xe:rting a causative 

influence on the dependent variable, i.e. tLcre exi s ts more than 

one relationship between the variables being considered. This 

situation leads to unreliable estimates of the s tructural 

regression coefficients. J.f two independent variables a re 

perfec~ly correlated then the value of their partial regress ion 

coefficients could be anywhere between +oo and -oo , provid~d 

that an adjustment was made to the other coefficient. 

It is or some importance to realise that multicollinearity 

does not reduce . the predictive value - of a regression equation, 

but where we are interested· in functional relationships and 

hence structural coefficients. multicollinearity makes it 

impossible to obtain reliable estimates. The question: "at 

what level or' correlation between two aer·iea of independent 

( 11) "Testing the Significance ot Correlations between 
Time-series", O.H. Orcutt and S.F. James, Biometrika, 
Vnl.1'5 . 19h~ . r~. ~97. 
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v~riable~ does multicollinearity become important?" appears to 

he 1~rgely a m~tter of general experienco. It is felt tha t 

there can be few casea in which a correlation in excess of 

o.8 between independent var~ables does not give unsatisfactory 

astimatee. Where we decide multicollinearity is present in 

the data the question of which variable(s) to omit from the 

re gression analysis depends on the nature of the model we are 

try Jng to estimate. 

However, omitting one of two highly correlated variables 

only results in the effect of the c~itted variable being 

"credited" to the remaining variable. Statistically, a more 

reliable estimate or joint effects is obtained by dropping one 

of two highly correlated variables, so long as they hold their 

old relationship. 

J.6 Properties or Reeiduals 

(1) Autocorrelation: One of the assumptions about the 

error on which the validity of the Least Squares method is 

based is: 

"Successive errors are distributed independently of 

one another." 

When this assumption is violated the.Least Squares 

procedure breaks down at three pointa:< 12 ) 

(1) The eatimatea or the regredaion coefficients, 

though unbiased when the I'• are fixed, need not have 

least variance. 

(12) "Testing tor Serial Autocorrelation in Least Squares 
Regression I", J. Durbin and G.S.Watson, Biometrika, 
Vol.)7, 1950, p.409-26. 



(2) The usual formtia for the variance of an estin~ te 

is no longer applicable and is liable to give a serious 

underestimate or the true variance. 

(J) The t and r distributions, used for making 

confidence statements, loose their validity. 

Autocorrelation in the error term appears to be common 

in time series analyses. A considerable amount of research 

has been devoted to the problem of testing for the existence 

of correlation in the errors, but all too little on the more 

important problem or the best est~mation procedure when 

correlations do exist. An excellent review of tests for the 

presence or autocorrelated errors, and estimating procedures 

that may be or use in this situation, and a detailed bibliogra ph: 

on the subject, has been given by Anderson.(lJ) 

Cochrane and Orcutt(l4 )indicate three principle reasons 

that the errors in time series models tend to be positively 

autocorrelated: 

(1) Faulty choice of the form of the regression model. 

(2) Omission or important variables from the model. 

(J) Use or incorrect variables or poor data. 

Durbin and W~tson(l5)have presented upper and lower 

bound1 on the aigniticance levels of their "d-statistic" 

(U) 

(14) 

(15) 

"The Probl•• ot Autocorrelation in Regression 
Anal111a"1R.L~ Anderaon, Jnl.Amer.Stata.Assn., 
Vol.~9,19,4,p.llJ. 

"A Sampling -Study ot the Merits ot Autoregressive 
and Reduced Fora Tranatormationa in Regression 
Analyaia" D.Cochrane and G.H. Orcutt, Jnl.Amer. 
Stata.Aasn.,Vol.44,lgf.9,p.)56-72. 

"Testing tor Serial Correlation in Least Squares 
Regression II", J.Durbin and o.s. Watson, Biometrika , 
Vol.)6 (1951),p.159-76. · 



(based on a modific~tion of the von Neumann ratio), which can 

be used for testing for the existence of autocorrelated errors 

in regression models, such as: 

Yi • /.l, + 'f;i./J;,1 1J + €1 1 • 1,2, ••• , n. 

where, the X's are fixed predictors, Yi is the ith value of 

the dependent variable, and the E's are normally distributed 

with equal variance. Where autocorrelation of the errors 

exists, the problem may be considered with respect to the 

likely reasons for its existence (given above). 

An important point to note is that errors that are 

autocorrelated have arisen in a systematic way. To detect this , 

residuals must be tested in the order in which they arose. The 

methods for detecting autocorrelated errors referred to above 

apply when regression estimates are derived from a single time 

series. Successive growth and feed consumrtion observations on 

a single pig make up a time series. In estimating production 

relationships, growth data on a number of pigs fed different 

rations is commonly used. 

one of these time series. 

Systematic errors may arise in any 

The author has found no reference 

in the literature on dealing with problems of autocorrelation 

in regression analysis when the relationship is estimated from 

a number or concurrent time aeries as is the case in nutrition 

experiments. The existence or a problem is easily illustrated: 

Consider the residual• from a regression fitted to time 

series data for a number or pigs t•d different rations. The 

rasiduals •ij• e2j, ••• , enj for· the jth pig, where eij 

ia the 1th such residual, may-b• autocorrelated, i.e., not 

independent, as may be the residuals elk' e2k, ••• , enk for 
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the kth pig. However, th• two aeta ot residuals are almost 

certainly independent as they have arisen from different sources 

under different conditions - different pigs fed different r ati on s . 

To test the series: 

for autocorrelation is obviously meaningless. How then do we 

test for the presence of autocorrelated errors in a regression 

fitted to a number of time series? ls it necessary to test t he 

residuals for each individual series? However, the regression 

is estimated from all the data and it is difficult to imagine 

the form adjustments could take if some series had autocorrela t ed 

errors while others did notl 

(11) Unequal Error Variance: One of the assumptions 

under which the Least Squares principle gives minimum varianc e 

estimates ia that the errors have the same vari ance, i.e. 

E(~i
2

) •a2 • If conditions of homogeneity of variance do not 

hold, each Yalu• or the dependent variable must be weighted 

inYeraely as ita variance, to obtain efficient estimates of the 

regression .coefticienta. The unweighted regression coefficients 

will still be unbia1ed it t~e other assumptions hold true, but 

they will be leas accurately determined than the weighted 

coettic1enta< 16>. Unequal error variance may be detected by 

Bartlett•• teat(l7). A straightforward technique for handling 

(16) 

(17) 

Williama, B.J. op.cit. p.19. 

"Statistical Methods" o.w. SnedecorJ Iowa 
State Coll•&• Pr•••• I.ea, Iowa, 1950, p.285. 
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uneq uRl error variances is given by Anderson and Bancroft.(l8) 

J .7 Summary 

The major complications in Least Squares multiple 

regression analysis are due to 

(l} The existence or simultaneous relationships between the 

variables. 

(2) The presence of autocorrelated error terms. 

(3) The presence of errors of observation in the independent 

variables. 

These complications do not in general affect the 

predictive ·value ot Least Squares estimates; at least where 

minimising the awa ot squared residuals from regression is taken 

as the criterion for predictive success. For the purpose of 

estimating structural parameters it is necessary to find a 

method of dealing simultaneously with all three complications, 

or at least some indication of their relative importances. 

We are now in a position to agree with Tintner(l9): 

"The method ot multiple regression is designed for 
predicting t fro■ given leTela or x1 , x2 , ••• , Xk. It is 
not, in general, appropriate tor the estimation of the values 
of the constant b0 and the regression coefficients b1, b2, 
••• , bk as they exist in the hypothetical infinite population 
corresponding to the sample.• 

'• 
For ~h, pipeat production models already presented 

• ' I ._ I 

we can justify fairly simply the uae .or a single equation model, 

( see section 4.4) • · ~01,fe_Yer,·.· :aa already indicated, the detectinn 
• r ' P ., I /•'ti.1:,-~ • 

or, and adjuatmenta tor, . autocorrelated errors may not be easily 

(18) "Statistical Theory ill aeaearcb", R.L. Anderson and 
T.A.Bancrott, McGraw Bill, I.I., 1952,pp.182-86. 

(19) Tintner op.cit, p.85. 
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made; and estimation procedures when independent variables ar e 

subject to error require restrictive assumptions. 

It does appear howeYer that Least Squares estimates may 

often be the only estimates or structural coefficients that can 

be obtained at reasonable cost. They are often, therefore, 

used as such even though the dangers of so doing may be well 

known. Though mindful or these dangers, this study has of 

necessity been no exception to this situation. 



C H A P T E R I V 

A MEAL:WHEY PRODUCTION FUNCTION F'OR PIGS 
- ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 

The rationale behind research into production 

relationships for pigmeat in New Zealand; conceptual produc t i on 

models baaed on knowledge or the biological process; and 

statistical estimation problems; have been considered in 

successiTe chapters. We now derive production functions for 

pigs ted rations or barley meal and whey. The present chapter 

considers general characteristics of the ~ata used for t h i s 

derivation. 

4.1 Source or Data 

Data waa made available from a meal:whey feed i ng trial 

conducted by the Pig Husbandry Department at the Massey Colle~e 

Piggery. A full report or this trial which commenced in 

September 1960 is giTen in Appendix I. 

Piga from three litter• ware ted on nine rations, three . . 
pigs per ration, allowing three blocks, each consisting of nine 

litter •tea. The quantity or each ration fed was based on 

liTeweight according to the scales shown in the report. Pigs 

were placed on trial individually as they reached 46-50 lbs 

liveweight, and thereafter they were weighed twice weekly. 

However , the smalleet re~ular interva l ~t wh tch observ~~ions nn 
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liveweight and teed consumption were available was weekly. No 

plg had any food for at least 10 hours prior to being weighed 

on Monday mornings, thus reducing to some extent errors of 

liveweight measur•ment• i.e., due to gutfill. 

based therefor• on Monday's observations. 

Weekly data was 

Piga were fed individually and refusals and the occurrence 

of scouring on any day was noted. Actual food consumption 

rather than rood offered was recorded. 

Pigs remained on trial until at least 1$0 lbs liveweight. 

The data recorded for each pig is summarised in Appendix II, 

and may be opened out to be read with this and following .. 
chapters. 

4.2 Characteristics or the Trial Data 

Some important characteristics of the data generated by 

this trial are now noted: 

(a) Restricted reeding: The rations used have been fed a t 

restricted ratea. The ,ortion of the meal:whey plane covered 

by this trial is shown in fig.l where each treatment is 

represented by a ration line. The way in which consumption 

occurred through time ia illustrated in fig.2. The area 

labelled "9wka." tor exampl•• includes meal and whey totals 

consumed after nine weeks on trial, for each of the ration 

lines in fig.l. Because restricted feeding rates have been 

used th••• areas .oYerlap to aome extent. ,, . ~ 

We ha•• already noted that ditterent liYeweight gains . ' ' 

may be expected r~ pig• ~ed the~-- total quantity or meal 
j. 

and whey, b~t 1n ditt~rut tiae periods. Where this 

characteristic or the data has been important in determining 
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liveweight gains, the total liveweight gain and feed 

consumption model (or "cumulative" model), should be estima t ed 

in the form 
Y • t(M,Wh,T). 

Where this characteristic bas not been important the model 

Y • t(M,Wh) 

may provide an adequate description of the data. The 

differences in feeding rates, shown in fig.2, make the function 

T • f(M,Wh) 

quite meaningless. 

The figure shows, quite clearly, that differences 

in the rate or feeding, can result in the same total feed 

quantity being consumed in 9 or 12 weeks. The function 

T • f(M,Wh), which makes no reference to rate of feeding, is 

simply inadequate. 

Restricted reeding rates do not alter the rationale of 

the incremental model. 

(b) Interdependence or growth rate and quantity of feed fed: 

This characteristic of the data is important when we consider 

the replication or treatments. True replication is where 

individuals have been treated exactly alike. Under conditions 

or restricted feeding we can consider animals that have moved 

out along a single ration line together to have been treated 

exactly alike; i.e.~ all animal• on a given treatment always 

consume the same quantity ot meal and whey in the same time 

per1oc1< 1>. In thi~·- ·••ln,hey 1.~~1. t~ial, whey waa fed on a 
• ,• .i.i, : ••• ,. 

scale that changed continuously with _the liveweight ot each 

(1) Thia ia different trom ad lib. reeding where 
individuals treated alike are those reeding ad lib. 
on a given ration. 
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ani mal. Thus animals on the "same treatment" may in fact ha ve 

been fed at different rates due to the inherent variability in 

growth rate between pigs, and the reeding system adopted. 

uifferences in rate or feeding may accentuate growth rate 

differences, so that after a given period of time, animals on 

the "same treatment" will have consumed different quantities of 

feed and have made different liveweight gains. Under these 

circumstances liveweight differences after any given time on 

trial cannot be attributed to the inherent variability of the 

experimental material alone, i.e., we have no real estimate of 

experimental error. 

In feeding trials the condition of independence (in the 

statistical eensa) between feeding rate and growth rate, 

necessary to obtain an estimate of experimental error, may be 

achieved by predetermining rates or feeding as a function of 

t
. (2) . 
ime. Each ration could also be fed at rates given by more 

than one function of time (to different pigs, of course), in 

order to obtain a more efficient estimate of the result of feed

ing given quantities of meal and whey in different time periods. 

(c) Experimental data: Thia pig production data was generated 

under experimental conditions. Different results may be 

expected under group raeding and actual farm conditions. These 

difterencea would be important in a critical appraisal of the 

usefulneaa ot results obtained to management processes associated 

with pigmeat production. No auch aaaesement has been attempted 

(2) In actual tact a true estimate or experimental error could 
not be obtained where animals remain "on trial" 
contiDuoualy. Although the same quantity or teed can be 
ted in the same ti•• to piga under these conditions, 
it is impossible to guarantee that these pigs will be 
all the same liveweight at the beginning of each period. 



in this thesis. 

(d) Time series data: The data consists of successive 

observations made at weekly intervals, on each or twenty-seven 

pigs. The information on any one pig therefore constitutes a 

time series. The length or tillle series varied from 11 weeks 

for pig No.8 (on Treatment III) to 33 weeks for pig No.19 (on 

Treatment VII). 

(e} Rejected data: Pig No.23 (on Treatment VIII} did not 

complete the trial due to paralysis of the hind legs and a 

spinal abscess. Data from this pig was not therefore us ed in 

estimating production functions. Pig No.9 (on Treatment III) 

and pig No.27 (on Treatment ll) had markedly worse growth rates 

than other animal• on the same treatments. It was not felt 

however that this data was sufficiently unrepresentational of the 

variance in growth rates of pigs that could occur in pr actice 

to justify rejection. A total of 491 observ3t i ons ma de a t 

weekly intervals on 26 pigs was therefore available for es t im~tin 

meal:whey production functions. In passing we note that th is 

gives a max1mwa ~ 491 and a minimum of 26, degrees of freedom. 

4,l Preliminarx Anal7•1• 
In regression analysis the total sum of squares of 

deviation• abou~ the mean or the dependent variable may be 

subdivided into the reduction or this total due to fitting the 
\' 

regression line and the remainder, commonly called "deviations 

from regression". 

Where more tho one independent observation of the 

dependent variable ia ude at each level of the controlled 

factor(a), 1•••• where treatment• are replicated, an estimate 
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of oxp~rimental error may be obtained via an analysis of 

variance. In addition, regression analysis may be applied 

t o the maan or the observations tor each treatment (level of 

independent variables), thua d1T1ding the aum or squares due 

to treatments into treatment regression and deviations o£ 

treatment means from regression (commonly called "lack of fit" 

sum of squares). We have therefore: 

TOTAL SUM OF SQUARES• TREATMENT S.S.+ ERROO. S.S. 

TREATMENT S.S.• REGRESSION S.S.+ LACK OF FIT S.S. 

Wliere treatments are truly replicated the regression fitt ed to 

all observations yields: 

TOTAL S.S.• REGRESSION S.S.+ DEVIATIONS S.S. 

and 

DEVIATIONS S.S.• LACK OF FIT S.S.+ ERROR S.S. 

By fitting the regression line to the trentr.1ent means an 

estimate or lack or fit sum of squares is obtained, thus 

a llowing us to subdivide the total deviations from regression 

as shown above. 

Where lack or fit aWA or squares differs significantly 

from the estimate or experimental error, we suspect that the 

fitted regression inadequately expresses the relationship 

between the variables concerned. Thia test is therefore 

useful in deciding question• about the suitability of different 

forms ot regression equation• and the inclusion or so-called 

explanatory variablea. 

Where observation• are not replicated the data does not 

provide a true estimate or experimental error. Where no a priori 

estimate or experimental error variance is available deviations 



f rom regression cann~t bo subdivided as shown and use made of 

t he test mentioned. 

~e suspect already that the data from the meal:whey level s 

trial was not perfectly replicated. To gain soma idea as to 

whether or not this was so, the total weight gains and meal and 

whey con~umptions after 11 weeks were recorded for each of the 

27 pigs involved.()) 

An analysis of variance assuming replication of each 

treatment was first calculated for the liveweight gain data: 

Table I: Analysis or Variance( 4) (9 treatments,) blocks) 

Source d.f. s .s. M.S. F 

Blocks 2 18) 91.50 2.04 NS 
Treatments 6 6659 832 .J$ 18.60 *** Error 16 716 44.75 

Total 26 1558 

A simple linear regression model: 

i • a + bM + cwhx>.M. 
where M •lbs.meal, and Wh • lbs. D.M. whey, consumed in the 

11 week peri~, was then fitted to the 27 observations. The 

following analysis re~ulted: 

Data for pig Ro.23 was used in this analysis. 
See Appendix IIIA tor the figures used. 

•' ' 'h~ 

I 

()) 

(4) The following conTention will be used to denote levels 
or significance: Significance at o.1$ level••••; 
at l~ level•••• Significance at 5~ level••; 
S!gnificance at lo,c level• l°"; Not Significant at 
1~ level• RS. 



Table II : Analysis of Variance, Regression Model 

I Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F I 
I 
I 

I 
Regre3sion 2 7029 )514.50 159.45 ·~· 
Deviations 24 529 22.04 

Total 26 7558 

The important feature of these t~o analyses of the s ame 

data is that regression swn of squares (7029) exceeds treatment 

s um of squares (6659). This situation is only possible where 

pigs within treatments have consumed differing quantities of 

meal and whey that have affected liveweight, i.e., we do not 

have true replication. We cannot therefore derive separate 

estimates or "lack or rit• and "experimental error" from this 

da ta. Our best estimate of experimental error is obtained 

from total deviations from r1gression. 

In estimatlng production models from this experimenta l 

data regression analysis has therefor• been applied to all 

observations. No test for lack or fit or regression models in 

the sense indicated aboYe was available. 

4.4 Pigmeat Production Models 

The general characteriatica or these models have already 

been discussed. 

The cumulative models that suggest themselves under 

restricted reeding are: 

or 

t • t(K,Wh,T) 

! • t(M,Wh) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 



These models describe the results of the production 

rocess under a given set or conditions rather than ellucida t i ng 

the causal relationships involved. This was seen in Chapter 2 

where we noted that knowing the total meal and whey to feed and 

the tim~ in which to reed it, does not determine uniquely the 

expected liveweight gain. 

The incremental model:(S) 

y1 • r(Wt1_1,mi,wh1) 

n 
. ' L Y1 • In 

i•l 

) 
) 

j 

on the other hand has been derived from knowledge of the 

biological nature or pigmeat production, and is an attempt 

to specify a structural relationship. 

( 4 . J ) 

Because models (4.1) and (4.2) provide mathematical 

descriptions of the result of the production process, there i s 

no problem or indentification. The particular variable chos en 

as the dependent variable ·will hinge upon the problem setting 

of interest. Although these two models may give satisfactory 

prediction, their ability to provide valid estimates of structural' 

parameters is open to question. It is felt intuitively tha t so -

called "structural relationships" should not be capable of 
• > 

explan•J\~ ~1• any other underlying relationship. 

· •• 
1
~ _:. ¥1cremental model attempts to specify such an 

'.J• ·~ ,. 

underlying relationship and could therefore provide valid 

estimates or structural coefficients •. In this model, liveweight 
'· ' ,j 

gain in the 1th aubper~od~. 11 , ia the dependent variable, and 

is aftect•d ·b~ the ind~p~ndent variables. The first of these, 
,' ·1'• . ~ 1•;f!~-h . ,. 
/ ' ,· l,,, ,•, f 

total liveweight at the beginni~g or the 1th period (end of the 

( 5) 



i -lth µerlod), Wti-1• is obviously indopendcnt of livewe i~ht 

,:;".:..n i n this perio_cl. Feed consumption, m1, wh1 , must also 

occur before liveweight gain reaulta. The importance of. this 

1.1g between consumption and production will determine to some 

extent the accuracy of this structurnl model. Given a suitable 

:; uh period we have no problems of identificrttion and the 

relationship can be estimated as a single equation. Incremental 

models based on weekly and fo~tnightly subperiods will be 

con2idered. 

4.5 Comp~rison or Production Models 

Perhaps the most important part of this study should be 

the comparison or the production models postulated. This 

comparison could be made under the headings: "Predictive Power 

of the Models", and "Validity of Ro6ressjon Coefficients as 

Estimates of Structural Parameters". 

As we wish to compare incremental and cumulative 

production models, it is appropriate to consider the 

relationship between the dependent variables of these two 

models, Yi and Y1 , respectively. 

For a single pig we have: 

Wt.,,• Wtr, • + €0 

where Wt0 ia the obaened liYeweight at the beginning of the . ,, 

trial period, wt: ia the expected Yalu• (including expected 

level ot guttill) or liveweight at this time, and €0 la an error 

term associated with Wt0*. Similarly, for observed liveweight 

at the end or the 1th aubperiod we have: 

Wti • Wt1* + E1. 



Now observed liveweight gain from the start of the tr ial 

t o the end of the 1th subperiod, Y1, is given by: 

t 1 • Wt 1 - Wt0 • (Wt1* - Wt0 *) + (€1 - €
0

) 

or I 1 • Ii• + (€ i - € o) 

• where I1 is the expected value or liveweight gain. Similarly 

for liveweight gain trom the start or the trial to the end of the 

i-lth subperiod we may write: 

Observed liveweieht gain in th~ 1th subperiod, Yi, i s 

given by: 

* * € E Y1 • Y1 - yi-1 • (Yi - Y1-1) + ( i - i-1) 

• Y1* + (€1 - Ei-1) 

In making a comparison of the cumulative and incremental 

models we are especially interested in the properties of t~e 

errors associated with the respective dependent variables. 

The importance or aaaumptiona made about the error term have 

been discussed in section• ).1 and ).6. 

In pigmeat production, an animal may have a growth r a te 

that is inherently better or worse than average. This animal 

will reach liveweighta that are increasingly better or 

worse than expected liveweights or pigs fed on the same ration. 

In this caae errors will not be independently distributed, 

i.e. B(E_s,Ej);o, but will be positively autocorrelated through 
1;3 ' . . 

time. 

It 11 po11ible that poaitively autocorrelated errors 

follow some autoregressive echeae, i.e.E1'may be generated 

by the Markott scheme: 
(4.4) 



where, B(\_) • 0 

B(~i 2) • 0-2 

E(~illJ) • O, 1fj 

) 
) 

~ (4. 5 ) 

) 

Regression analyaia where the error term has 

autoregressive properties has been discussed by Cochrane and 

Orcutt.( 6) Let ua now consider properties of the error term 

associated with the cumulative and incremental series when 

the errora,Ei, are generated by (4.4). 

(a) Cumulative aeries. Let us consider for example: 

I3 • Y3* + (E3 -€0) 

Now from (4.4) aboYe, and when (J • 1, we have: 

- E ) 0 

or, in general: 

or 

where 

. 

Y .y•.~n 
n n fu.•(i 

I • n 

Xn. 

Where the properties or _ "Vi are given by (4.5), we have: 

(6) 

B(~) • 0 

E(.\2) • 1C12 

E ( ~ x_,) • j o2 , i,' j , 1 > j • 

Application or Least Square• Regression to Relationshirs 
Containing Autocorrelated Error Terms," D.Cochrane and 
G.H.Orcutt,Jnl.Amer.Stata.Aaan.Vol.44,1949, p.J2. 



In this case errors a~sociated with the cumulative series are 

positively autocorrelated, and are heteroskedaatic. 

{ b) Incremental series. Consider: 

Substituting £or €1 from (4.4) we have: 

Y1 • Y1* + Y.,-l)Ei-1 + ~1 

Thus, where('• 1, the errors associated with the incremental 

series are random and independently distributed with equal 

variance, as given by (4.5). 

Where fr 1, and fr O, properties of the error terms 

associated with the incremental and cumulative series are 

less easy to determine. 

An iterative method tor obtaining autoregressive - least -

squares estillatee wha the value or f is not known is given by 

Fuller and Martin.(?) 

Let us assume now that errors associated with liveweight 

of a single pig are random and independently distributed, and 

that: 

Consider the incremental aeries, the general term of which is 

written: 

W})ere ( 1 1• higher than average (i.e. could be due to gutfill), 

we expect the value 11 to be higher than average. Because the 

errors are assumed to be random, with expectation• all zero, 

(7) "The Bttecta ot Autocorrelated Errors in the Statistical 
Estimation ot ·Distributed Lag Models," W.A.Fuller and 
J.E.Martin, J.Farm Econ.Vol.4),Feb.1961,p.71-82. 



v, e a l so expect a lower than average value for liveweight gai n 

i n the i+lth period, Yi+l• where: 

11+1 • Y1+1 + (~+l - Ei). 

3imilarly where Ei is lower than expectation we would expect 

a higher than average value tor weight gain in the subsequent 

per iod. Und·er these circumstances we could obtain negative 

,, utocorrelation of the errors associated with the incremental 

series. In this case efforts should be made to minimise 

l iveweight measurement errors. 

This theoretical discussion forms a necessary basis 

to questions about the validity of regression coefficients, 

from the cumulative and incremental production models, as 

estimates or structural parameters. 

Another factor affecting the question of validity of 

regression coefficients as estimates of structural parameters 

is errors in the independent variables. We will assume that 

measurement errora associated with feed consumption were 

negligible under th••• trial conditions. In the incrementa l 

mo4'il, however, we cannot assume that the independent variab le: 

"total liveweight at the end of the previous period", is 

observed without error. Regreaeion coefficients estimated 

by Least Squarea and aaaociated with thia variable are therefore 

likely to be biased eatimatea ot structural parameters. 

6 ... ' 
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Where scouring attecta teed conversion efficiency the 

relationship between liv•eight gain and reed consumption may 

be strengthened by allowing tor thia factor. An analysis of 

variance (Table III) indicates that significant treatment 



nifferences occur for the number of days on which scourin~ w:is 

noted over the whol~ period that pigs were on trial.(B) 

Table III: Analysis or Variance. Treatment 
Differences : Number of Daya 
Scouring 0fcurred over approx. 
Liveweight Range: 48-180 lb. 

Source d.f. s .s. .M.S. 

Blocks 2 22)4 1107 
Treatments 8 2)278-15)•2)125 2890 
Error 16-1•15 7458 497 

Total 25 32970 

F 

2.23 
5. 81 

NS 
* ,:-

In this case any adj~etment for scouring in the production 

model is really a means or eliminating from the dependent 

variable the part of the treatment effect that is attributable 

to the effect or the treatments on scouring.(9) A significant 

adjustment for scouring in the production model must therefore 

be interpreted with care, i.e. for predictive purposes it would 

be necessary to explore further the relationship between 

treatme~ts and scouring. The difficulty is that propensity 

to scour may be dependent on the ration and therefore knowin~ 

what the liveweight gains would be if no scouring occurred is 

(8) See Appendix ;IIIB for thia data. The technique for 
dealing with missing data in randomised block designs 
- eee: •stat1at1cal Method•" 0.W.Snedecor, Iowa St&te 
College Pr•••, Alll••tiowa!l957,P•)l0; has been usedto 
derive an e1t111ate ror pg lo.2). The analysis or 
Yarianc• preaented ill Table III bas been adjusted 
accordingly. 

(9) Williama, B.J. op.cit. Ch.?. 

I 
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not really relevant. It scouring affected livewei6ht ga in 

::; i e:1;ni ficantly it would be necessary to be able to predict the 

level of scouring, 1.o., aa some function of level of feeding , 

before a production model that included a term for scouring 

could become operational. 

4.7 Degrees of Freedom 

This is the problem of the effective number of independen t 

observations we have on any one pig as described in section J.5 . 

It arises because we have a hwnber cf observations on each ani mal. 

The minimum number of degrees of freedom is 26 as this is the 

number of pigs involved in the trial, while the maximum is 491 -

the total number of observations. On this basis we define a 

"strict" and a "lenient" criterion of significance based on 26 

and 491 degrees or freedom respectively. 

The aeries: total liveweight gain, total meal consumed, 

total whey consumed, and time, are highly autocorrelated for 

each pig. Calculation of the effective d~grees of freedom t o 

use for testing the significance of relationships between these 

series . (lO)indicatea the seriousness of the problem. A typic a l 

example may be given. From the 16 weekly observations on tota l 

weight gain and total whey consumption for pig No.16 we obta ln: 

Autocorrelation coetticient ot lag 1 tor the 

weight gain aerie•: r1 • 0.99903 

Autocorrelation coetticient of lag 1 for th• 

whey consumed aeries i rJ. • 0.99966 

(10) a. Tintner op.cit., pp.243, 246. 



The variance of the empirical correlation coefficient 

between these two aeries: V • 0.98881 

The effe~tive number or observatioua is: n•~2 (ll) 

Similar result• are obtained from the series: 

liveweight gain and total meal consumed, and liveweight gain 

and time. 

For the cumulatiTe model therefore it is suspected that 

more weight should be placed on the strict test of significance 

than on the lenient criterion. 

The poaitio~ for the incremental model is illustrated 

for pig lo.16 and the two series: liveweight gain in each week, 

and total liveweight at the beginning of the week. 

Autocorrelation coefficient of lag 1 for the 

liveweight gain series: rl - -0.22129 

Autocorrelation coefficient of lng 1 f0r the 

total 11Tewe1ght aeries: rt • 0.98472 

The variance ot the empirical correlation coefficient 

between th••• two aeries: V • 0.04209 

The effective number ot observations ia n' ~ 25 

(which is greater than the number of observations N • 16). 

For the weekly incremental model therefore, it is suspected tha t 

it would be eatietactory to base teats of significance on the 

lenient criterion. 

Untortunately an exact teat of th• effective degrees of 

freedom where a number ot time aeries ia uaed in regression 

analyaia 11 unknown to the author. 

(11) The correlation between two aeries of two observations 
ia nece11arily +l. Thia aupporta Yule's finding that 
the dietributioi ot the correlation between two 
autocorrelated aeries tend• to be U abaped with a 
ma .1or1 ty or the correlation• near !,l. 



~-S Estimation Procedure 

Least Squares regression analysis in this study ha s been 

r-r ecl tly facilitated through co-operation with the Applied __, 

M.J thematics Laboratory, Department of Scientific and Industriai 

Re search, Wellington, in the use of Treasury's augmented Type 

IBM 650 computer. A generalised computer programme for the 

fitting of data to mathematical equations was ava:Dable and 

is referred to as rRAP.( 12 ) TRAP output includes the matrix 

of sums of squares and products for the terms of the regression 

eauation. Although easy to run, TRAP is time consuming, so 

to minimise the number of runs in this study, the most complicated 

regressions were analyeed first. The resulting sum of squares 

and products wer~ then available for calculating all the possible 

simpler relationships among the variables - either on a desk 

calculator or by using less time consuming mat.rix operation 

programmes with the IBM 650. 

The regression• calculated may be subdivided into: 

(1) Cumulative models 

(2) Incremental model• 

(a) weekly aubperiods 

(b) fortnightly subperiods. 

Results and discussion or regression analyses for the 

derivation or pigmeat production functions from the particular 

experimental data mentioned are given in the next chapter.(l3 ) 

(12) See Appendix IV(A) tor a description or this programme. 

(1)) See Appendix IV(B) tor particulars about the 
availability or thia experimental data. 



C H A P T E R V 

RESULTS OF REGRESSION ANALYSES 

Results presented in this chapter are based on weekly 

1bservations for each or 26 pigs. 

· 3.1 Cumulative Models 

The basic relationship studied is given in conceptual 

form as: 

Y • f(M,Wh,T,S). 

:\ polynomial equation or second order was fitted to the 491 

'Jbservations using the regression pro~ramme TRAI'. A second 

order polynomial with four independent variabl~s uses 15 deerees 

of freedom, leaving 476 degrees of free<lom for lenient 

criterion and 11 degrees or freedom for strict criterion tests 

f significance. The intercorrelations for the terms of this 

egression equation are giYen in Table I, while the estimated 

egression coetticiente, and their corresponding "t-test" values 

alculated by the ratio: .2!l,, (where sbi is the standard error 
8 bi 

r the regression coefficient b1 ), are given in Table II. 

he "t-test" values are given in preference to the standard 

rrors for eaee 

addition, as we 

or interpreting significance levels. In 
bi2 

have noted in section).), the ratio c 
ii 



TABLE I : Intercorrelations for Terms of Second Order Polynomial : Y • f(M,Wh,T,S) 

TERM I 7 
I 

JI Wb T s 112 Wh2 T2 s2 M#h MT MS WhT WhS TS I t 

M I l .49 .29 • .96 • • • .82 .86 .49 • • * 1.61 

Wh I l .93 .49 .22 .94 .87 .42 .68 .59 .51 .92 .49 .49 I .88 

T I 1 .32 • .84 • 95 • .63 .65 • .93 .Jl .33 .87 

s 1 • .51 • .93 • • .87 .40 .96 .97 .)4 

M~ 1 • * • .82 .86 * • • • I .ss 
Wh2 1 .86 .51 .55 .44 .48 .94 .56 .56 I .11 
r2 1 • .52 • 53 • .98 • • I .12 
32 1 • * -75 • .98 .98 • 24 
MWh l .96 .)9 .54 • • .84 
MT l * .51 • • .81 
MS l • .Bl .84 .46 
whT l .44 .44 .75 
~hS 

l .'-)9 .) 2 
I 

TS 
' l I • 33 

- - --~---- --- -;;: cor r-elation < . 30 
- - - -
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eives the sum of squares for b1 independent of all other 

r e~ression coefficients. This value may be tested aga inst 

t he error mean square in the usual way by the F-ratio. 

However, as the t-test and F-ratio values are in fact the same 

test, only the former will be tabulated.(l) 

TABLE II: Second Order Polynomial Regression: Y • f(M, Wh,T,S) 

s... 
Q) 

-o 
s... 

0 
Cl) 

j..) E 
Cl) ~ 
~ (l) 

·rl E-4 
:x.. 

Cl) 

E 
H 
(l) 

E-4 

S... 
(l) 

r(.) 

S... 
0 

-0 
C 
0 
u 
(l) 

Cl) 

TERM REGRE.qSION 
COEFFICIENT 

t-test Value 

Lenient 
Criterion 

'r76 d.f. 

Strict 
Criterion 

11 d.f. 

__ QQfi~Ia ►--=la6S7 ___________ ---------------- ----------------
M 0.455 17.76 * ic<ioc 2.70 * 
Wh 0.169 13.52 *** 2.05 1o,t 

T 2.107 6.10 I).** 0.9.3 NS 

3 -0.201 ----------- ---~-----~---------------~:.22_!!_ --- __ Q:.~2_!!~-------

(1) 

M2 0.898 X 10-4 0.4.1 NS 0.06 NS 

Wh2 -0.222 X 10-3 22.08 *1'' ~ J.J6 ** 
T2 -0.294 14.32 **~ 2.18 10% 
s2 -0.525 X 10-2 . 7.25 *** 1.10 NS 

MWh -0.155 X 10-3 1.04 NS 0.16 NS 

MT -0.329 X 10-2 0.79 NS 0.12 NS 

MS -0.252 X 10-2 2.8J ** 0.4.3 NS 

WhT 0.1)7 x 10-l 20.58 *** 3.13 ** 
.WhS 0.356 X 10-.) 1.22 NS 0.18 NS 

TS 0.191 X 10-l 1.90 1~ 0.29 NS 

' . . 
The t-teat values are computed by TRAP for 476 degrees 
or freedom; a simple transformation is required to 
derive these values for 11 d.f. 
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The analysis or variance tor this regressi?n is given 

in Table III. 

T\BLE III: Analysis of Variance, Standardised Form, Strict 
Criterion. 

Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F 

Total Regression 14 0.99079 0.07077 $4.25 

Linear terms 4 0.04235 0.23559 2$0.46 

Extra due to 
Quadratic terms 10 o.04g44 o.004g4 5.76 

Deviations 11 0.00921 o.ooog4 

TOTAL 25 1.00000 

R2 • 0.99079 for Total R~gression. 

5.2 Discussion 

The pertinent features of these results are: 

*** 
~ * -t 

** 

( l) The relative significance of the linear terms. All linear 

terms are highly significant for the lenient criterion as judged 

by the t-test. For the strict criterion, however, Time and 

Scouring terms are not significant. Also for the strict 

criterion ao second order terms involving Scouring are signifi-

cant. On the other hand, second order terms involving Time 

are significant using the strict criterion. 

(2) The analysis or variance indicates that the "explanation" 

afforded by the linear terms is significantly added to by 

inclusion of the quadratic terms. 

(3) Looking at the intercorrelation matrix for the terms of 

· ' : ~ rr, rr r P ~~ 1 /")n ~,.,u ~t1.on • we see tha.t Whe y and Time ' are highly 

I 
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rnulticollinear. Where terms are functionally related, i.e. ".>J h 

and ~·:hS, high cor relations are to be expected. 

Conclusions that may be drawn from these results . ..1 r e that 

relat ively little precision should be lost by dropping the 

t e r o1s involving Scouring from the regression model. 

Where the regression model is to be used for predic tive 

purposes only, Time should probably be included as indica ted 

by the significance or some of the terms involving this v~riabl e . 

Where, however, estimates of structural parameters are r equired, 

the level of multicollinearity between Whey a nd Time leads t o 

some doubts about including the latter variable in the r eeress i on 

model. Some doubt haa already been expressed as to the va lidity 

of using the cumulative model to obtain estimates of structural 

coefficients. In .order to examine this question more closely 

it would be desirable to teat the residual5 from regression 

for autocorrelation. This aspect will be considered in more 

detail when comparing the cumulative and ~ncrementa l models. 

No test for heteroskedasticity wa s possible a s the 

regression had not been subdivided into periods. 

5.J Alternative Algebraic Forma 

The opportunity waa also taken to estimate the cumulative 

model in terms or the Log and Square Root functions. These 

models .did not appear to have any advantage over the more 

general Polnnomial form, and are presented in Appendix V. 

5.4 Weekly Incremental Models 

Weekly incremental model• have been calculated us i ng whey 

consumption measured in gallons and pounds dry matter. De t ai led 



TABLE IV 

wt1-1 

Wti-1 l 

Iii -~ -

111 

•ti-12 I 
•12 I 
wb1~ I 
•12 

Wti-lillt 

Wt1-1Wb~ 

Wti-lsi 

miwh1 

m1s1 

whisi I 
l 

. 
• 

mi 

-.45 

l 

Intercorrelations for·Term~ of Second Order Polynomial Yi D f ( t t j-1 • ~i , .... . . i , 

TF.RM 
wh1 s1 Wt1_12 m12 wh12 s12 Wt1-1m1 Wt1_1wh1 Wt1-1s1 : 1wh1 m1s1 wh1s 1 

.84 • .99 • .80 • * .94 • • • * 
-.42 -.)6 -.42 .9s • • .84 -.42 • .8J • -.s1 

l .s2 .81 -.42 .99 • * .95 .57 • • .57 
· 1 • • • 56 .96 * .45 .97 * .46 .97 

l -.41 .78 • * .94 • * • • 
l -.Je ~ .10 -.41 • .10 • • 

1 • 53 * .9~ .61 • • .61 

l * .42 .96 • • .97 

1 * * .96 * ~ 

l .52 * ~ * 
l JC: .43 .99 

l • • 
l . )9 

' ... 
~ correl2~ i on < 0 . ) 



.BLE IV 

,wt1-1 

l 

2 I 

_m1 I 
_wh~ 

s. I 
l. l. 

1. I 

i I 

. . 

•1 

-.45 

l 

Intercorrelations for·Terms of Second Order Polynomial Yi• f( ~ t i -1, ~i , w~ i, 5 1 1 

TERM 

wh1 s1 Wt1-12 m12 wh12 s12 Wt1-1•1 Wt1_1wh1 Wt 1_1s1 m1wh1 m1s 1 wh1s 1 1 Yi 

• 84 • • 99 • .80 • • .94 • • • • 1-.12 

-.42 -.)6 -.42 .95 • • .84 -.42 • .8J • -.51 .59 

l .52 .81 -.42 .99 • • .95 .57 • • .57 .15 
· 1 • • .56 .96 • .45 .97 • .46 .97 -.06 

l -.41 .7$ ~ • .94 * • • • -.lJ 
l -.Je ~ .10 -.41 ~ .10 • • .54 I~ 

1 • 53 • -9~ .61 
. ~ • • .61 .10 

1 * .42 .96 • * .97 -.10 

1 * * .96 • • .60 
I 

l 
I 

.52 • • • 0 
I 

.99 1-.06 1 ~ .43 

l JOI • I .66 I 
I 
I 

l .39 I .1 2 I 

' 
I ! 

~ I -. 06 / 
* correl a~ ion < 0.3 

~---



r es ults for a second order polynomial regres s i on for the model : 

y1 • f{Wt1_1 , m1 , wh1 , s
1

) 

where whey consumed per week is measured in gallons are first 

presented. 

The matrix or correlations between the terms of this 

equr.tion are presented in Table IV, the regression equation is 

~iven in Table V, together with t-tests, and the usual 

analysis of variance is presented in Table VI. 

TABLE V • • Second Order Polynomial Pegression 
Yi• t(Wti-1, m1, wh1, s1) 

TERM 

CONST. 

REGRESSION 
COEFFICIENT 

-0.400 

t-test Value 

----------------~------------------------------------------
Wti-1 -0.929 x 10-1 3.50 •~* 
•1 0.607 3.40 ~*~ 

wh1 0.611 6.93 **~ 

•1 -0.118 0.48 NS 
~---------------~---~--------------------------------------

Wt 2 0.22) x 10-3 1.17 NS 1-1 

~ 2 -0.315 x 10-2 0.)4 NS 

wh 2 
1 -0.412 X 10-2 1.29 NS 

812 -0.)19 X 10-l 1.29 NS 

Wt1-1•1 0.281 X 10-2 1.90 l°" 

Wt1-1wh1 -0.508 X 10-) 0.34 NS 

Wt,1-18 1 0.81) X 10-2 J .23 ** 
•1wh1 n0.1)6 X 10-l 2.45 • 

. 
10-l 1 • .31 NS 

'!118 1 -0.24) X 

wh1a1 -0.217 X 10-l 2.11 • 



I 

I 
I 
i 

I 
i 

I': 3LE VI Analysis of Variance (Lenient Crite rion) 

Source d.f. S.S. M.S. F 
I 

Total Regression 14 1612.265 115.162 52.95 SCl** 

Linear terms 4 1506.)26 376.582 173 .141-·** I 
i 

~uadratic terms 10 105.939 10. 594 4.87"'** I 
I 

Deviations 476 103 5. 521 2.175 

TOTAL 490 2647.7g6 

a2 • 0.60891 

The evidence available suegests that the ooservations 

made at weekly intervals on a single pig are to a large de r, ree 

statistically independent, hence si ~nificance tests for 

incremental models have been based on the J.en ient criter.:.on. 

5.5 Discussion 

The testa or significance suggest that liveweight at the 

end of the previous week, and meal and whey consumed during 

the week, are the major variables affecting livewei~ht gain in 

any week. A significantly better fit of the regression model 

to the data is obtained by including second order terms. The 

matrix of 1ntercorrelat1ons indicate5 some danger of multi

collinearity between liveweight at the end of the previous 

week and gallons or whey fed during the week. We cannot a~sume 

that liveweight is measured without error and this fact alone 

may result in Least Squares estimates of regression coefficients 

being biased. Thia danger is increased when explanatory 

variable• subject to measurement error are highly correlated.(
2

) 

(2) See E.O.Heady and J.DillQp,oe. cit.,Ch.4,p.1)5. 



,·,r 1rt from minimising errors of measurement, already a fea ture of 

t he expe r· iment which we are considering, the author knows of no 

r easonable way of allowing for this danger. 

Apart from these factors, the model is seen to provide a 

reasonable, if not highly satisfactory, explanation of va ria tion 

i n liveweight gain per week. 

5.6 1/,'hey: Dry Matter and Gallons 

Simple linear regressions wit~ whey measured as pounds 

dry matter and as gallons are given: 

Yi• b0 -0.0286Wti-l + 0.5062mi + 0.1777whi; 
(!.00J6) (!,.02)8) (!,.0127) 

rt- o. 5569 

• • • • • • • • • • • (gallons) 

A 2 
Y1 • bJ -0.0254Wti-l + 0.4<)66mi + 0 . 2793whD M 1 ; R • 0 . 56b5 

(!,.OOJJ) (!,.0235) (+. 01 93 ) .. 
• . -: • • • • . • • • ( dry mat t er) 

The correlation between Wt and wh is 0. 84, wh ile 
i-1 i 

that between Wt1_1 and whD.M.i is 0.81. 

It can be seen that the regression equa tion with whey 

consumed per week measured on a dry matter basis is slightly 

more accurate in terms of the proportion of total variance 

explained: a2 • In addition, the correlation with liveweight 

is slightly lower for the dry matter model. However, no grea t 

significance is attached to theae small differences. For 

practical purposes the two models will be considered as 

equivalent. 

Th,e respective regression coefficients for whey allow us 

to calculate the dry matter content of this foodstuff as 

approx. 6.4'1,. Thia agrees closely with the recorded averaGe 

dry matter content or 6.~ for whey used in this trial. 
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~ .7 Ccrn1parison of Cumulative and Incremental Models C.1 lculc1ted 
from Weekly Observations 

(a) Predictive Power: The proportion of variance 
2 explained by regression, R, is often taken as a guide to the 

nred ictive worth of a regression equation. The res ;.,ective H2 

values for re~ressions presented twve been f~ iven in the text. 

The R2 for the cumulative and incremental models are re pe~ted 

in the following table: 

TA BLE VII : R2 Values for Second Or~er Polynomial Models 

Y • f(M,Wh,T,S) R2 • 0. 991 

Yi• f(Wt1_1 , m1 , wh1 , si) R2 • 0.609 

Thue 99.l~ of the variance in the r.ependent variable is 

explained by the second order pol•rnomial cumulative model, 

but only 60.9"1, of the variance in the depen ri ent v:.: riable is 

explained by the corresponding increm<:: ntal model. 

This apparent difference in predictive power a lone mig ht 

lead us to place more reliance on the cumulative model. 

It should be noted, however, that the comparison is only 

on the basis of proportion or variance explained. In actual 

fact, the dependent variables: "Total Weight Gain after i Weeks", 

Y1, and "Weight Gain in the 1th Week", Yi• are not directly 

comparable. The relative variance of these two variables differs 

widely as can be seen from their respective total sum of s nuc:1res 

about the mean value. 
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TA.3LE VIII : Rel~tive Variance of Y1 and y
1 

Variable No. of Observations Corrected Sum of 
Squares 

Yi 491 660829.JO 

Yi 491 2647-79 

On these grounds it is not reasonable to compare the 

predictive power of the cumulative and incremental models by 

their respective R2 values. One method of carrylng out such cJ 

comparison would be to predict total livewsight gains, i,, 
l. 

using the incremental model, i.e.: 

,.. 
where Y' is the predicted liveweight gain at the end of n weeks . 

n 
These predicted liveweight gains could then be compared with 

the observed liveweight gain series. In the usual way, the 

difference between observed and predicted values could be 

obtained, and the sum of equares of these deviations corresponds 

to those obtained through fitting the cumulative model. The 

proportioD of total variation in the liveweight gain series 

explained by the incremental model may then be obtained to give 

the "effective R2" or this model. 

Where the aeries ot d11'ferences between observed weekly 

gain (y
1

) and predicted weekly gain (y
1

) 1s available, the 

required aeries or differences between total liveweight gain 

(Y1 ) and predicted gain(~•), necessary to calculate the 
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:· e ffocti Vft R2" of the increttental ~~del, ca:,· be rel ,1 ti vely 

easily obtained. 

The deviations (yij - Yij) ~re cumulated separat ely 

for each pig, (where the j subscript has been introduced 

to distinguish between pigs), t~king account of sign, and in 

the same order through time as the observations were ru~de. 

The total after each deviation has been accounted for is noted. 

~/hen this has been completed for each pig, the total sum of 

squares calculated from this entire series corresponds to the 

deviations sum of squares:-

k n 

LL 
j•l 1•1 

for n observations on each of k pigs. 
2 The "effective R " may ther1 be cri.lc ula ted from the 

relationship: 

TOTAL S.S. (Y1 ) - DEVI i· TlONS 
a,2 = 

TOTAL S.S. (Y
1

) 

The relationship between the two series may be 

shown more clearly: 

Wt1 - Wt
0 

• I - y where Wt • initial liveweir;ht. 
1 l 0 

Wt2 - Wt 0 • Y2 and Y2 - Y1 • Y2 

Wt3 - Wt • Y3 and YJ - Y2 • Y3· etc. 
0 

Thus we have: 

( • t'. (' . 
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The s er ies of observed values, predicted values and 

1:ifferences, for -:ill 491 observations, was ca lculated by TltAP 

fo r the incremental model 

es timated as a second order polynomial. This model is not 

st r ictly comparable with the cumulative second order model: 
..... 
Y • f(M,Wh,T,3) 

.1s 1-1hey is measured in p;a llons in this model :.1 n ri in ;.., ound ~ c; ry 

rr.at ter in the first. A term for scouring is .1lso included in 

the cumulative model. However, results already prest:nted wo ul c! 

not lead us to expect these differences to be unduly important. 

Details of this incremental regression are given in Table ll. 

TABLE ll: Weekly Incremental Model, Whey in D.M. 
Second Order Polynomial. 

TERM REGH.E:3S1 JN t-te s t I 
I 

COEFF'lC I Ef~T Lenient Criter i,)n I 

I 4 · 1 d.f. I 
I 

I 

I 

CONSTANT -0.608 - i 
x 10-1 I 

Wti-1 -0.648 2.69 ** I 
I 

0.630 3.4a *>,'t* i 
mi 

whD.M.1 0.788 6.49 *** 
3, . 

0.380 X 10-4 0.28 NS · Wti-1 
2 -0.497 10-2 o. 53 NS mi X 

whD.M.12 -0.153 X 10-l 2.77 ict* 

Wt1-1m1 -4 0.02 NS -0.270 X 10 . 

Wt1-1Wbn.M.i 0.127 X 10-2 0.$6 NS 

miwhD.M.1 -0.439 X 10-2 0.67 NS 

2 
R • 0.5902 
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The series of differences (yij - y1j) for this regression 

equation were manipdated in the way described above, to 

calculate the sum of squares or deviations from the liveweight 

ga in series. The result• obtained were: 

Calculated deviations S.S. • 161)2.Jl 

:. "Effective R2" • 66082~)0 - 16132-1,! 
0829.JO 

1.e. a• 2 • 0.976 

The actual R2 for the cumulative model • 0.991 

On the basis of this comparis ,n we conclude that the 

effective predictive power of the incremental model is almost 

equivalent to that of the cumulative model. 

A feature of this comparison requires further investig~t ion : 

(1) Prediction 0£ y
1 

from the incremental model depends 

in some part upon knowing the liveweight of the animal concerned 

at the beginning or the 1th week. 

replaced tor practical purposes by: 
1-1 
~ A Wt0 t- L- Yj 
j•l 

This value, Wt1_1 , could be 

(5.1) 

where Wt is the initial liveweight at the beginning of the trial 
0 

period. Thia value (5.1) however, is subject to predictive 

error. The importance of this additional error should be 

investigated. 

(b) Estimates of Structural Pa~ametera: Autocorrelation 

of the error ter■ waa d!acuaaed ill section ).6. Where errors 

are autocorrelated the method or Leaat Squares doea not give 

efficient ·estimates ot the population regression coefficients. 
(3) 

The problem ot carrying out the Durbin and Watson teat 

()) J.Durbin and O.S.Wataon, Biometrika, op.cit., p.159-78. 
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for autocorrelation ot the residual• from regression where the 

analysis has been baaed on more than one time series has also 

been mentioned. An attempt, however, has been made to gain 

some idea or the seriousness or autocorrelation in thia data by 

considering deviations trom regression for individual pigs. 

When calculatu{g the Durbin and Watson "d-statistic" for 

individual pigs two problems arise: 

(1) When the regression equation has been estimated 

from observations on a number of animals, it 1s not necessary tha~ 

ths sum or the deviations for any one pig will equal zero. In 

this case the aum of squared residuals from regression will be 

greater than it their •um about this same r egression line was 

zero. The "d-atat1st1cff has been derived by Durban and Watson 

on this latter assumption. Using the "inflated" sum of squared 

residuals for any individual pig could well result in a downward 

bias to the "d-statistic" so calculated.{ 4 } An effect equivalent 

to adjusting the regression parallel to its original position, 

so that the sum or the residuals for a single pig is equal to 

zero, may be obtained by correcting the sum of squared residuals 

for the mean in the usual way. A proof has not been derived 

to show that thia adjustment doea in tact remove possible bias 

from the "d-atatistic" calculations. Nevertheless, calculations 

have been made using this 'intuitive' adjustment. 

(2) The "d-statiatic" can be conveniently calculated when 

only first order .teru have been 1n,luded in the regression 
}\· ';t,"."' ·~ . ' '. '• 

equatioa. In thi• caae .. errora may well be autocorrelated because 
· 2 

(4) We have d • I(A!) l ·where I6z2 is the residual sum or squarE 
.r~2 



~he wrong form or the equation has been used. The linear 

r er,ression model for the cumulative data used in these 

calculations ia: 

j • 8.587 + 0.506M + 0.1J6Wh; R2 • 0.93 
( +. 070) ( +. 010) - -

The variables Time and Scouring have been omitted; the 

latter because or its relative inadequacy as an explanatory 

varlable. 

Because multicollinearity exists between the variables 

Whey and Time, the latter has-been dropped in order to obtain 

a statistically more reliable estimate of their joint effects. 

The weekly incremental re~ression used is 

Y1 • 2.345 - 0.0286W~1-l + o.5062m1 + 0.1777wh1; R2 • 0.56 
(+.00)6) (+.0238) (+.0127) - - -

Calculatod values or the "d-statistic" for three pigs are 

presented in Table X. 

TABLE X : · DurbiD and Watson "d-atatistic" Values 

Pig No. Treatment No. d-statist c(5) 
Obaervationa Cumulative Weekly 

No. 3 I 16 0.5318 ,f:~tZ~) 
No.11 IV 21 0.2147 2.4814 

(1.5186) 
No.22 VIII 21 0.0429 l.4J65 

{ 2. 563 5) 

Th••• reaulta indicate that residuals from th• linear 

cumulative regression equation are highly positively auto-

correlated. Th• weekly incremental model, however, is seen 

(S) It ahould be noted that aigniticant adjuatmenta for the 
mean Yalu• ot the deviation• about regreaaion were only •d• tor the cumulat1Ye model. Had these adjustments 
not been made the d-atatiatica would have been even 
lower than those ehown. 
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t o have rasiduals that are relatively independently 

distributed. Where it is desired to test for negative 

1utocorrelation of the residuals, the statistic (4-d) is used. 

These ,;·alues are presented in brackets tor the weekly incremen

tal model in Table X; no serious negative autocorrelation 

is indicated. 

These tests suggest that autocorrelation of the 

residuals is much less serious in the incremental model 

than in the cumulative one. 

5.8 Fortnightly Incremental Model 

Regression equations based on fortnightly weight gains 

and feed consumption were calculated from the experimental 

data. The main feature or this analysis was that the total 

production period was divided into three subperiods on th6 

basis or liveweight, thus: 

PERIOD I : Start of trial (approx. 50 lb}-+ 9J l b. 

PERIOD II : 94 lb--+ 136 lb. 

PERIOD III: 137 lb--+ Finish of trial (approx.180 lb) 

In addition, the regression for the total production period 

was calculated. In each case the second order polynomial 

was titted to the variables • 

. ·,. 11 ·~ .. ~(~t,1-l' •1• whi' 81). 
' •.: / • .l••',t,· ,: •, I 'f 

The regression coefficient• tor each or the subperiod equations 

is listed in Appendix VI; standardised analyses or 
variance tor each period are given in Table XI. The regression 

coefficients for the total production period equation are g iven 

i n T::ihle XVI. 



; AULE II 

Period 

• • 

,, I 
R'-- • 0.83 

II 
R2 • 0.85 

III 
R

2 
• 0.74 

All Periods 
R2 • 0.18 

Analyses or Variance; Fortniehtly 
Regression Equations. 

Source 

Linear terms 
Quadratic 
Deviations 

TOTAL 

Linear terms 
Quadratic 
Deviations 

TOTAL 

Linear terms 
Quadratic 
Deviations 

TOTAL 

Linear terms 
Quadratic 
.Deviations 
TOTAL 

d.t. 

I+ 
10 
61 

7S 

4 
10 
67 

81 

4 
10 
66 

80 

4 
10 

224 
238 

S.S. 

0.7650 
0.0644 
0.1706 
1.0000 

0.8140 
0.0327 
0.153.3 

1.0000 

o.6798 
0.0652 
0.2550 

1.0000 

0.7252 
0.0552 
0.2196 
1.0000 

M.S. 

0.1912 
0.0064 
0.0028 

0.2035 
0.0033 
0.0023 

0.1700 
0.0065 
0.0039 

0.1813 
0.0055 
0.0010 

F 

68.J0*~* 
2.J~ 

181 • .)0~*~ 
5.50~* 

These analyaea or variance indicate that relatively little 

extra pre,ciaioa ia gained through addition of the quadratic 

terms in each or the aubperioda, but the quadratic terms are 

highly aigniticant when we are estimating over the whole range. 

The average aubatitution rates of meal for whey have been 

calculated from the linear regression fitted to each period. and 

are given in the following table: 

TABLE XII: 

Period ,, 

II 
III ' 

Substitution Rates: Meal for Whey (d.wh) d.m 

Reg.Coet.Meal (lba) 
. ' 

Reg.Coet.Whey (gala) 

0.4703•; -~ r!:· ,· 
-., I 0.2742 

0.441a -~ · . 0.2480 
' ii. I 

0.1S06 0.4SOO · :·· ... .' 

{•Absolute val~•• tor d.wh have been tabulated.) a.Iii 

d.wh!Q: 
d.m 
1.72 
1.78 
J.19 
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The substitution rate ot meal for whey ie seen to increase 

(i.e., more whey is required to substitute for 1 lb. or meal) 

from Period I to III. Thua 1D time■ ot whey shortage heavier 

pigs should be ted more meal and leaa whey. One pound of meal 

fed to heavy piga (say above 140 lba.) will release approx. 

J eallons or whey which can be fed to other pigs. Each 

additional pound of meal fed to light pigs (say 50-100 lbs), 

however, releases only approx. 1.75 gallons of whey. These 

results apply to the rations used in the particular reeding 

trial we are concerned with. 

SubdiviaiOR iato three production periods allows an 

interesting analyaia that confirms an earlier hypothesis: that 
-1 

growth rate ia at~ected by feeding rate and liveweight together. 

The following analysis or variance indicates that there has been 

no significant difference in mean fortnightly growth rate 

between periods. 

TABLE lIII • • Analyaia of Variance : Mean Growth Rates 

Source d.t. s.s. M.S. F 

Between Peri~d• . 2 ' 61.069 JO. 5.34 1.90 NS 

Within Periods 236 3792.169 16.068 

TOTAL 2)8 385) .2)8 
' . . ··. , . . : ,_, 

' I- 'I ' 

Mean tortnightly 'iiv~eight gaina are now adjusted by 

! ; 

,, r, • • 

• • •~ • l11 · I. • I 

covariance· analyaia ·tor ·quantit1•• of meal and whey consumed 

per fortnight in each .period. Thia adjustment is given in 

Table .IIV. 



I 

,'1~ DLE XIV : Analysis ot Covariance I - Adjustment 
for Meal and Whey Consumed per Fortnight 

Source d.f. d.f.' Deviations S.S. M.S. 

PERIOD I 7S 73 .)00.605 
PERIOD II 81 79 .34).11.) 
PERIOD III 60 76 427.050 -Within Periods Reg. 2.30 1070.768 4.6555 

Reg. Coera. 4 25.825 6.4562 

Common Reg. 2J6 234 1096.593 4.6863 

Adjusted Means 2 271.752 135 .8760 

Total Regression 238 236 1368.345 

F 

l.J9NS 

28.99*¥* 

The difference between meal and whey regression 

coefficients for the three periods is tested by F • ~ • 1.39 

which is not signiticant at the 1°"1 level with 4 and 230 degrees 

of freedom. It is therefore valid to make an adjustment to the 

mean growth rate in each period, by taking account of the common 

regres~ion or liveweight gain per fortnight on meal and whey 

consumed. The aigniticanc• or this adjustment is tested by 

F - !~le~j6 • 28.99 with 2 and 2)4 degrees or freedom, and is 
. .. 

found t~ be aigniticant at the O.l~ level or probability. Thus, 

after adjusting tor meal and whey consumption in each period we 

have 11gni~1cant between period differences in mean fortnightly 

growth rate. The analyaie ot ·coY•riance is now supplemented 
' •·J ,, ' 

;' . r. . . . 

to accouat tor ditteroc•• .111 l1Yeweight between periods. The 
,f • r I I I 

• j/1i11 ,' I '1"(' I 
j1,,~,..:,.•'. . ' -~ '• , 

reaulta ,are preaented ·f.a Table IV~~ 
1\tl.... .,. ' '. ,.... • •• ·, f.'I•\ .~,,: i:,?'l" • 

I 



T 1,l3 LE XV Analysia or Covariance II - Adjuetment for Meal 
and Whey Consumed and Liveweight Between Periods 

Source d.f. d.f. 1 Deviations S.S. M.S. F 

PERIOD I 1S 72 282.6)0 
PERIOD II 81 76 )10.78) 
PERIOD III so 77 419.)51 -

Within Periods Reg. 227 1012.764 4.4615 

Heg.Coefs. 6 50.9$9 8.4982 1.90 10~ 

Common Reg. 236 2)3 106.3. 753 4.5655 

Adjusted Means 2 19 • .358 9.6790 2 .12 NS 

Total Regression 2)8 2)5 108).111 

Thua, after allowing for the effect of liveweight on mean 

fortnightly growth rate there are no significant differences 

between periods. Thia is in agreement with the origi nal 

analysis or variance (Table IIII). Thus the same fortnightly 

growth rate can be maintained at higher liveweights only by 

increased feeding rates. Thia conclusion is in accordance 

with the reasonillg given in derivation of the incremental 

production model. 

5.9 · Weekly and Fortnightly Incremental Models 

~oa1ideration ot the weekly and fortnightly incremental 
')' • • • .t ~ ' 

I-, .. ·~, .. ◄I • .. ,1 I 

model• •1 allow ua to draw aoae '·concluaions about the 

underlyi~~ ;-~~;u.·ii~J·~i.~~-~•at:~i .. ~~~d•l. In particular, we 
, , r11 ,.,. " ~ ~ , "J 1 1:1' •,,(:,.J'~~:rtr~ ,.,- ,),'l>ll~'. jll'," I } ,•'/, 'f \. 

••,. • 1 ' 'l t • "h• \:j. "u · • • ~,~~~ " · ., •~ 
should be 1Jltere1ted 1n· the length ot th• incremental period • 

.' • • • I ,, . 

The 11k~~1 importance ot length ot incremental period haa 
I • 

alread7-been diacuaaed in aection 2.). Before comparing which 

of the two incremental models beat conforms to the underlying 

population relationship, a definite hypotheses as to the 



chHracteristics or this relationship must be made. 

In order to decide which or the two incremental models 

estimated best fits the production data, they could be 

compared on a predictive basis as was done for the weekly 

increffiental and cumulative models. Time, however, has not 

permitted a detailed comparison or the weekly and fortnightly 

models on this basis. 

A visual comparison of the two models may be made with 

the aid of Table IVI. 

TABLE IYI • • Regression Coefficients £or the Weekly and Fortnight l: 
Models 

Term Weekly Model 

CONSTANT -0.~00 

t-statistic 
(476 d.f.) 

Fortnightly model 
(All periods) 

-0.256 

t-stat
istic 

( 22{-. d .f. , 

---------~----------------►------------~------------------ ►---------· 
-0.929 X 10-l 
0.607 
0.611 

-0.113 

J.50 *** 
J.40 ~** 
6.93 ~~'* 
0.48 NS 

-0.200 
0.';97 
0.604 

-0.176 

J.8J *~* 
J .45 t,:,;. * 

6. $5 ,;, ~* 

0.6$ NS 

----------~--------------~ ------------~------------------
Wti-12 
m12 

wh12 
s

1
2 

Wt1-1•1 

Wt1-1•h1 

Wti-18 1 
•1•h1 . ·t 

0.22) X 10-) 

-0.JlS x 10-2 

-0.412 X 10-2 

-0.)19 x 10-l 

0.281 X 10•2 

-o.sos ~ 10-.3 
o.a1.3 x 10-2 

-0.1.)6 x 10-l 

1.17 NS 

0.34 NS 

1.29 NS 

1.29 NS 

1.90 1~ 

0.34, NS 

3.23 •• 
2.45 • 

~ ~0.243 x 10-l 1.)1 NS 

-0.217 x 10-1 2.11 • 
I 

a2 • 0.6089 
Total Variatioa • 2647.786 

.. Variation Explained by . 
\ · legreaaion . • , 1612.266·.~/·'. 

' . . ,, . 
•t I' 

' "' 

0.477 X 10-J 

-0.166 X 10-2 

-0.202 X 10-2 

-0.706 X 10-2 

0.291 X 10-2 

-O.J82 x 10-J 

0.87S x 10-2 

-0.724 X 10-2 

-0.411 X 10-2 

l.J0 NS 

0.37 NS 

1.34 NS 

0.53 NS 

1.99 * 

0.28 NS 

J.49 *** 
2.67 ** 
0.J 9 NS 

:0.129 x 10-1 2.46 * 
a2 • 0.7804 

Total Variation• J85J. 2J8 
Variation Explained by 
Regression• )006.985 
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The regressi~n coefficients for the fortnightly model 

are slightly more accurately determined in general and with 

less than hall' the degree• ot fr&edom ot the weekly model. 

5.10 Discussion or Results 

A comparison of the predictive power of the weekly 

incremental and cumulative regression equations indicates that 

there is little to choose between these production models. 

Tests for autocorrelation of the residuals on individual 

pigs using linear weekly incremental and cumulative models 

were made. The results of these tests are subject to some 

reservation, but they indicate that residuals from the 

cumulative model, for individual pigs, are likely to be 

positively autocorrelated. The residuals from incremental 

regression, however~ appeared to be independently distributed. 

The weekly iacremental model is therefore more satisfactory 

from a statistical point of view, than the CUii,ulative model. 

This property is likely· to carry over to incremental models 

based on different time periods. Whether incremental models 

should be based on weekly, fortnightly, three-weekly, or some 

other period, is not clear. There is little obvious difference, 

however, between the weekly and fortnightly regression equations 

estimated. There is ala_o the ~_oaaibility of sacrificing 

information when le•• ob~erYationa are used, aa is the case in 
.,: . • ../·: .. .. i!,. 

estimating say a three-week 'incremental model versus a weekly .•. 
· •: 

model. 

Incremental models have the added advantage over cumulative 

models in that more meaningful information is provided on the 

• i 1, r, l'j • 6 I""\ ' -, , • • • t"\ f ; 1 1 ,- "' ( " • ,.. I • • 1 
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whey and a total t1~9 in which to feed these quantities, the 

cumulative model allows ua to predict a value for expected 

livewcight gain. It does not, however, tell us what ration 

line to use in achieving this result, in this sense the expected 

liveweight gain is not uniquely determined. In addition, the 

production !unctions estimated in cumulative form in this study 

only refer to liveweight gain from 48-50 lb liveweight. For 

practical purposes it is therefore necessary to know the 

total quantities of meal and whey that have already been fed 

at any time subsequent to this if we are to predict future 

liveweight. The incremental models, however, allow us to 

specify ration lines and to predict liveweight gains according 

to the rate ot reeding. In order to predict liveweight gain 

in any future perio~ a knowledge of present liveweight and 
. . 

future ratea or reeding is required. It is reasonable to 

assume that present liveweight is likely to be easier to 

obtain under practical conditions than quaatities of fe ed 

consumed in the past. 

Additional evaluation of a production model should involve 

testa in actual practice. The production functions presented 

in this thesis could be teated using data from the second half 

or the meal:whey levels trial, conducted at the Massey College 
. . , . 

Piggery ·ia 1961. 
. ' ,. ~' ,· . 

Time haa not beea available to carry out 
; •· ' ' ,. + I 4.;.'1 ' ·~ ,,; 

these teats 1A th11· study~ .· 
t.. .,. 

.. ... 



Smith( 2) baa given the relationship between frozen carcass weight, 

Y, and liveweight, I, tor piga aa: 

t • ·o. 791 - 4.4f!) .1) 

This relationship allows us to calculate price of pigmeat on a 

liveweight basis: 

pigmeat • 15.Sd per lb. liveweight. 

6.1 Cumulative Model 

We will consider tirst the cumulative production function 

given in Table II, Ch.S; derived fr~m the meal:whey levels 

trial already described. This model includes the explanatory 

variables Time and Scouring. 

The occurrence or scouring has been shown to vary 

significantly with treatments used in the experiment, but 

adjustments to liveweight gains due to this factor have been 

relatively insignificant. For this reason scouring should be 

dropped trom a relationship to be used in economic analysis. 

Thus we see that from an operational point of view scouring 

should have been omitted from the production function. However, 

in the computing-ti.Jae available it was not possible to estimate 

the cumul•tive production model: 

I • t (M, Wh, T}. 

In the absence or thi• model, the ··1evel ot scouring has been 

set to th~,: mean level (S • S.S daya) and the original production 

(2) 
, 

"Relationship Between Liveweight and Carcass-Weight 
Increments . or Pig•"• .l>,•• Smith, N.Z.J.Sc. and Tech.; 
sec.A, Vol.)8, lo.S, Aug. 1957, p.80). 

\ • I,_ I M,~i i:1,1 ,, .t .,-J. 'I. ' 



C H A P T E R V I 

PRODUCTION ECONOMICS ANALYSIS 

Given a production function and the prices of the variables 

orcerned, the principles of production economics can be used to 

arimise net returns. 

Cumulative and incremental production models pertaining 

o liveweight gain from 'weaning'~l)have been derived for meal 

nd whey reeding or pigs. We ignore the cost ot rearing pigs 

o 'weaning' weight (though this could be the subject of a 

eparate analysis). Givea prices ot meal, whey &nd pigmeat, we 

In 1Y maximise net returns in some sense for fattening pigs. 

11s chapter, production economics principles are a~:plied to 

umulative and incremental productio~ models in turn, and the . 

sefulness of the results is discussed. 

For illustrative purpoees, the following prices 

re assumed: 
/ 

(1) 

•~•l 
whey 

pigmeat 

---
).4d per lb. 

l.Sd per gal. 

20d per lb. carcass weight. 

For ease or exposition, we refer to 'weaning' in 
this chapter as the initial liveweight (actually 
48-SO lba.) or pig• uaed in the meal:whey levels 
trial. · · 



l . • ., 

,·:rn c.tion (Table II in Ch.S) adjusted to give: 

i • - ).866 + 0.4))M + 0.17)Wh + 2.275T 

• o.oooix2 - o.0002Wh2 - o.294crr2 - o.0002MWh 

- O.OO))M'l' + 0.01)7WhT 

It should be recognised that (6.1) is not the Least Squares 

estimate or the relationship; but it is only inaccurate in 

so far as the mean level or scouring does not occur and will 

serve for illustrative purposes. 

6.1.1 Unrestricted Maximisation of NJt Revenue Per Pig 

Production economics principles applied to the 

cumulative production function, (6.1), and using the prices 

given, allow us to predict the optimum feed and time combination 

and liveweight gain, tor a single pig.( 4 ) 

Predicted net revenue per pig, R, fer liveweight gain 

fro.m 'weaning' may be written: 

ft• 15.8? - J.4M - 1 . 5'1.' h ( 6. 2 ) 

A 

where R is measured in ~once. 

Substituting ill (6.2) for i (given by (6.1}) we have: 
A. 
R • • 61.0S) + ).441.M + l.2))Wh + 35.945T 

2 · 2 2 
+ 0.00161( - 0.00)2Wh - 4.6452T - O.OOJ2MWh 

- 0.0521.MT + 0.2165\fhT (6.J) 
• I • I,, 

,,.. t I 1 :- .1 1 ' ' 11' , ·L+ J· ' 'I , 

,· .. . : '. i ··,~\,' :)'; .. ' •. ,.}~t" ,:·. ' ~--.~ .:, : . -----·-,,•i' . . ,.• ·, O' ~ ' ,: ' . , ' ,.. ' , .· . , .. 
(3) 

(4) 

In .. thia and aubsequent ·_.equationa in. this chapter 
Jubecripta from yariablea have been dropped. Thus, 
Y ia predicted liYeweight gain from weaning when M 
pound• ot meal and Wh gallons or whey have been consumed 
at the end ot T weeks. 

Thia information oil a single pig can easily be 
extended to a litter basia. 



To 1na.ximise p!9edicted net revenu~ per pig, R, we want: 

di • j.dM + ~.dWh + j.dT • 0 (6.4) 

and, 

dR2 < 0 · (6.5j 

Equation (6.4) defines the stationary point or the net 

revenue function (6.J). It (6.5) holds, the stationary point 

is a maximum. To calculate the co-ordinates of the stationary 

point for (6.J) we solve the following set of simultaneous 

equations:-

' • ).441 + O.OOJ2M - O.OOJ2Wh - 0.0521T • 0 

~ • 1.2)3 - 0.00)2M - 0.006)Wh + 0.2165T • 0 
61t lf • 35.945 - O.OS2?,J( + 0.2165Wh - 9.2900T • 0 

The co-ordinates ot the stationary point found by the 

solution of the set or simultaneous equations, (6.6), are: 

M • 208.4 lbs 

Wh • 906.5 gals 

T • 23.8 weeks. 

(6.6) 

Predicted liYeweight gain from 'weaning', obtained by 

substituting these values tor M, Wh and Tin (6.1) is 212.2 lbs~ 

Predicte~~_net revenue, calculated !rom (6.)), is £5 • .35 per pig, 

or £0.225 per week. • .. • · 
, . 

The moat>1mportant teature or this stationary point is that 

it is well outside the .leiel~ ot meal and whey consumption explored 
' I . .. .,.,'"' 

in the particular teeding ~rial from which the production 
\ I ' ' •• J t 't ' 

relation8hipa,. have . been' de~'i~ed. <.~>. 
'" '' 1•:J. • 

----- I •.· · 1 ' I 

(S) In addition 1t ·could be ebown that this stationary 
point is a saddle point exhibiting increasing returns 
in the meal direction. 



This may be seen f1~om fig.l which illustrates the limits of 

meal and whey consumption 1n this trial. To be realistic 

then it is necessary to maximise (6.3) subject to ~ertain 

side restrictions that will ensure we remain within the limits 

of meal and whey consumption explored. 

Q._.1.2 Restricted Maximisation or Net Revenue Per Pig 

Considerable difficulty might be experienced in attempting 

to decide upon restrictions that would confine attention to 

that portion of the meal, whey, time space explored in the trial . 

This is because each meal:whey combination may be fed in a 

number or different time periods, as shown by fig.2, Ch.5. 

However, in maximising net revenue from a single pig, any given 

quantity ot meal and whey should be fed in the time period that 

maximises liTeweight gain rrom this quantity of feed. In this 

case, no account is taken of competition for fattening 

accommodation, i.e. extra fattening time is considered to have 

no opportunity coat. Liveweight ga in from 'weaning' a s a 

function or meal and whey consumption and time, is given by 

(6.1). Thia product~on fµnction allows us to calculate the 

total time in which a given quantity of feed should be consumed 

to maximise liveweight gain (and hence net profit per pig) from 

thia quantity of teed • . Thia ~time-is given by solving: 
/'• . 

~ - o, 

where < 0 
' . ~, . 
•f•f I 

Now, trom (6.1) we have& 
d! . .. , 
dT° • 2.21s - o.ssn ~ o.0033x + o.01J1Wh - o 

and il, • -0.588. 
dT4' 
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,,. 
Thus , %f • 0 gives tho optitlum time in which to feed any g i ven 

:, uantity or meal and wher. (6) 

Thia relationship may be rewritten: 

T • J.8690 - 0.0056M + 0.023JWh. (6 .7) 

i·,here wa feed so as to maximise liveweight gain from any M:Wh 

combination we may substitute for T, given by (6.7), in the 

predicted net revenue function per pig (6.J). This substitution 

results in (6.8) and gives the predicted net revenue per ~ig , 
,. 
R', when meal and whey is fed according to (6.7). 

R' • 8.4530 + 3.2J60M + 2.0708Wh + o.0016M2 

- 0.0006Wb
2 

- 0.0044MWh 

The problem has now been reduced to maximising (6.8) 

subject to suitable side restrictions on total quantities of 

meal and whey that can be consumed. 

The price of 20d/lb carcass weight, used in this analysis, 

applies at present times to pigs 01· bacon rather than pork 

weight. Pigs in the carcass weight range: 110-140 lbs, are 

classed as baconera; this corresponds to a liveweight r ange of 

a pprox. 145-180 lbs. Aa the production models derived in 
. . 

this study refer to liveweight gain from 'weaning' (48-50 lb 

liveweight), a weight gain, I, ot 95-130 lb corresponds to 

pig~ ot b~CC?ll w~ight.- · · /,. . 
' J '' • 

The r.-aibl• area tor bacon production from meal and whey 

rations used in the particular feeding tria'i we are concerned with, 

(6) 

(7) 

The quantities or meal and whey that should be fed in 
T • 9 weeks for maximum weight gains from these 
combinations, are shown 1n fig.2,Ch.5. 

We note in paeeing that (6.8) could equally as 'R' 
0 well have been obtained by taking the condition 'lT • 

in (6.6), solving £or T, and substituting for T 
in (6 • .3) ~ Equations. (6 •. l) and {6.g) therefore have · 
the same stationAry point, (apart from roundin~ errors). 



is a pproximated by the convex set of four linear ineriualities: 

xl ;. 25 (6. 9 ) 

1.8715x1 + x2 -- 465 (6.10) 

l.8715x1 + x2 < 655 {6.11) 

xl - ·.21314x2 < 40 (6.12) 

a s illustrated in fig.l, and where xl • total meal consumed in 

1 b s • , and x2 • total whey consumed in gals. Equations (6.10) 

and (6.11) approximate the predicted 95 lb and 130 lb liveweight 

gain contouro whon meal nnd whey is fed according to (6.7). 

Equations (6.9) and (6.12) approximate the feeding t ·ations used 

that delimit the portion of the meal:whey p!ane explored. It 

is only necessary that these four approximations should be 

accurate for the area of interest. From fig.lit would appear 

that this condition ia reasonably well fulfilled. 

The recently developed general solution to the problem 

of maximising a quadratic £unction subject to linear inequalities 

may be used to solYe the problem of maximising (6.8) subject to 

the inequalities (6.9) to (6.12).($) (In this simple two 

dimensional case, cut and try methods could be used to explore 

values of the net revenue function in the area of interest). 

If the maximum ia round to lie on the restriction (6.10), which 
. . 

divide~. ·b_acon from pork production, we should need to explore 
I ii .' '. I • •• • l ~ 

the area tor .pork p~oduction after adjusting the net revenue 
1 I, ~ 

function for pork :,price -:,:·(~pprox~ · 17d per lb carcass weight)• 
.' ... • •,ie \ •• '~:, ,1 ~

1
'., '·,. '., • ' ,· . ·.1 '·1 . 

The computationil.
1 pr.ocedur• tor maximising (6.8) subject 

I 

to inequalities (6.9) to (6.12) 1a given in Appendix VII. The 
\, . . 

(8) "The Maximisation or a Quadratic Function of Variables 
Subject to Linear Inequalities", w. Candler and 
R. Townsley. In Presa. 
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rn.1ximum maximorum co-ordinates are: 

M • 25.0 lba 

Wh • 608.2 gala, 

corresponding to point Bin fig.l. Predicted net revenue at 

this point is £4.375 per pig when this quantity of meal and whey 

is fed in 17.9 weeks as given by (6.7). This gives a predicted 

liveweight gain of 128.4lbs, (from (6.1)), and a predicted net 

revenue or £0.244 per week. 

6.1.) Maximum Het Reyenue Per Unit Time 
A 

Equation (6.)) predicts total net revenue per pig, R, 

from given quantities or meal and whey fed in a given time. 
A 

Predicted average net revenue per week, R*, is given by: 
A 

R*. f 
Thus R• • T-la 

• T-1(-61.08) + ).441M + l.2JJWh + J5.945T 

+ 0.0016K2 - O.OOJ2Wh2 - 4.6452T2 - 0.0032MWh 

- O.OS21.MT + 0.2165WhT) (6.13) 
,.. 

To maximise predicted average net revenue per week, R*, 

we want: 

Equation (6.14) defines the stationary point or the 

revenue function (6.13). It (6.lS) holds, the stationary 

point is a maximum. To calculate the co-ordinates or the 

{6.14) 

(6.15) 

stationary point we could solve the eet or simultaneous equations 

for M, Wh, and T, given by: .. . .. 
, :·: , :: 0 I 

~ I I , I ,, 
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. 6R• 
6M - 0 

&a• 
&Wh • O 

A 

6R• 0 1r. 

If the stationary point so found was feasible we could 

check for a maximum. Ir the stationary point was not feasible, 

or was not a maximum (i.e. a saddle point), steps would have to 

be taken to maximise (6.13) subject to suitable side restrictions, 1 

as was illustrated in 6.1.2 and Appendix VII. In either 

event, a single meal, whey time (M*,v.h*,T*) combination, that 
~ 

maximises predicted average net revenue per week, R*, is obtained. 

6.2 Weekly Incremental Model 

The way in which the weekly incremental model allows us 

to predict feeding rations that maximise net revenue over a 

period of time, and per pig, will now be illustrated. 'i'he 

model which will be used for this purpose is one neglecting 

scouring and where whey consumption has been measured in 

terms of pounds dry matter (see Table IX,Ch.5). Thus we have: 

y • - 0.6081) - 0.06485Wt + 0.6J005m + 0.78828wh 

+ O.OOOOJSWt2 - 0.00497Jm2 - O.Ol5279wh2 

- 0.000027Wtm + 0.001267Ntwh - 0.004J95whm 

where the 1 subscripts h2ve been suppressed. 

(6.16) 

The mean drymatter content of whey used in the meal:whey 

levels trial, from which (6.16) .,as estimated, was 6.2~. Thus, 

1 gallon or whey (approx. JQ. lbs) contains approx. 0.62 lbs D.M., 
, ' ,l~ ·, 

and whey at l.Sd/gallon gives a price of 2.4d/lb D.M. 

Predicted net revenue per week,~, for a single pig 
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is therefore given by: 

(6.17) 

Substituting in (6.17) for 9 we have: 

r • - 9.6og45 - l.0246)Wt + .0060CMt2 
+ m(6.55479 - .00043Wt) 

+ wh(l0.03482 + .02002Wt) - .07$57m2 
- .2414lwh2

- .06944mwh 

(6.18) 

The quantity of meal and whey to feed each week that 

maximises predicted net returns per week from a single pig is 

~iven by solving simultaneously:-

! - 0 
tt· 
,~h • 0 

where d~2 < O. 

From (6.18) we have: 
6r liii • 6.55479 - .0004)Wt - .15715m - .06944wh • 0 

i.e. m • 44.71146 - .00271wt - .44ltl9wh 

and, 

'r £wh • 10.03482 + .02002Wt - .4828~~h - .06944m • 0 

i.e. m • 144.50850 + .28829Wt - 6.95290wh 

Solving (6.19) and (6.20) eimultaneously we obtain: 

Now, 

.,, 
:.ti" 

)' 

wh • lS.78818 + .04469Wt } 

■ . • .34~73482 - .02246Wt . J 

crt\2 
• [dm,dwh][-•15715 -.06944][dm J 

-.06944 -.4g2g2 dwh 

(6.19) 

(6.20) 

(6.21) 

Thua at any given liveweight, equations (6.21) allow 

us to predict the quantities or meal and whey that should be 

fed in the following week in order to maximise net returns in 



th t \<.·eek. In passing we note that these relationships specify 

3 decreasing proportion of meal:whey in the optimum ration as 

liveweight increases. 

Where pigs are fed according to (6.21), the incremental 

model may be ·used to maximise net revenue per pig. 

form and wh from (6.21) in (6.18) we obtain: 

Substituting 

~ • .00645Wt2 - .72J5C1Nt + 202.66805 (6.22) 

From inspection or (6.22) we see that r • oo when Wt • oo . 

In addition, (6.22) equated to zero has no real roots; thus 

there is no real liveweight where net revenue per week equals 

zero. 

These results indicate that to maximise net revenue per 

pig, animals .should be fed according to equations (6.21) until 

they reach in1"in1te liveweightt As pigs were only taken to 

180 lb liveweight in the meal:whey levels trial, we may assume 

that they should be fed .until they are at least this liveweight 

in order to maximise net revenue per pig. 

Consideration or the optimum rates of feeding (6. 21) for 

any liveweight in the range 50-180 lbs, as studied in the 

meal:whey levels trial, indicates that the meal feeding rate 

so obtained is tar in excess or any used in this particular 

trial. For piga of lSO lba liveweight, the rates 0£ £eeding 

given by (6.21) are: 

• • 31.4 lb• per week 

wh • 22.5 lbs.D.M. • )6.J gals. per week. 

Thia rate or whey reeding has been achieved in the trial for 

150 lb pigs, but the maximum rate ot meal reeding at this 

livewei~ht was 7 lbJ per week. In general, specified rates 
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of whey feeding at ll"Jlf weights (S0-60 lbs) are in excess of 

those used in the trial, the reverse being true at higher 

livewcights (175 lbs). The level of meal feeding specified 

is far in excess of any used in the trial. Even when the price 

of whey is reduced to zero, the level of meal feeding employed 

for maximum net returns per week is in excess of any level 

actually used. The danger (and, indeed, probability) is that 

these levels of reeding cannot be achieved because of stomach 

restrictions. I£ stomach capacity could be expressed as some 

function or liveweight and quantities of meal and whey that 

could be fed per week, it might be possible to maximise (6.18) 

subject to this restriction in order to obtain optimum feasible 

feeding rates. 

In the absence of this information relating to stomach 

capacity, the best we can do is to com~are r a tions actually 

used in this meal:whey levels tri~l. This comparison indica tes 

that average net returns per week were a IIWximum for pigs fed 

on Treatment No.), i.e. a~ong ration line (J), fig.l, Ch.5; 

with an average figure or £0.267 per pig, per week. However, 

this analysis has nece~aarily been limited to the one particular 

rate at which each ration waa ted in this trial. Thus, if the 

ration corresponding to Treatment No.l could be fed in an 

average ot 1) weeks rather than 16 weeks, without affecting 

adversely total liTeweight ga~n from the same quantity of 

meal and whey, we could expect an average net revenue per week 

of approx. £0.296 rather than £0.240. 

Pr~duction economics analysis baaed on the weekly 

incremental model cannot therefore be made entirely meaningful 
• I 1:-,j , I : 

until stomach capacity rel~tionehipa in the rorm suggested are 
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.1 vailabl•. There Ehould be no real difficulties in obtaining 

this relationship from suitable experimental data. 

6.J Discussion or Production Economics Analyses 

Subject to suitable restrictions on quantities of 

meal and whey that may be consumed we may make the following 

observations: 

(a) Maximum net revenue per pig. Both the cumulative and 

weekly incremental models allow us to maximise net revenue per 

pig. The cumulative model gives t}~e total meal and whey 

combination, and the total time in which this quantity of feed 

should be consumed in order to maximise net revenue per pig. 

The week1y incremental model allows us to calculate optimum 

weekly meal and whey reeding rates as a function of total 

liveweight at the beginning of the week, and the total liveweight 

at which net revenue per pig is a maximum. A direct comparison 

between the two approaches was not possible because of the 

unrealistic feeding rates specified by the incremental model. 

Although both models allow us to maximise net revenue 

per pig~ the operational difference between them is the amount 

or information obtained in each case. The cumulative analysis 

results in .a single optimum meal, whey, time combination; 

the probl•~: of what tee_ding schedule to use in order to attain 
... . ~· " . ,·, - ' 

this rac~or '.combination and predicted liveweight gain, still 

remains•·-:)· The · incremental aodel :however defines a specific 
I~•. •1 ., ' ' ' '!/ • 

• ; r-1 •.,,., 

optimum ·reeding plan in terms . ot q'i1antity ot meal and whey 

to be fed each week. Operationally therefore, the incremental 

model would be favoured, subject to the specification or 

feasible feeding rates. 



(b ) Maximum net r1venue over time. Where pig production 

is carried out on a continuous basis, the objective will be 

,r.axirnum net revenue over time rather than per litter of pigs. 

The cumulative model may be modified in order to calculate 

the factor co~bination (M*,Wh•,T•) that maximises average net 

revenue per week, as discuBsed in 6.1.). ~here factor and 

product prices are stable, net revenue over time will be 

maximised by reeding successive litters eo as to maximise 

average net revenue per week, as given by the above (M*,Wh*,T*) 

factor combination. 

The weekly incremental model allows us to calculate the 

weekly meal and whey reeding rates that maximise net revenue 

per week. There ia no simple way of calculating the period 

of time over which average net returns per week are maximised, 

from the incremental model. (This is beer- use the model is 

discrete rather than continuous in time.) However, to maximise 

net revenue over a given number of weeks irom a single pig, we 

should teed ao as to maximise net r t venue in each week. 

The advantage •the cumulative analysis has over the weekly 

incremental model in predicting the fattening period, T*, to .,. 
maximise average net revenue per week, is largely nullified 

where factor and product prices vary. Consider the case where 

we wiah to maximise net revenue trom a pig over a four week 

period • We assume that the pig will be sold at the end of . 
the 4th week at a price ot P•d/lb. The prices for meal and 

whey during each week ares 

Pml• Pm2, Pm.3, Pm4, ·and Pwl• Pw2• Pwl• Pw4, respectively. 

Using P• •• the pr1c·• ~t pigmeat, and P ml and P wl aa prices of 



meal and whey in the tirat week, we maximise predicted net 

revenue in this week. The optilllWI quantities or meal and whey 

to feed in the first week, and total liveweight at the beginning 

of this week allow us to predict weight gain for this week. This 

process is repeated for the three remaining weeks to obtain a 

feeding schedule for each week that maximises net r eturns for 

the four week period. This flexibility in the selection of 

optimum rations is not available from the cumulative type 

analysis. 

It would appear likely that the cumulative and incrementa l 

analyses have some complementary features. Under conditions 

of stable prices the cumulative model could be used to specify 

the M*, Wh*, T•, combination that maximises net revenue over time, 

while the incremental model could be used to specify optimum 

quantities or meal and whey to be fed each ~eek, subject to the 

restriction that total quantities M* and Wh* are consumed at 

the end ot time T•. The existence of a complementary relation-

ship in this respect has not been investigated in this s t udy. 

6.4 Linear Programming 

Pr,oduction econolllica analyses of the type illustrated 
,··{·· 

in thie ~~pter mar be usetul in making the sorts or short term 

decia1~n~¥i;~1.;c~~ecf:i~t:·;;;~t1on 1 ;~6. ' 
~,,rt. 1 •'.,\, If ... , ,;1 ,...,~ "ri ;,,. ,., I~ •• ~1•,.t, •t ·· I· f ··:·,' I 

• • .,,.: .• tH~I ( .. _ ... J~IJ -t'~.. ..-\ Y1•· •·"',~:,,·1, : J ,· '1 Ii i '. ~· ~t' ", 

1
;,l '-.I· ~ 1 -,r•·v. ¥fit / , ... 1 1 1 

In . theory~' 11~••r progr&mlling ahould provide an ideal 
, 

procedure tor optimising intermediate term planning or piggery 

operatio11a. 
I 

However, where the main supply or reedstuff is 

subject to aeaaonal tluetuationa (i.e. whey), and where a 

large number o! alternative reeding plans could be specified 

even tor one type ot pigmeat production (i.e. bacon), the 



resulting computing burden can be substantial. Little effort 

is required to specify a linear programme for pigmeat production 

which exceeds the capacity of computing equipment currently 

available in New Zealand, aa was illustrated in section 1.7. 

If we know the value of meal and whey each week, and the 

price of pigmeat at the end or some specified production period, 

we may use the weekly incremental model to predict an optimum 

feeding schedule over this time period. A virtue of linear 

progrBroro1ng ia that it imputes values to scarce resources, hence 

we have the possibility of an iterative approach to the probl em. 

Optimum rations, predicted from the incremental model and based 

on zero price for whey and the market price for meal (we will 

assume no restrictions on the .purchase of meal), could be 

incorporated in a linear programme that was within the capacity 

of available computing equipment. No specific allowance for 

'buying meal' in the linear programme need be made as this 

would already be taken into account in the optimum rations, which 

would be specified in the linear programme in terms of whey 

requirements only. Bet revenue for each activity would be 

adjusted tor the quantity of meal used. The maximisation of net 

revenue tor this problem will result in values being imputed to 

scarce reaourcea. In particular values will be imputed to whey 

supply in each week. We may now use the weekly incremental 

model to predict optimum rations baaed on these values for whey 

in each aubperiod. Thea• rations should be optimum in the 

sen•• that they will aaxi~~•• income tor the given production 

period and under existing Yaluationa of feed auppliea. 

Rations apeci:f'i•d by thi• procedure would be substituted 

for the original ••tin the linear programme. This procedure 
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could be repeated until a atable ·optimum was reached. 

6.5 Conclusions 

Production economics analysis of cumulative and incrementa l 

production models results in basically similar information in 

each case. However, information obtained from the weekly 

incremental model is more operational in that optimum feeding 

schedules are specified. In addition, the feasibility of using 

linear programming for intermediate term planning of piggery 

operations would aeem to be consider1bly enhanced by an 

iterative approach using optimum feeding schedules specified 

by an appropriate incremental model. 



A P P E N D I I I 

REPORT ON MEAL AND WHEY LEVELS TRIAL 1960/61 

Supplied by Mr. A.O. Dunkin, Senior Lecturer 
in Pig Husbandry, Massey College. 

Object: To study the effect or different scales of whey 

feeding each fed in conjunction with three different levels 

of meal supplementation on growth rate, efficiency of food 

conversion and carcass quality of pigs killed at bacon weight. 

Trial Design: 3 x 3 factorial, with 3 pigs on each treatment 

in each of two successive seasons. In each season, 3 blocks , 

each consisting of nine littermates, were selected. 

Animals Used: Weanling pigs out of 3 L.W. sows and sired by 

Berkshire boars were used:-

via. ex Natalie, 0258 by Cicero, litter wect ned at 6 weeks 
(pens 20-28) 

ex Lois, 41/7 by Brk. boar, litter weaned at 6 weeks 
(pens 1-9) 

ex Leila, 0458 by Cicero, litter weaned at 3 weeks 
(pens 10-19 ) 

At 56 days, the weight of the pigs in these 3 litters were:-

ex Batalie 32-42 lb (average 39.3 lb) 

ex Loia )2.S-39 lb (average 34.3 lb) 

ex Leila 39.S-SO lb (average ·42.9 lb) 

Pre-Experimental Treatment ; 
-

1. -The pig• from latal1•'• and Loia' litters had been on 
n 

ftweaner" lllixture ted .at the rate or 1• lb per pig daily 
• I •• t, 

plus whey tro~ tht S)rd daJ ot age. At the 59th day, the 
. ' 
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62nd day. At this time the daily meal ration was changed 

to 1 lb barley meal plus½ oz boneflour, while the whey 

was rationed according to scale B. 

2. Because of their heavier weight the pigs from Leila's 

litter were moved to the Test House on the 55th day. 

Until then, they had been receiving lt lbs "weaner" meal 

mixture per pig daily plus whey. On installation in the 

Test House, for those pigs over 46 lb, the meal was changed 

immediately to 1 lb barley meal and whey according to 

scale B. The remainder continued on lt lb "weaner" meal 

for 3 days, and were then changed on l lb barley meal plus 

i oz bonetlour. 

Experimontal Treatments 

Treatment lb barley meal daily Whey according to 
Scale 

I. lt ► 1 A 

II. lt ~ 1 B 

III. li ► l C 

IV. l ► • A 

v. 1 ► * B 

VI. 1 • .t C 

VII. t .. nil A 

VIII. t ., nil B 

IX. t ► nil C 



, . .i n::v e rrent: The whey feeding scales used are set out below. 

WHEY SCALES (lbs. per day) 

Liveweight 

40 

60 

80 

100 

120 

140 

160 

180 

A 

12 

20 

28 

34 

40 

44 

48 

52 

B 

15 

25 

J5 

42 

50 

55 

60 

65 

C 

lS 

JO 

42 

51 

60 

66 

72 

78 

Pigs were placed on trial individually as they reached 

48-50 lbs liveweight. Thereafter they were weighed twice 

weekly and their allowances or meal and whey were adjusted. 

From the beginning of the third week after the first pig 

came on trial, any whey remaining in the trough at a.oo p.m. 

on Sundays was remoTed. By this means it was ensured that no 

pi gs had had any rood for at least 10 hours prior to being 

weighed on Monday mornings. 

Following the weighing at which pigs reached 84-85 lbs, 

the daily meal allowance was reduced by 2 oz. This was followed 

by further reductions ot 2 os every S days until the daily 

meal allowance had been reduced by a total of 8 oz, that is, 

the meal reductiou wae completed in lS days. 
~. . 

Initially, whey ·~•• ted twice daily but as the capacity 

of the buckets containing the individual whey rations was 

exceeded this waa increased to three teeda and eventually to 

four feeds daily. 

From the start ot the trial until 85 lb. liveweight, the 
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fu l l ration or whey ,:as not always given in cases where pigs were 

scouring badly. Subsequent to this weight, however, the full 

r ation w~s offered, regardless or the consistency of the dung~ 

Pigs remained on trial until at least 180 lb liveweight. 

On the last day before the final liveweighing and prior to 

dispatch to the bacon factory, the fourth feed of whey for the 

day was omitted and any whey remaining in the trough at 5.00 p.m. 

was removed. This ensured that the pigs were fasted for at 

least 1)-14 hours before their final liveweighing. 



A P P E N D I X I I 

VARIABLES USED AND THEIR NOTATION. 
OBSERVATIONS MADE ON EACH OF 26 PIGS. 

VARIABLE NOTATION 

Total liveweight gain from the start of the 
trial to the end of the 1th week (lbs). 
Thus. Yi• Wt1 - Wt0 ; where Wt! r. total Yi liveweight at the end of the it week, and 
Wt0 • liveweight at -the beginning of the triaL 

Total meal consumed from start of trial to Mi end of 1th week (lbs). 

Total whey consumed from start of trial to 
Whi end of ith week (gals). 

Total whey consumed from start of trial to 
WhD.M.i end of 1th week (lbs Dry Matter). 

Number of weeks from the start of the trial. T 

Total number of days on which scouring was 
Si observed to the end of the ith week. 

Liveweight gain in the 1th week: 
Yi Yi• Yi - yi-1 

Total liveweight at the beginning of the 1th Wti-1 wee~ (end of the i-lth week). 

· Keai .. ~co~aumed in the 1th week · ( lba) • 
._._., :,_)'1t, , . ' 

m1 

. 
•1? ' 

1th week (gale). wh1 .Whey consumed in the 

Whey consumed in the 1th week (lbs Dry Matter). whD.M.i 

Number of days on which scouring was observed s1 
in the 1th week. 
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r1 is liveweight gain from the start of the trial 

to t he end of the 1th week, and Y1is liveweight gain from the 

end of the 1-lth week to the end or the 1th week. Thus 

when we talk about meal or whey fed in the 1th week or weight 

Ga in in the 1th week, the period referred to is from the end of 

the 1-lth week (beginning or the 1th week) to the end of the 

ith week. 

The cumulative model: 

Y • f(M,Wh,T,S) 

may be interpreted as follows: Expected liveweight gain, Y, 

in any period, T, is a function of total meal, M, and whey, 

Wb, consumption, the time taken to consume this feed, T, and 

the total number or days on which scouring was observed in 

this period. 



A P P E N D I l I I I 

( A) Total liveweight gain (Y); Total meal (M) and whey (WhD.M.) 

cons'iuiipt1on data after 11 weeks for 27 pigs. ( 1 ) 

(1) 

LITTER VARIABLES TREATMENT NUMBER Y(lbs) M(lbs) Who.M. {lbs) 

1 81 96 154 
2 93 95 160 
3 86 93 161 

1 96 93 197 
2 98 95 196 
3 103 94 199 

1 102 92 252 
2 114 91 265 
3 82 99 137 

l 70 60 141 
2 68 61 137 
J 66 62 136 

l 77 63 176 
2 83 58 :.90 
J 84 58 192 

l 9,. 58 229 
2 98 57 227 
J 87 58 219 

l 50 43 126 
2 52 26 129 
J 51 28 127 

1 69 26 167 
2 64 25 170 
3 72 2) 179 

l 68 23 208 
2 76 25 210 
3 59 26 188 

Data from Pig Ho.2) was available at 11 weeks 
although thia pig did not complete the trial. 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

--
VII 

VIII 

ll 



(B) Number of days on which scouring was observed for 

each pig over the entire trial period (approx. 

48-180 lb liveweight range). 

l 

BLOCK 2 

) 

I 

3 

0 

0 

II III 

0 7 

25 0 

16 20 

TREATMENT 

IV V VI VII VIII 

3 35 I+ 2 72 

0 5 14 1 27* 

5 J '3 41 1 39 

*Pig No.23: Estimated number of days scouring given by 

technique. for handling missing data in 

randoaised block designs: G. W. Snedecor 

•statistical Methodsn 1957, p.310. 

IX 

111 

34 

14$ 



A P P E N D I I I V 

{A} Summary of TRAP - Multiple Regression Analysis 

Programme for IBM 650 Calculator with Magnetic 

Tape Programming(l} 

Author of Programme: J.E. Nichols( 2} 
Additional Participants: R.I. Seaber and R.A. Stewart. 

TRAP is a generalised, flexible, regression analysis 

programme for the augmented Type IBM 650 computer with ma8netic 

tape. The mathematical procedure is standard Least Squares 

method. The equations finally solved by the computer are 

linear although many -non-linear and transcendental functions 

may be included. Thia is accomplished by transforming the 

data as it is originally fed to the computer. Twenty-six 

transformations are provided for by TRAP. 

for the variable x are: 

Examples of these 

x + a, x - a, ax,~, ex, xa, Log x. 

The programme ia divided into two parts. The input for 

Part 1 ia the original data which is transformed as required 

and expressed in floating decimal point form on magnetic tape. 

This output ia then the input for Part II. The Part II output 

is the desired result. The ·original data can consist of up 

(l} TRiP was made available from the Applied Mathematics 
Laboratory's library ot programmes. 

(2} or the Shell 011 Company, Houston Research Laboratory. 
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to J2 variables for each observation, any of which may be 

µositive or negative. Up to nine dependent variables may be 

correlated using the same function in one machine operation, 

provided there are no more than twenty-six terms, including 

dependent variables, in the equation to be fitted. Alternative 

relationships between the original variables may be obtained 

by separate machine runs. The dependent and independent 

variables, the transformations to be used, and the terms of 

the fitted equation for a particular illachine run, are given in 

the first fourteen input cards. A maximum of 999 observations 

is provided tor by TRAP. 

now given: 

A modified flow chart for TRAP is 

Part I Programme - Read In 

! Section A 

Data Transformation, Terms 
read onto Tape in Flo~ting 
Point 

----------------------------------t--------------
Part II Programme - Read In 

J, 

Section B 
Computation ~ Matrix of Sum 
ot Squares and Products 

l 
Matrix Inversion 

.L 
Print Out - Results (A) 

------------~------~--------------1--------------
Frint Out - Results (B) Section C 



Results (A) consist of: 

{a) Problem identification. 

14'/ 

{b) The original matrix or sum or squares and products. 

(c) The inverse matrix. 

(d) Values of the regression coefficients. 

(e) The total vatiation for eich dependent variable. 

(f) Variation by regression for each dependent variable. 

(g) Value or R
2 for each dependent variable. 

{h) Degrees or freedom. 

(1) F-test for each term. 

{j) t-teat for each term. 

Results (B) are optional and consist of: 

(a) A table or the observed and calculated values for each 

. dependent variable and their differences. 

Sections A, Band C require approximately equal machine time 

for completion. 

The weekly incremental model (491 observations): 

y1 • f(Wti-l' mi, wh1 , s 1 ) 

estimated as a second order polynomits.l, required approx. 2 hours 

to complete all three sections of TRAP. Considerable machine 

time was therefore saved by foregoing section C {or Results (B)) 

of TRAP, .•• was done for the majority of functions estimated 
'• 

in this atudy. 

I, ,. , >' • 

(B) Data ATa1lab111ty· 'J' I 

The data cards lo.15 onwards, contain the observations 

of the variables used 1n the study. Each card may contain 

information on up to 16 yari~b~ea, at the rate or 5 digits per 

variable. The first 4 digits giTe significant figures of the 
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variable concerned while the last digit indicates the position 

of the decimal point. Thus J.0 may be represented as -

)0003,. 0.3002, 00301, or 00030. 

Variables are numbered 1 to 16 consecutively according to their 

position on the card. 

Two sets of data cards, one each for the weekly and 

fortnightly models are available from the Department of 

Agricultural Economics and Farm Management, Massey University 

College, on request. The layout of these cards is given in the 

following two tables: 

TABLE I : Weekly Information (491 cards) 

Variable No. Variable Identification 

1 Iden tific:1 tion Code 

2 Y1 

3 y . ... 
4 m1 

5 Mi 
6 whD.M.i 

7 WhD.M.1 
8 wh1 
9 Wh1 

10 81 
11 Si 
12 Wti-1 
13 T 

14 -
15 -
16 -



T,'. BLE II . 
• Fortnightly Information ( 2J9 cards) 

Variable No. Variable Identifica tion 

1 Identifica tion Code 

2 y 
i 

3 Wti-1 

4 mi 
s wh1 
6 Si 
7 Yi 
8 Mi 

9 Whi 
10 Si 

11 T 

12 -
1) -
14 -
15 -
16 -

The identitication code 04121 is interpreted a s fo , l ows : 

04 - fourth pig; 

12 - the twelfth observation. 

The last digit is ignored. 



A P P E N D I l V 

(A) Details of Cumulative model estimated in the form 

Logf • a+b1LogM + b2LogWh + b3LogT + b4LogS. 

t-test 
TERM Regression Coefficient (4$6 d.f.) 

Constant -0.216 

----------· -------------------------------------
LogM 0 • .323 35.39*** 

LogWh 0.66$ 22.2$*** 

LogT -0.747 x 10-1 2. 09* 

LogS 0.958 X 10-J u.19 NS 

R2 
• 0.9813 



(B) Details or c~ulative Model oetimated in the form: 

I • a • b1/ii. + bz/Wh + b-fT + b4/s + b11M + b22Wh 

+ b33T + b44S + b12/MIJh + b13JMT + b14J~lS 

+ b2-fihT ♦ b24J WhS + b3 4/Ts 

t-test 
TERM Regression Coefficient (476 d.f.) 

Constant -20.99g 
---------- ----~--------------------

_._ ___________ 

./M -2.'i56 J.88*** 

/Wh -1.271 1.22 NS 

If 37 .230 6.03*** 

rs 0.124 0.14 NS 

M 0.557 9.08*** 

Wh -0.637 7-05*** 

T -JO. 55.3 8.83 4 ** 
s -0. 506 7 .6$,:·** 

JMwh -0.183 1.79 10~ 

[flt9 o.s14 l.Jl NS 

/is -0.124 1.48 NS 

/Whf 9.088 8.39*** 

l'i'J 0.409 J.21** 

Jts -1.477 2.09* 
I 

a2 • o.9s91 

, . 
. , ' ' ··,• ... 

I 



A P P E H D I X V I 

lLE I : Fortnightly Incremental Model - Period I. 

t-Test 
TERM Regression Coefficient (61 d.f.) 

Constant -19.470 
----------· --------------------· -~---- -------------
Wti-1 0.576 1.84 1~ 

mi 0.558 1.44 NS 

wh
1 

0.256 1.06 NS 
.. 

s1 0.769 0.51 NS 

Wti-12 -0.108 x 10-l J.15** 

m12 0.558 X 10-2 0.67 NS 

wh 2 
1 -0.155 X 10-l 3.57icr** 

s12 
0 -3 - .944 X 10 0 .01 NS 

Wt1-1mi 0.560 X 10-4 0.01 NS 

Wt1_1wh1 0.20.) x 10-l 2.84** 

Wti-l~i -0.680 X 10-l 1.05 NS 

~wh1 -0.586 X 10-2 0.95 NS . 
:, 0~29S ·x 10-l O.J7 NS 

m1,~1 

wh,i a1 
-1 1.09 NS 0.719 X 10 

a2 • o.s29 



TABLE II • • Fortnightly Incremental Model - Period II. 

t-Test 
TERM Regression Coefficient {67 d.f.) 

Constant 14.710 

----------- ----------~-------------- -------------
Wti-1 -0.505 .i.46 i~3 

m1 0.226 0.46 NS 

wh1 0.616 2 . ~l* 

81 0.123 0 .16 NS 

Wti-12 0. 281 X 10-2 1.67 10r1 

m12 -0.194 X 10-4 0 NS 

-~2 0.435 X 10-4 0.01 NS 

•12 -0.~85 X 10-l 0.97 NS 

Wt1-1m1 0.467 X 10-2 1 . 10 NS 

Wt1-1"h1 - 0 .)15 X 10-2 0 . )7 NS 

Wt1-1s1 0.446 X 10-2 0. 07 t:s 

miwbi -0.442 X 10-2 0 . 75 1~S 

•1•1 -0.514 X 10- 2 0.23 NS 

wh18 i -0.724 X 10 -2 0 . 53 NS 

a2 • o.847 



l/\JLE III Fort~ightly Incrementa l Model - Period Ill 

t-'fest 
TERM Regression Coefficient ( 66 d. f.) 

Constant -44.112 
---------- ------------------------- ------------1 

Wti-1 0.392 0 .58 NS 

mi 0.136 o. 20 r~ s 

wh1 O.t;$2 1.)4 NS 

Si 0.108 0 .16 J. S 

Wti-12 -0.133 X 10-2 0 .58 ~s 

1112 -0.501 X 10-2 
0 .43 NS 

whi2 -0.120 X 10-2 CJ . 3 5 NS 

s12 0. 252 X 10-3 0.01 NS 

Wt1-1m1 0.751 X 10-i 1 • u ,S hi}> 

Wt1_1wh1 - 0 .102 X 10- 2 O. J4 r I'' . .:) 

Wti_lai O.dJ9 x 10-2 1 . 35 i'1S 
rl 

•1wh1 -0.962 X 10-, 1 . ';}b 1 0,~ 

m1s1 -0.)15 X 10-2 0 .19 1'1S 

wh1a1 -0.170 X 10-l 1 .$0 10~ 

R
2 

• 0.71+5 



A P P E N D I X V I I 

MAXIMISATION OF A QUADRATIC FUNCTION 
SUBJECT TO LINEAR INEQUALITIES 

From chapter 6 we may rewrite the linear inequalities 

(6.9) to (6.12) as equalities thus: 

-25 • X3 - xl 

-465 • X4 - 1.g715x1 - X2 

655 - X5 + l.8715x1 + X2 

40 - x6 + x1 - .21.314x2 

We wish to maximise 

R • 8.4530 + J.2J60x1 + 2.0708x2 + .0015Sx1
2 - .0006Jx2

2 

- .00442x1x2 

subject to restraints (7 1 .1) to (7'.4), and 

(j • 1,2, ••• , 6). 

(7'.l) 

(7' . 2 ) 

(7'.JJ 

(7'.4) 

In solving this problem we may conveniently utilize the 

well known simplex layout for solving linear programmes.(l) 

Table I gives the first tableau. 

TABLE I : Statement of Linear Restraints 

X.3 

X4 

X5 

x6 

( 1.) 

B X) X4 X5 x6 xl x2 

-25 l -1 0 

-465 l -1.8715 -1 

655 l 1.8715 1 

40 l l -.21314 

. 
"Linear Programming Methods",E.O. Heady and 
W.V. Candler, Iowa State College Presa, Ames,Iowa, 
10~~. r,h.~. n.61 . 



Both x3 and x4 ~re at negative levels violating the 

condition xj ) 0. The first step therefore is to obtain any 

fP~s ible solution. Thie may be achieved by bringing x 1 and x 2 
into the plan to give Table II. 

TABLE II : First Feasible Plan 

B XJ x4 x5 x6 xl x2 

XJ 103.39229 1 .15236 .71485 

x4 760.83250 l l 0 

x2 414.71383 .71486 -1.)3784 1 

Xl 128.39229 .15236 .71485 l 

The value or Rat this point (A in fig.l,ch.6) is 

964.8516). We now express income as a function of ea ch of the 

non-basic variables in turn. Each unit of x6 supplies 1.33734 

units of x2 and requires .71485 units of x1 • with x1 and x2 at 

the levels shown we may write therefore: 

ft• 8.45300 + J.2)600(128.39229 - .71485x6) 

+ 2.07080(414.71383 + l.3J784x6) 

+ .001S8(12S.)9229 - .71485x6)
2 

2 
- .006)0(414.7138) + l.JJ784x6) 

- .00442(128.)9229 - .71485x6)(414.71J83 + l.JJ784x6) 

which simplifies to 

~ • 964.8516) + .Ol967x6 + .00229x62 • 

Now f • .01967 + .004S8x6 ~ o' 
6 



Thus for x6, pred!cted net reTenue, R, is minimised at 

The present level of x6 is 1.ero; we can 

increase inc~me therefore bJ~ making x.6 as l.:..! ·~,e as ;o!::~i '.' le. 

rhis is done by replacing x3 with Y~ in T2ble II to ;ive Table II 

TABLE III : Reintroduction of x6 into the Basis 

B XJ X4 X5 x6 xl 

Xi, 144.63490 1.39gg9 . ~1314 1 

X4 760.83250 0 1 1 

x2 608.21218 l.~7149 1 

xl 25.00000 -1 0 l 

The Talue or predicted net revenue, R, at this i~int 

{Bin fig.l,cb.6), is 1049.972. Net revenue cannot be 

increased by reintroducing "J as we woulc only replace x 6 • 

Revenue is now expressed in terms of the r ema:1 :d.ng non basic 

variable x5, as waa done previously for x6, to give 
2 .0006Jx5 l • 1049.972 - l.19385x5 -

dl di • - 1.19385 - .00126x5 • 0 now 

gives 
S · 2§ 

x5 • - 947.5; while ~
5
2 • - .00126. 

Thus reTenue is maximised in the x 5 direction by making 

However, x5 ~ 0, so to maximise revenue we 

make x
5 

aa small aa possible, i.e., x5 • O. 

level in Table III, we are at a local optimum. 

As x
5 

is at zero 

x2 

1 
' 



The next st~p is to express predicted net revenue as a 

function or all non basic variables, i.e., 
A -

R • 1049.972 - l.61006x3 - l.19J$5x5 + ·.00765x3
2 .00U6Jx5

2 

♦ .00206x
3

x
5

• 

Now 
dtl 
di) • - 1.61006 + .0l5JOx3 + .00206x5 
dft 
ciiS • - 1.19)85 - .00126x5 + .00206x3. 

It can easily be shown that the local optimum already found 

is the maximum maximorum in the region eiven by the original 

constraints plus the additional reLtraints: 

.015)0x3 + .00206x5 , 2(1.61006) 

.00206x3 - .00126x5 , 2(1.19385) 

We wish then to explore the remainder of the original 

region or interest. In order to restrict ourselves to this 

(7'-5) 

(7'.6) 

region we cannot simply reverse the sense 0f the inequalities 

(7 1 .5) and (7 1 .6) and add them to the original tableau. 

Candler and Townsley have shown that a reasonable restriction 

which ensures neither of the restraints (7'-5) and (7'.6) are 

violated can eaaily· be obtained. In our example we first set 

x5 • o, and solve (71 .5) and (7 1 .6) for _x3, i.e., 

X .. '- 210.465 
.3 

x) .;; 1156.8JO. 

The maximum feaaib~.• val~• of x3 is therefore 210.465 • 

setting x3 • 0 U..~.- solving to~ x5 we have: 
r· -'f,• ,. ·' :,· · . ' ' ,,, I 

I , ~s < ' 1560.1)6 

X5 4- ♦~ 

Now 

I 

I 



Thus, the maximum fe£sible value of x
5 

13 1560.136. 

r estriction is then: 

The desired 

, X5 
+ l560.lJ6 ~ l 

or 

This restraint may easily be rewritten in terms of x
1 

and x
2 

to give: 

(7' .7) 

(7'. 8) 

Addition of (7 1 .8), with the inequality reversed, to the 

original restraints gives us a new problem with a smaller set 

of feasible values. In fact, when this is done, no feasible 

solution can be obtained, hence the solution given by Table III 

was the maximum maximorum for the initial area of interest, i.e., 

R • 1049.972 pence (£4.375) per pig. 

M • 25.0 lbs. 

Wh • 608.212 gals. 



A P P E N D I I V I I I 

A REVIEW OF LIT~ATURE ON THE SELECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
DESIGNS FOR RESPONSE SURFACE ESTIMATION 

Because regression analysis can be applied to almost any 

scatter or observations, and some results obtained, little 

interest has been shown until relatively recently in 

experimental designs especially suited for regression studies. 

In 1951 a fundamental article by Box and Wilson(l) considered 

the selection of experimental designs so that regression 

estimates from the resulting observations had certain desirable 

properties. The derivation of experimental designs ao::ording 

to desired properties of the regression equation fitted to 

these experimen~al points has been developed by Box et.al. 

A review of these papers is now given. Li ueral use has been 

made of the terminology and notation from these pa pers; 

the numbers indicating references in the text refer to the 

publications listed at the end of this appendix. 

8'.l Introduction 

Suppose we have k variables whose levels are denoted by 

X1, X2, •••, Xk, on which depends the expected level of some 

response,~ , in accordance with an unknown relationship: 

~ • t(X1, X2, •••• Xk)~ (8' .1) 

Suppose that in order to explore this relationship, 

K experiments are pertormed. The uth ot these experiments 

conaista in adjusting the !actor levels to a -certain set of k 



lul 

~re decided values, Ilu' X2u• •••• Iku' and of observing a 

response Yu• 

1 1 1 1 ' . . The Problem 

The problem of experimental design discussed is tha t 

of choosing the N sets of levels at which the observations 

are to be made. 

s•.1.2 Notation 

A set of standardised levels for the variables 

is defined: 

X• • 1ll where 
' 31 -{~:~ (X1uN - X1)T 

For these standardised levels therefore: 

N 

(8' . 2 ) 

L x2iu • N ( 8'. J) 
u•l 

It is often convenient to view the problem Eeometrical ly 

and to regard (8'.l) as defining a surface, referred to as the 

response surface. We assume that in the limited region of 

immediate interest, (8•.l) can be represented by a polynomial 

of degreed, •o that the expected response at the uth point, 

~u• in terms or the standardised variables is assumed to be 

~u • Axou + /Jix1u + ••• + /J0ku •A1xfu + •·• 

+ /3kkx~ + •• • + A.2x1ux2u + • • • + 

/J X. X + /J x3 + • • • k-1,k K-1,u ku 111 lu 
etc. 

We can obtain Least Squares estimates b0 , b1 , etc. 

" • 'r, ,...'"'"ff1r1Pnt~ /3·, ,,1, , etc. by fitting ($•.4) by 

(8'.4) 



r e~ression to the • obserTed Talues: Tl, y y 
YN, 2 , ... ' , . . . , 

u 

( r rovided of course, that N is sufficiently large). 

A design which includes k Tariables and allows U3 to 

deteraine all constants up to order d, will be called a 

le-dimensional design or order d. In a polynomial equation 
' 

of degreed there are (k~d) terms, so that for a k-dimensional 

design or order d, the number of experimental points, N, must 

be at least (k~d). Ir only (kdd) points are observed, then ($ '. 4, 

will fit exactly. To obtain an est -i mate of error we need at 

8 1 .1.3 Reguireaents 

Which properties ot a design are considered to be most 

important, or desirable, is bound to be to some extent 

subj~ctiTe. Box and Bunter( 4 ) list the following 'desirable' 

properties or an experimental design of order d:-

(a) The design should allow the a pproximating polyno ::. i a l 

of degreed (tentatively assumed to be representationally 

adequate) to be estimated with satisfactory accuracy within 

the region or interest. 

(b) The design should allow a check to be made on the 

representational accuracy or the assumed polynomial. 

(c) Th• design ahould ~ot contain an excessively large 

number ot experimental pointa. 

(d) The design should lend itself to 'block~g•. 

(e) The design should to~ a nucleus from which a 

aatiatactory design ot order d + 1 can be built in case the 

assumed degree ot polynomial proves inadequate. 



16) 

For any linea r model, such as (8 1 .4) in which there nre 

L unknown coefficients, the H equations of the N experiment.al 

points may be written in matrix not~tion as: 

~• • IJJ1 {8'. 5) 

where i denotes the order of the polynomial, and where: 

Ii is an NxL matrix, called the matrix 

of independent variables, giving the levels of the independent 

variables at successive observations, and 

"1' p,, is a Lxl vector of population parameters, 

/3
0

, A, • • •, /JL, and 11,' is a Nxl vector of expected values 

or the dependent variable. 

The lxL 11&trix x1 provides a programme or the N 

experiments to be performed and is called the design matrix , 

and is denoted by D. 

If the observed values f0und at the N experimenta l 

points or a particular design D, are represented by a vector 

.I, and B(i) •~•Least Squares estimates b1 of A are ~i ven 

by: 

The vector ot predicted values of the dependent variable, 

1', is giTen by: 

( $ ' . 6) 

(8'. 7 ) 

The yariancea and co-variances of the Least Squares estimates 

are the elements or th• matrix: 

( A.) ( A ) t (Y.tJ:. )-l ct2 
I Jl1 - /~ . Jl1 - t• 1 • ,_ ,_ 

(8' . $ ) 

(where0'2 1• the population ~ariance parameter). 
. .. .t .... .. . ,.... ;,.,,..111rin "' t .hP. 



s•J;:- ~os i tion that the i.athematical model (8' .5) exactly 

re presents the true situation, the method of Least Squares 

~ives unbiased estimates, ~1 , or A, (i.e. E(~) • /Jt), 
2 . 

and an unbiased estimate of (1-L)O", provided by: 

Ci - z)' Cl - .1) • .I'.I - .2'1111 1~1 

The method or Least Squares reduces to a minimum the 

sums or squares of deviations, (i - z)'(i - ~), between the 

observed Talues, i and the Talues, z, given by the fitted 

function (8'.7). 

(8' .9) 

It is also conTenient to consider here the case where, 

contrary to supposition, the mathematical model {8'.5) is 

inadequate and in tact Lj further terms, XA, are needed 

to ensure an adequate representation of response so that: 

~ - XA + X/Jj ( 8 ' .10) 

then the estimates given by (8'.6) are biased, for: 

E(~i) • ;J
1 

+ ;../.Jj ( S ' • l l) 

where A • (If Xi >-1XLxj is an LxLj matrix 01 bias coefficients 

which has been called the alias matrix.(l) In this 3ituation 

the residual aua or squares ia also biased. 

The proble■ ot choosing a wbest" design for the fitting 

of a model given by (8'.S) has usually been interpreted as 

that or satiatying the .requirement that D should be so chosen 

that the coetficients /J1 are separately estimated with 

miniau■ Yariance. 

For a particular design D, the me·thod of Least Squarss 

gives estimates haying amalleat yariancea. Different designs 

can haTe, ot course, ditterent variance estimates that are 
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r.i iuimum for each design. Amongst all possible designs then, 

wo wish to select the one(a) that give estimitates that are 

minimum minimorum variance estimates. In reference (2) a 

theorem is proved (tor the case where the variables in the 

matrix 1 1 are functionally independent and the diagonal 

elements of 1111 are fixed by the definition of the problem) 

that the requirement of minimum variance is satisfied by so 

choosing D that the matrix IfXi is diagonal. Such an 

arrangement may be called an orthogonal design. 

In the present context it is only in the case of designs 

of first order that the variables are functionally independent 

and that all the diagonal elements of x.;_xi are fixed by the 

definition of the problem. For this reason the obove theorem 

is directly helpful only in the derivation of first order 

designs. 

a•.2 Multifactor Designs of First Order 

Suppose _the true regression plane in the regi on considered 

is: 
~ • /3 o + /J 1 x l + • • • + /3 kxk 

{d '. l~) 

As before the N equations (8•.12) may be written in matrix 

notation: 

~• • l/J'1 
where x

1 
• [j!' ! n] and each element of the column vector 

j!' ia unity. - - .. ,. ... now, ~ • Nxl column vector of 

observations made at the N experimental points, 8nd providing 

x
1 

ia of rank k+l (which implies D of rank K), then separate 

b , h or theA1's may be calculated. linear eatimatae 1 o~ eac /v 



The v&riancas and covariances for the estim~tes, b., 
l 

d re r, iven by the matrix: 

( $ ' . 13 , 

In order to minimise the variances of the estimates, b1 , we 

need to choose the design matr17 D, so that the diagonal 

elements or (JiI1 )-1 are minimised (subject of course to the 

standardisation restrictions (8'.J)). 

Where the bi are all mutually uncorrelated we have: 

N 2 
-1 

-1 0 (1i_'I1) • [:x1u 0 • • • 

u•l N 

0 2 
Lx2u 
u•l 

• • 

• 

• . N 

0 L_x:u 
u•l 

- 1 - N 0 • • • 0 

0 N 

• • 

• • 

• • • 

0 N 

., 
J ,,.... • • t ix of the b1, (8' .13) is 

Hence, the variance-covariance mar 

given by: 
2 -1 2 

(X,'X, }Cf • N IO' 



Var(~1) • N-1o- 2 for Alli 

Cov { b 1 , b j) • O r or 1,' j. 

Since the 

independent, and 

elements of lili 

variables :xl, x 2 , ••• , xk are functionally 
N 2 

since LXiu • N (1 • o,1,2, ••• , k), the diagonal 
u•l 

are fixed QY definition of the problem. 

The smallest variance theorem( 2 ) referred to in 8'.l.J, 

therefore leads at once, to the conclusion ·that a best design 

matrix, D, is one given by Nio, where O is an orthogonal matrix 

with the elements of its first column all equal. Thus we 

have I• Nto, and Xfll • NI. 

Therefore first order designs of optimum precision for 

up to k • B-1 factors in N experiments may be obtained from 

~ orthogonal matrix O with elements in the first column all 

equal, and x1 • Nio. These designs fall ~ithin the class 

described in 8 1 .l.) as orthogonal designs. 

Geometrically these designs consist of N points, at the 

vertices of an R-1 dimensional regtiar simplex if k • N-1, or the 

projections onto a epace of k dimensions of the vertices of the 

H-1 dimensional regular simplex if k < (N-1). The arbitrariness 

in the choice of D corresponds to the fact that the simplex 

may be taken in any orientation, i.e. it is a feature of 

orthogonal first order designs that under rotation the variances 

and covariances remain constant. This class of designs includes 

the factorials and fractional factorials. These latter designs 

are or .special value because they are easy to carry out, t.hAV --- - -
allow the adequacy or the first degree representation to be 

checked and the nature or departures from it to be readily 

identified, they form natural nuclei which can be augmented 

t0 f 0r m rlP.~i ~ns of hi~her order, and they are readily arranged 



The construction a.ud properties of such desit;ns a re discussed 

in reference (2). 

8 '.2.1 Bias From Higher Order Terms 

Although the variances and covariances under orthogonal 

rotation of the design remain constant, the mdgnitude and 

arrangement of the possible biases which might occur due to the 

inadequacy of the planar approximation are affected by the 

orientation a the design. If, however, we have no prior 

knowledge concerning the relative importance of particular 

second-order terms, no arrangements which are dramatically 

worse or better than others c~n be exµected to arise as a result 

of rotation of the designs. 

When, on the other hand, so~ething is known of the type 

or approximating second-degree equa tion to be expected, it 

may be possible to reduce bias by suitabl~ rotation of the 

design. The particular case of designs which are such that 

only b is biased by quadratic terms ('Type B' designs) are 
0 

discussed by Box, in reference ( ~), as exctin,.les of desi ,.~ns 

where suitable rotation gives unbiased estimates of effects: 

8'.3 Second Order Designs 

For designs ot order higher than the first, the quantities 

2 2 x x · x 3 etc · xo; xl, • • •, xk; xl , • • •, xk ; xl x2, . • • •' k-l k, 1 , • 

are not all functionally independent and hence a diagonal matrix 

or sums of squares and products for the 'independent' variables 

is impossible since, unless the x1u are all zero, certain sums 

b 2 d x and between of products such as those etween xi an o• 



x / ·> ~n d xj 2 are necees'arily positive. 

Box and Hunter (4 ) show that orthogonal second orcer 

des i ens of a sort can be obtained. 'Examples of such designs 

·, 1·e the factorials with more than two levels and the orthogonal 

corr,posite desivis given by Box and Wilson(l). 

Box and Hunter also note that N-1X'X may be viewed as 

a matrix of moments of the design. The condition of orthogonal-

ity (i.e., that the moment matrix is diagonal) may result in the 

choice of some momenta that are not necessarily good. In the 

sense that we have chosen an orthogo .1al design we are associ a. ting 

the term 'good' with the fact that all the effects are uncorrelated . I 

It is f~r from clear in this case that this criterion is 

necessarily 'good'. This is because the choice of an orthogonal 

second order design involves the magnitude of the diagonal 

elements, and this choice decides the relative precision with 

which linear, quadratic and interaction coefficients are estima ted . 

It may be noted, for example, that, for the 3k factorial 

design in conventional sc311ng, the variances of the estima tes 

for the quadratic coefficients are twice as large as t hose 

for the interaction coefficients. This was pointed out by 

Box and Wilson (1951),(l) and an intuitive attempt was made to 

reduce this apparent unbalance, by the introduction of composite 

designs. The desigt,. 1::atrix for a three factor composite design 

can be written:-



D • 

1 

2 

3 

I+ 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

xl 

l 

1 

l 

l 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-1 

-0( 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

x2 

l 

l 

-1 

-1 

l 

l 

-1 

-1 

0 

0 

0( 

-0( 

0 

0 

0 

XJ 

l 

-1 

l 

-1 

l 

-1 

l 

-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o(' 

-oe 

0 

Where the m,'l&;ni tude of Jo<I may oe s o chosen tha t the 

design is orthogonal, .2!: that the variances for second oruer 

effects are made equal. 

Where the surface can be represented by an equation of 

2nd degree, Box and Hunter ~~, 5) show how the variances of, and 

correlations between, second order coefficients estimated 

from a 32 factorial design change aa t-he design is rotated. 

The copditlon ot orthogonality refer~ to orthogonality in a 

particular orientation, and this property is in general lost 

on rotation ot the design. 

g, .3.1 Summary 
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of optimt~ experimental des i ena for e s t im~Li n~ the coeff icionts 

i n a general k-variable second order model t he t erms " independent 

v~ria ble", "orthogonality", and "minimum variance" t ake on new 

aspects. 

For first order designs the criteria of minimum variance 

and orthogonal estimates are simultaneously obtained by 

requiring that 

N 2 
Lxiu • N and 
u•l 

N 
L. xiux ju • 0 

U"' l 

For second order models orthogonal estimates may requi re 

the choice of unrealistic dc5ign moments and give estima tes of 

unequal variances. 

Alternatively, we may select rl. P. s i ;311s tha t estimate all 

quadratic effects with equal variru1ce, hut not necessarily 

minimum vari,CJ.nce; minimum variance estimate::; on the other hand, 

will be correlated as in the case of comr osite designs where we 

increase the magnitude C'f I 0(1 • 
We are also aware of the important f act tha t the variance -

covariance structure of an experimental design is not necessarily 

independent of the orientation of the design with respect t o 

any fixed set of co-ordinate axes. (This contrast with first 

order orthogonal designs, where the variance - covariance struc t ure 

of an experimental deeign is independent of the orientation of the 

design rlth reepect to any tixed •~t of co-ordinate axes.) 

The approach described ao tar has been concerned only with 

the accuracy of estimation tor individual coefficients, and 

apart from designs of first order, this does not lead to any 

unique class of solutions. 
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0 ' .It Tcot!\table Desip:na 

We now consider the estimation of complete equations, 

and not the estimation of individual coefficients &nd their 

v;J riances. 

The variance or the estimated response 

(xl' x2 , •••, xk) can be readily obtained. 

t at any point 

For example, a 

second order model fitted to the nine observations provided 

by the 32 design ld i th f 11 wou g ve e o owing fitted equation 
A 

I• a+ b1x1 + b2x2 + b11Y12 + b22x22 + b12x1x2 

and at any point (x1 , x2 ) the variance of the estimate "" Y is 

given by 

V(Y) • V(a) + x1
2V(b1 ) + x2

2V{b2 ) + x1
4v(b11 ) 

1 

+ x2
4V(b22 ) + x1

2x2
2V(b12 ) + 2x1

2cov(a,b11 ) + 2x2
2cov (a, b

22
i 

• 0'2(5 - 3x12 - Jx22 + 2xl4 + 2x24 + x12x22) 

where in conventional scaling and orientation the 32 factorial 

design gives n1nherent" variances of the coefficients a, b1 , 

bii' and bij' placed on a "per observa tion'' basis equal to 

5a2, o- 2, 2a~ and a 2 respectively. All the covariances 

are zero except between a and b11 which has covariance equal 
2 to -20- on a "per observation" basis. One way of decreasing 

the varianco o! the estim•tes is obviously to replicate the 

experimental points. 

The intoru~ion at any point (x1 ,½) is defined as the 

reciprocal or the yariance ot that point. It is now possible 

to completely determine an intormation pattern for any 

experimental design. The contours of equal information 

provided by the J2 ractorial are illustrated: 
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'; ; ~-::' x., 
t •l 

1D 15 25 

C) 

This contour diagram indicates that the 32 factorial 

design provides a greater concentration of information at a 

given distance /J from the centre of the design in some 

orientations than in others. 

Since an experimenter will in general have no init ia l 

idea as to where the most interesting portion of the r e s ponse 

will ultimately lie, it would seem advisable to use an experiment/tl I 

design that provided the same in£ormation on all points equidis

tant rrom the centre of the design. 

Ideally then, the experimental design in any orientation 

would provide information contours that were circles centred 

at the origin, and tor designs with three or more independent 

variables the contours of constant information should be 

spheres or hyperepheres. 

Designs". 

These designs are called ttftotatable 

A basic discussion on the derivatlon of rotatable designs, 

-, l • 1 ~ ' ,....,. ,. , 9 , t ,... r , r 
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t he dosig;n, is given by Box and Hunter:{4) " 
• ~Yll) ii1erit condi ti tms 

' 
which a design of any given order must satisfy to obtain 

constant precision on spheres centred at the origin of the 

design, are derived; and the problem of finding a rrangements 

of points which satisfy these con ditions is consi dered. 

$'.4.1 Rotatable Designs of Order One 

Rotatability is a· property of first order orthogonal 

designs. It it happens, contrary to assumption, that terms 

of second order are not negligible, bias is introduced. 

However, by selecting a design for which all the third ord~r 

moments are zero, bias is eliminated in the estimates of the 

linear coefficients in every orientation of tho design. 

Specific designs of this sort i:1re discussed by Box c.md 

Wilson (l) under the name "first order designs of typo B11
• 

They can be obtained by duplicating with reversed s i gns any 

orthogonal first order design. The two-level factori a l des i gns 

and many of the fractional factorials are also examples of 

particular orientations of designs of this sort. 

8•.4.2 Rotatable Designs of Order Two 

Rotatable second order designs, for any number of 

independent variables, can be obtained by using the vertices of 

regular figures, or combinations of regular figures, with one 

1 h • .. t• ~ ~---1""'" n.-,..,s:av or more po nta at t e cen"re 0.1 fig u 00 o•• ...... - -J ~ 
'l'he addition 

of more than one point at the centre of any rotatable design 

provides (on the usual assumption that the variances of all 

determinations are equal) a valid estimate of experimental 

,- - .. """' ,.... 
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Fork• J in~epondent varlable 0 t 1 ' ·l ~ one r, ) ,.:i. , ,' u ~ ses ,·:m d 

0r·d"r design is provided by combining a cube ( the 23 factorial) 

with an octaLedron (a "star design") to ~rovide a design with 

14 peripheral points. This design must of course have at least 

one centre point. This de8ign is the analogue of the central 

composite design. For rotatability, the axi3 arms of the star 

design should be ex • 2k/4 • (An example of ciet~rmic1ing the 

coefficients in a second order mo<lbl forks 2 inde~e~dcnt variabl e 

from a hexagon design with four c~nt.re .,oints, for a tot.:tl of 

N • 10 experiments, is given by Box and Hunter.( 5)) 

Where, contrary to assumption, third order constant~ 

exist, the expectations E(b0 ) and E(b1 ) will be bia~ed. However, 

the expectations E(b1i) and E( bij) will be w1biased ir~ every 

orienta·tion by selection of a ciesi r:n for which fifth order moments 

are zero. 

a1 .4.3 The Information Profile 

One other important aspect of a rot:itable. desi ):':n 1.1 t he 

inforJnation profile. Thia profile indic <'l tes ho1•1 the inf on1;r1 -

tion changes as we increase the distance /J l'rorn the r.t:?n tre of 

the design. In a rotatable design the inform:1tion at a .'.; iven 

distance /:J from the centre is the same no matter what the 

orientation. 
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Additional points at the centre of a second or der 

rotatable design can be used to change the in.formation prof ile 

or the design. For example, by placin6 a total of three 

experimental points at the centre of the pentagon design the 

information profile remains nearly constant over the interv c1 l 

0 </0 -.;1. Rotatable designs for which the infor1n.::i. tion at 

/J • 0 equals that at /J • 1 are called Uniform Inform:,tion 

designs, and can be constructed .for any number of variables . 

8' .4.4 Summary 

The discussion so far has been concerned with two major 

approaches to the problem of selecting experimental designs 

that will fulfil the requirement8 given in s~ction 8 9 .1.3. 

The t1r3t approach was concerned only with the accuracy 

or estimation tor individual coefficients of the estimating 

equation. Apart from designs or first order, this did not 

lP~~ tc any uniQue class of solutions. 
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The second approach was where the interest was directed 

at the complete estimation equation. As we have seen, Box and 

Hunter have derived conditions such that experimental desi ~ns 

in any orientation and of any given order, provide information 

contours that are concentric about the i · or ~1n of the design. 

A third approach to the problem of selecting experimental 

designs within the requirement context, section 3'.l.), and 

where interest has been directed at the complete estimation 

equation, is described by Box and Draper.(6) 

g,_5 Box and Draper Approach to Selection of a Response 

Surface Design 

8'.5.1 Introduction 

Most approaches to the theory of experimental design 

have been concerned only with the errors :irising from n sampling'· 

variation. The fitted equati0n is assumed to be ca r able of 

providing a perfect representation and ~he expectation of 

a fitted value 9(~), is supposed to equal the expectation of 

the true value, ~ (~). In practice there are two possible 

sources of discrepancy between the true function and the 

fitted equation. The first occurs because of sampling error 

("variance error"), and the second because of the inadequacy 

or the graduating function ("bias error"). 

A "region or immediate interest" R, is assumed within 
. • . • • , _ .. -'-- .i ... ,4.,, nf"l~Hti hle 

a larger "operability region" O - w1t.n1.n w1u."- 11 
•" •- ... c ..... ---------

to carry out experiments. If a particular model is assumed, 

and variance error is the only kind of discrepancy considered, 

then to obtain good representation over R, we ought to take 

,~ ,~r~e R desi~ as possible, co~ering the whole operability 



However, this result is only reached because t he 

,:ecreased ability of the simple graduating function to repres ent 

the real rela tionship as wider and wider regions of the s pace 

of the variables are considered, is ignored. What is required 

then is some way in which the apparent added precision obtaina ble 

: ,y making the design larger may be balanced aga.inst the loss 

of representational accuracy, to give optimum s ize properties 

of the design. The distribution of design points in t he space 

of the variables can then be decided later. 

In order that a polynomial of s pecific degree ct1 s houl d 

represent the true function of degree d2 ( d2 > d1 ) wlthin 

the region Ras well as possible (Requirement (a) section $'.l.J), 

it would be desirable to choose the design so as to minimise 

( '.S ' • 14 ) 

where~• dx
1

, c1x2 , ••• , dxk. J is the mean sq uar ed 

deviation from the true response, averaged over the r er,ion R 

and normalized with respect to the number of obs e rvations and 

the variance. N is the total number of observations and o-2 

is the experimental error variance. The division into 

"variance error" and "bias error" can be illustrated by rewriting: 

J•V+B 

- ~~(:,<.ll] ~ + ~{{E[y(,sll - ~(,si}2~ (8' . 1 5) 

where 

r,.-l • 1~ 
R 

Box and Draper interpret requirement (b), section g,.1.J, 



the desien shvuld allow a check to be · m:.1 ue on the re .. -res en L1 -

~ ~ onal accuracy of the assumed polynomial in the following way: 

It is supposed that a test for lack of fit is to be m~ de 

by the use of analysis of variance in which the residual sum 

of squares R 

5a • L ( Yu - Yu) 
2 

u•l 

is compared with the experimental error variance, which is 

either assumed to be known exactly cr2, or obtained from some 

independent estimate s2 ; and where v is the number of de~re es 

of freedom on which the residual sum of squares is based. 

The null hypothesis tested in the analysis of variance is 

that E(Sa 1/v • a 2• This hypothesis is most commonly tested 

using the F-ratio. If this ratio reaches some a priori l evel 

of significance (usually 5%), the hypothesis is rejected. At 

this level of significance, we know that the probability of 

rejecting a true hypothesis is 5~- The probability that the 

hypothesis is rejected, when the hypothesis is in fact not true 

is called the "power of the test".(?) Thus, where F.o, is the 

value of the ratio necessary for significance at the 5fa level, 

we have, 

Power of the Test• Pr (hypothesis is rejected J hypothesis 

is not true} 

• Pr \s3/vo-2 > F .05} 

• P.r { Sa > v. a-.2 F. 05} 

In general our aim should be to make the power of the te5t 

as large 

(7) 

as possible. 
"Statistics - an Introduction", Donald A.S.Fraser,Ch.lO, 
p.247-49. John Wiley & Sons Inc.,1960. 



Box and Draper arque that where it i k 
~ s nown that the 

iiy~)othesis is not true, (i.e.' that the fitted !J0lynominl of 

de 1~ ree d, is not the true polynomial) and in the particular 

inst.1nce \fhere v is assumed fixed, an bj ti h 0 Ac vet at increases 
:.:-1 e "power of t he test" will be to make the expectation of 

SR large. 

However, where the order of ti1e true 
i polynomial is unknown 

( and it could be of the order selected (d
1

) to approximate the 

surface) we should maximise the preci9ion of the test. 

Minimising the variance of SR' 

Var(SR) • E[[\ - E(SR r) 
should allow the teat ratio 

to be determined with minimum variance. This should result 

in the "best" esti_mate of the test r n tio, which is intuitively 

at least, the desired property of this rat io when the order of 

the true function is unknown. 

e•.5.2 Application to First Order Designs 

For first order designs, Box and Draper show that setting 

third order moments equal to zero assists in minimising J. The 

optimal choice or the spread of the design depends on the ratio 

of variance contribution to bias contribution. Where no bias 

exists, i.e., we believe implicitly in the adGquacy of the 

first order polynomial fitted, the bounds of the design should 

be allowed to extend as far as possible. At the other extreme, 

B alone is minimised, and conditions that limit the bound of 

the optimum design within the region R, are obtained. A 



considera tion of intermediate cases leads to optimum designs 

tha t are closely similar to those obtained when bias alone is 

minimised, except for the case where variance contribution is 

l Argely or completely dominant. Minimisation of the me ~n 

squared deviation from the true response (J) thus 1 d ea ,_s to the 

selection of designs that h2ve certain n:•ornent and .. sizf: p.:-operties 

These properties are discussed by Box and Draper, for the 

cases where the true polynomial is a quadratic and where the 

true polynomial is of any order d:, (d2 > ct1 , where ct1 is the 

order of the approximating polynomial). In this latter case, 

and where Averaged Squared Bias only is minimised, the conclusion 

is reached that the desien points should probably be spread 

evenly over the region R. 

Box and Draper give one particular way of generat .i. nt, f irst 

order designs, that satisfy the desi gn r ':-;q uirements, and where 

concern is shown only for bias f rom second orcier terms. 

satisfying requirement (a) section 8'.l.J must be first order 

orthogonal with third order moments zero; these are the desi ~ns 
{l) 

of type B, discussed by Box and Wilson ( 1951) . A i 1articul:.1r 

class of such designs are the two level fractional factorials, 

where no two factor interaction is confounded with a main effect, 

and where the complete design matrix of 2k points (where k 

factors are tested) is obtained, by replicating the first k 

points with reversed signs. 

Requirement (b), section s•.3.1, is that departures 

from the assumed model, which occur because the (assumed) true 

function is quadratic rather than linear, should be readily 

detectable. Two level factorials in which k factors are te
5t

ed 

1n ?k triAls by replicating a square kxk orthogonal matrix wi
th 



1'l: Vert1 ed s i gns, necessarily have 1 10 i nts 
r- ull e 1 ; uis µa ced fr o,j the 

0 1· ibin, and ~rov ide c1ui te sensitive teat,,
3 ..., for depar ture from 

l 1 :1e,!!'i ty. If the basic design is to be dif mo ied by extra 

r cints, these should all be ndded at the origin, to r:;ive the 

brentest increase in the 8ens1t1venesa of the test for departure 

from linearity. Additional points at the centre also give an 

est i mate of the error variance, thus ru~k ing poss ible tests of 

ue parture from the linear model based solely on the internal 

ev i dence supplied by the desien. Box and Dr.J.per limit their 

discus sion to the selection of opti1aal first order desi~ns. 
C:> 

8 1 .6 Discussion 

The stimulus for this work on experimental designs for 

the estimation or response surfaces was provided in the original 

paper by Box and Wilson, (l) where a me thod oi- sequential 

experimentatj on was outlined fo_ .. the attainn;ent of optimum 

conditions. The method involved a seri~s of small t ria l s , the 

location of each one depending on the di re ction of "steepes t 

ascent" calculated from the previous trial. The er1·1ciency of 

this sequential approach to finding optimum factor co11ibin;.t tions 

depends to a large extent on the accuracy of the response 

surface e8timatea gained from each trial carried out. 

Thia approach ia not suited in general to the explora tion 

0£ agricultural relationships where information on a large 

portion or the production surface of interest is required. 

This ia the case in pigmeat production where we wish to be able 

to predict liveweight gains from a number of alternative rations. 

Pigmeat production however 1.s a sequential proce:;s • 

we do have the possibility of deriving optimum designs at a 

Thus 



11 · .. :;1ber of points in the nroduct1on In the . ,0 r oce ss. ca se 'Jf 

the incremental model, exr~rimen t a l tr0.c1tment s \vould be t he 

r,1rticulnr weekly rates of me:~1 and whey feed in;: employed a t 

1ny :;iven liveweight. The optimum location of these tre , t :nE: nt 

could be derived for a given experimnnta l ~rea of interest and 

order of the polynomial thought sufficient to represent the 

response in this 1rea, according t o the methods derived by 

Box et .al. This proce dure co1.lld be rep,~ated a t sui t :1ble 

livew P. i r,ht intervals t o obtain a de:;;i1;n thrit ha.d optimum 

properties, in the s ense th:1t the regress ion fit t ed to the.s e 

points, i.e. the incremental model, had desired pro~ertics. 

Fig.2 Ch.5, indica tes tha t the experimental design u~ed 

in the meal:whey levels trial corresponded ~oughly to a Jx3 

factorial in each time period. A likely disadvantage of t nis 

trial was that each ration was fed at only one r a te. It 

may be possible to use the de3 ign principa l s reviewed in 

this chapter to select arrangements of ~oints for determi n i. n J~ 

the effect of feeding sEilecteCJ. rations c.1 t di fferent r <.1 tes . 

Time and the scope of this present s tudy h:-:ve not a llm•1E: 

detailed exploration of this intere:Jt i ng and potentially 

useful approach to the selection of experimental designs for 

response surface estimation of the type encountered in 

agriculture. 
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